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1. DIII-DPROGRAMOVERVIEW

1.1. INTRODUCTION

The DffI-D tokamakresearchprogramis carriedout by GeneralAtomics (GA) for the U.S. Departmentof Energy
(DOE). The DHI-D is the most flexible tokamakin the world. The primarygoal of the DIII-D tokam_ research

program is to provide data to develop a conceptual physics blueprint for a commercially attractive electrical
demonstrationplant (DEMO) that would open a path to fusion power commercialization. In doing so, the DIII-D
programprovides physics and technology R&D outputs to aid the Tokarnak Physics Experiment (TPX) and the
International Thermonuclear ExperimentalReactor (ITER). Specific DIII-D objectives include the steady-state
sustainment of plasma currentas well as demonstratingtechniquesfor microwave hea_Jng,divertorheat removal,
fuel exhaust and tokamak plasma control. The DIII-D program is addressing these objectives in an integrated
fashion with high beta and with good confinement. The long-range plan is organized into two major thrusts;the
developmentof an advanceddivertorand the developmentof advanced tokamakconcepts. These two thrustshavea
common goal: an improved DEMO reactorwith lower cost and smaller size than the presentDEMO which can be

extrapolatedfrom the conventional ITER operational scenario.In orderto prepare for the long-range program, in

FY93 the DIII-D researchprogramconcentratedon threemajorareas:Divertorand Boundary Physics, Advanced
TokamakStudies,andTokamakPhysics.

The major goals of the Divertor andBoundaryPhysics studies are the control of impurities,efficient heat removal

and understandingthe strongrole that the edge plasma plays in the global energy confinementof the plasma. The
advanced tokamak studies initiated the investigation into new techniques for improving energy confinement,
controlling particle fueling and increasing plasma beta. The major goal of the Tokamak Physics Studies is the

understandingof energyandpanicle transportin areactorrelevantplasma.

A cross sectional view of D_I-D (Fig. 1.1-1) shows a divertedconfigurationin which magnetic equilibriumformsa
so-called double-nullgeometry. Several of the majormachine components are also called out in this figure. This
equilibrium configuration is only one of many available in DHI-D. Because of this flexibility in shaping and
positioning of the magnetic equilibrium,a broad rangeof plasmaparametersareavailable for experimentation. The

DIII-D tokamak characteristics, maximum plasma parameters and experimental results are summarized in
Tables 1.1-1and 1.1-2.

To carry out the DIII-D program,GA provides a combinationof extensive institutional experience in the field, a
skilled and experienced staff of internationalrepute,and a uniquelyflexible facility -- the DITI-Dtokamak.GA has
had an active fusion research programfor more than threedecades. It is the only industrialparticipantin the U.S.

programwith a major, integratedeffort in all aspects of plasma physics and fusion research, from basic plasma
theory, magneticfusion device design, engineering,construction,and operation,to fusion reactortechnology.

1-1
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TABLE 1.1-1
DIII--D CAPABILITIES

Present

Vacuum vessel volume 37 m3

Major radius 1.67 m

Minor radius 0.67 m

Maximum toroidal field 2.2 T

Vertical elongation ratio 2.6

Available OH flux 12 V-s

Maximum plasma current 3.0 MA

Neutral beam power 20 MW

RF power (ECH) 1.4 MW

RF power (ICRF) 2.0 MW

Current flattop (divertor at 2 MA) 5 s

Current flattop (divertor at I MA) 10 s

1-2
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In addition, collaborationswith other U.S. andinternationalfusion programsarean essential featureof the DHI-D
program°These collaborations assist and bringexpertise to Dm-D. Principalamong these efforts are the ongoing
cooperative efforts with the Japan Atomic Energy ResearchInstitute (JAERI), the LawrenceLivermore National
Laboratory (LLNL), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Sandia National Laboratory (SNL), and the
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA). A list of collaborations at Dm-D is given in Table 1.1-3. In
addition to hosting scientists and engineers to participatein DIII-D experiments, GA scientists and engineers
participate on the experiments at other national and internationallaboratories and universities. We are active
participants on the ITER and TPX programs and participatein the development of a physics database for the

nationalTransportTaskForce(TrF).

The FusionEnergyAdvisoryCommittee(FEAC)waschargedbytheDOE todeveloprecommendationson how

best to pursue the goal of a practicalmagne_c fusion reactorin the contextof severalbudget scenarioscovering the
periodFY94-FY98. FEACidentified Dm-D as oneof the high priorityU.S. Fusionprogram elements. In its report
of September1992, FEAC notedthatthe DIII-D programsupportsboth ITER and the developmentof an optimized
tokamak. DHI-D will be the largestoperating U.S. tokamak in the post-Princeton Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
(TFTR) era. The Dlri-D divertorand advanced tokamakupgrades together with the strong national collaborative
program will provide the U.S. with an internationallycompetitive magnetic fusion tokamak facility until the
operationof TPX andITER. _

TABLE1.1-2
DIII-D ACHIEVEDPARAMETERS

(NOTSIMULTANEOUS,:E ISGLOBAL)

I/aB 3.3 MAJnVT

13T(0) 44% (secondstability)

<I_T> 12.5%

13N 6.0

i_p 5.2

2.
• fie 1.7 x 1020 m-3

Te (0) 7 keV

Ti (0) 22 keV

W 3.7 MJ

CE 0.48 s, (PHEAT= 4 MW)

fie(0)CE 0.39 x 1020 m-3 s

nD (0) Ti_E 5 x 1020 m-3 keY s

H-mode duration 10.3 sec

1-3
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_ii.,;::_i: TABLE1.1-3
COLLABORATORSPARTICIPATINGAT DIlI-D :,

International National I_:_:i::!:_ii_;iLaboratories Laboratories Universities

Cadarache(France) LLNL UCLA

CCFM (Canada) ORNL UCSD ......

Culham(England) SNLA UC Irvine

FOM (Netherlands) SNLL UC Berkeley

Ioffe (Russia) ANL MIT

IPP (Germany) PPPL RPI

JAERI (Japan) INEL Cal Tech

JET (EC) JohnsHopkinsUn.

KFA (Germany) N. CarolinaState Un.

Kurchatov(Russia) Univ. of Maryland

Lausanne(Switzerland) Univ. of Illinois

Troitsk(Russia) Univ.of New Mexico

Univ.of Paris

Univ.of Washington

Univ.of Wisconsin

1.2. HIGHLIGHTSOFTHEFY93DIII-DRESEARCHPROGRAM

Progress on achieving higher fusion performanceon DoubletHI and DIII-D has been steady as shown in the triple
productneT i achieved versus calendar year (shown in Fig. 1.2-I) which has _oubled every two years and is
comparable to that obtained in larger tokamaks. Successes on D]]I-D during fiscal year 1993 include: the

installationof an all carbonwall which allowed VH--modewithoutboronizationand a rapidrecovery from vents,
cryopumpingof the divertorwhich for the first time in any tokamakmade the density in H-mode controllableand

allowed pumpingof injectedhelium giving promiseof alphaash control,deuteriumor neon puffing at the divertor
withconcomitantdivertorradiationgreatlyreducingthe divertorheat flux while little affecting global confinement

and in the case of the neon puffingalso producinganedge regionof high radiationwhich encircles the plasma. (See
cover illustration.) riD(0) Ti(0) eE was more than doubled to 5xl020 m-3 keV s, the ratio of plasma pressure to

magnetic field pressure13was increased to 12.5%, a new quiescent high _p (ratio of plasma pressure to poloidal
magnetic field pressure)highperformanceregime was identifiedandadvanceswere madein fast wave currentdrive

currentand efficiency. In additio_ to controlling the plasma shape, the digital control system was successful in

controlling (1) the plasma density by feedbackon the cryopumpingand gas fueling rate,(2) theradio frequency ion
cyclotronpower loading by adjustingthe gap between theplasma andantennas,and(3) in maintainingconstantbeta

(storedplasmaenergy)by feedbackcontrolof the neulxalbeampower. A morecompletelist of DI]I-D highlights is
given in Table 1.2-1 andselected highlightswithmoredetail follow.

1-4
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Fig.1,2-1 DIIID fusionperformancehimdoubledeverytwo years
i

TABLE 1.2-1
TECHNICALDlU-.OHIGHUGHTSof 1993

• Demonstrateddensitycontrolwithdivertorpumping

• Measuredheliumtransport_He/_E-. 10 to 15

• Demonstratedradiativedivertorpowerdispersal

• InitiatedDIMES divertormaterialstudies

• Achieved21 keV hot ionVH--rnodenD (0) _ETi (0) = 5 x 1020 m-3 s keV

• Increasedbeta from 11 to 12.5%

• Increased f3_from1.3 to 1.7% s

• Completedhightriangularityplasma shape experiments

• Increasedunderstandingof VH-mode

• Conductededge fluctuationstudieswith Li BES, PCI, reflectometer,scattering,
and edge probe

• ConductedtransportstudieswithECH and FW

• Carriedout fastwave currentdrivephysicsexperiments

• Observed quiescenthighpoloidalbeta withpeaked densityprofile

1-5
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1.2.1.DIVERTORRADIATIONBYD2ORNeINJECTION

Power flow from the plasma core through the scrape-off layer (SOL) and into the divenor represents a serious

design challenge. A successful means of reducing the peak flux was found in FY93 by radiating the power away

before it strikes the divertor plate by use of deuterium and/or neon injection with cryopumping to limit the density

rise; peak heat load on the divertor target plate was reduced by as much as a factor of five. The effect of Ne gas

puffing, which has only a small effect on global confinement but a large effect on the profile of divertor heat flux as

measured by an absolutely calibrated infrared television 0RTV) camera is shown in Fig. 1.2-2.

Fig.1.2-2.ComparisonofIRTVheatfluxprofilesondivertorwithandwithoutneon
puffing/enhancededgeanddivertorradL_on

1-6
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1.2.2. DIVERTORCRYOPUMPINGANDPARTICLECONTROL

For thefirsttimein anytokamakwith H-mode,densitycannowbecontrolledsuccessfully.Theadvanceddivertor
cryopumpwaseffectivelybroughtintooperationallowing:densitycontrol,observationof heliumexhaustanda
systematicmeasurementof thedependenceuf confinementon density. Plasmadensitycontrol,forexample,is
shownin Fig. 1.2-3. Obviatingthe usualH-modedensityrise is of majorimportanceforsuccessful,efficientrf
currentdrivefora steady-statereactorwithcurrentprofilecontrol.

i_i_i_i'i_:_i,i_:i_i_¸

DifferentDonsities- SameCurrent
10

ne11019m--3 ..

2.0
1.5 Ip
1.0

0.5
0.0

1200 1700 2200 2700 3200 3700 4200

Time (ms)

DifferentCurrents- SameDensity
2.0

1.5 Ip

1.0

0.5

0.0

8

46 ne (1010m'a)
2

0
1200 1700 2200 2700 3200 3700 4200

Time (ms)

RG.1.2-3. ThecryopumpallowscontrolofneduringELMingH-modesothat,forexample,ne
canbereducedatconstantIpandbeampowerorkeptconstantatdifferentIp.
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1.2.3.HELIUMEXHAUSTONUIII-DUSINGTHECRYOPUMP

A major potential problem for ITER and fusion reactors in general is buildup of helium ash as a result of alpha
particlesproducedduringfusion reactions; too much dilution of the DT plasma by helium will stop the fusion power
output. (The sun is now about 28% helium and will eventually become a "red giant" because of a lack of He ash

removal.) The use of the new cryopump was successful in pumping away the heliumdensity in DIH-D after a short
He gas puff. See Fig. 1.2--4. The decay rateof the He density during the pumping is fast enough to be acceptable
for ash control in ITERor a reactor.

1.2.4.IMPROVEDUNDERSTANDINGOFVH-MODE

VH-mode plasmas with confinement up to twice the usual H-mode value were successfully reproduced in an all-
carbon vessel without boronization, conf'u'mingthat clean wall condition is required but the means are not unique.

The hypothesis that the VH-mode core confinement improvement is due to entry into a positive feedback loop in
which core flow shear increases, particularly deeper inside the core, decreasing turbulence and concomitant

transport, increasing flow shear, etc., was confirmed by using "magnetic braking" of core flow as an independent

control of toroidalplasma rotation. Wherethe VII-mode flow shear is decreased by magnetic braking, turbulence
and transport increase back to "normal" levels. Comparison of radial electric field Er, shear in the flow velocity
ErXBand the thermaldiffusivitygeff with andwithout magneti_brakingis shown in Fig. 1.2-5.

1.0
p : 0.3 o NoHeliumPumping

II WithHeliumPumping

' 0.8
¢1)

0.6

io.,
HeGas0.2

0.0
1.50 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00

Time(s)

Rg. 1.2-4. Rrst Heexhaustexperimentson DIII-DusingAr frostingof theADPcryopump.
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Fig.1.2--5 ComparisonofEr,ErxBshearandX_ffwithandwithoutmagneticbrakingof
VH-mdeptnmu
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2. DIVERTORANDBOUNDARYRESEARCHPROGRAM

2.1. BOUNDARYPHYSICSANDTECHNOLOGYOVERVIEW

During the past year, intensive efforts for developing an effective particle control techniquecame to fruitionand for
thefirst time since the discovery of the H-mode, density controlledH-mode plasmaswere produced. The advanced
divertorcryopumpprojectwas successfully completedearly in the CY94, and following the commissioning of the
pump in February several importantphysics and technology achievements were made. The DIII-D divenor

i

cryopumpis the first applicationof this pumping technology inside a tokamakvessel. The attainment of density

controlled H-mode plasmas completed a majorDIII-D milestone and in the process significantly enhanced the
prospects of a steady-state fusion reactor with rf current drive. Using the cryopump, the first systematic
measurementof the dependenceof H-mode confinement on plasmadensity was made. Furthermore,with divertor
cryopumping,the f_t successfuldemonstrationof heliumexhaust in an H-mode plasma wasperformed.

The ability to measureand control impurities in the DIII-D plasma improved._teadilyduringthe course of FY93.
Spectroscopicmeasurementand interpretationcapabilities in the core plasma were influenced by the improvement
of spectral analysis codes and the development of input and outputprocessors for application the MIST code to
DIII-D. The application of the multichord divenor spectrometer to the monitoring of divertor impurities was
implemented and development of interpretation capabilities using a Monte Carlo impurity transport model

continued. The installationof an all carbon wall, coupled with thoroughconditioning, dramaticallyreduced the
influx of metallic impurities,andwith bomnizationthe influx of carbonandoxygen were also significantlyreduced.
The studyof the transportandexhaustof He ash made majorprogresson DIII-D duringthe last year. Preliminary
scaling studies and divertormeasurementsshowed favorable trendsfor a tokamakreactor. The installationof the

DIMES(Divenor Mat,.rialsErosion Studies)sampleexchange systemmarkedthe beginningof the capabilityto use
the DIII-D divertor plasma to make direct measurementof material erosion rates, and will provide impurity
transportstudycapabilityin the future. Eachof the above programswill bediscussed in more detailbelow.

Powerflow throughthe scrape-off layer andinto the divertorrepresentsa seriousdesign challenge for thenext large
tokamakssuch as ITER. Thisproblemis confrontedfrom threedirections. Firstthe process by which power leaves
thecore plasma was investigated. Second, experimentswere continuedon the scaling of SOL and divertorplasma
transportto gain understandingon how the peak heat flux will scale up to largertokamaks. Finally, experiments

were executed on methodsof lessening the heatflux onto the divertortargetplates. Power balanceexperimentsthis
past year have concentratedon single-null plasmas in ELMing H-mode, a configurationand operationalscenario
envisioned forI'IT..R.IRTV camerasareused to measuredirectheatflux to the surfacesof the divenor floor, inner

wall andceiling of the vessel. Two new bolometerarraysmeasurethe magnitudeandlocation of power leaving the
plasma as radiation. With these new diagnostic capabilities, there are dramatically increased power balance
accountabilityto 90%. In the SOL, deviations formtoroidalsymmetrycanresult in veryhigh heatfluxes in selected

areas. This can be especially difficult for the design of future divenors. Irregularitiesare characterizedin the
divertorheat flux and currentsthat flow in the SOL. On the topic of studying means to reduce the peak heat flux
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onto the divertor,one possible way is to radiate the power away beforeit strikes the divertorplate. On DUI-D this
is done by injecting gas into the discharge to increasethe densityof the divertorplasma. In experimentslast year the
peak heat load on the divertorwas reducingtargetplate by as muchas a factor of five.

2.2. DIVERTORPHYSICS

All of the power that is injected into the plasma discharge must exit somewhere. It is this very highpower which

representssuch a problem in the design of the divertorforITER. Ch_,a'acterizingthe location and magnitudeof the
power leaving the plasma is the first step. Ourpower balance experiments this past year have concentrated on
single-null plasmas in ELMing H-mode, a configuration and operational scenario envisioned for ITER. IRTV

cameras areused to measuredirectheat flux to the surfacesof thedi,,ertorfloor, innerwall andceiling of thevessel.
Two new bolometer arraysmeasure the magnitude and location of power leaving the plasma as radiation. With
these two diagnostics 290% of theinjectedpoweris accountedfor. Radiationin the core of the plasma accounts for
<15% of the power injected. The restcrosses the separatrixand flows throughthe SOL to the inboardandoutboard
divertorin roughly equal proportions. IRTV camera measurementsshow that in the outboarddivertormost of the

power exits as directheat flux to the targetplate. However in the inboarddivertormost of the power is radiated
away beforestrikingthe innertargetplate. This in/outasymmetryis illustratedin Fig. 2.2-1. This result illustrates
that the inner strike point cannot be ignored when designing a divertor. Also observed is a minimum separation

between the plasma and innerwall before it also collects power. When the innerwall separatrixgap became less
than 6 cm significantpower flowed to the innerwall with a sharpreductionin peak heatflux to the outerdivenor.

Outside the separatrixa thin layer of plasma, the SOL, carriespower and panicles to the divenor. As this layer
becomes narrowerthe power is concentratedin a thinnerlayer atthe divertortargetplate. Variationsaremeasured

in the width of this lavp" _-_ its projectedareaonto the divertortargetplate, with the reciprocatingLangmuirprobe
at the midplane:P:,d[_,ngmu_rprobes in the divenor. In H--modethese SOL widths can be 4 times more narrowthan
L-mode discharges resultir,gin a very highpeaked heat flux; the SOLwidth becomes more narrowwith increased
plasmacurrent.These scaling relations will help predictthe heatflux profilesfor new large tokamaks such as ITER.

If the magnetic fields in the plasmaarenot toroidallyuniform,the heat flux profilecan become distorted, producing
veryhigh heat fluxes in selected areas. This can be especially difficult for the design of futuredivertors. An effort
is underwayat DIII-D to characterizethe toleranceto which magneticfields must beproducedin orderto eliminate
significant distortionof the heat flux profile. Irregularitieswere characterizedin the divertorheat flux andcurrents

that flow in the SOL. The peak in the heat flux can split duringstandard operation,but the separation of the peaks
appearsto decrease with increasingplasma current. This is presumablydue to shorterlengths the magnetic field
lines must travelbefore strikingthe divertorplate at the higherplasmacurrents. Toroidal variationsin the currents

in the SOL have also been observed. These currentscan distort the magnetic field, in turndistorting the divertor
heat flux. These currentasymmetries,however, seem to be reduced duringH-mode comparedto L-mode.

The DI]]-D divertorphysics group is also involved in studyingmeans to reduce the peakheat flux onto thedivertor.
One possible way is _o radiate the power away before it strikes the divertor plate. On DIII-D this is done by
injectinggas into the dischargeto increasethe density of the divertorplasma. As gas puffingcontinues a transition
occurs where radiation in the divertorabruptlyincreases and the heat flux drops correspondingly. This effect is
illustratedin Fig. 2.2-2. In comparingthis to Fig. 2.2-1, the standardoperation,the change occurs mostly in the
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outboarddivertorleg. Theinboardside is alreadyin a radiativedivertorstate. The parametersthat mostcontrolthis
transitionare the inputpower andthe neutralgas pressurejust outsidethe divertorplasma.Anotherobservationof
theradiativedivertoris the lossof powerbalancealongfieldlinesneartheseparatrixinthe divertor.This indicates
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that charge_xchange losses arean importantmechanism in the transition.This also helps to understandthe process
of the radiativedivertor so betterdivenors can be designed in the future. This past year the principle of feedback
controlof the radiativedivenor was also demonstrated. With feedback control the neutralpressurecan be regulated

just outside the divertorplasma to maintainthe radiativestate,but limitthe perturbationto the core plasma to keep
good confinement.

Another technique to radiate more power is to inject a modest amountof impurities. Injectionof neon achieved
significant reductionin divenor heatflux. The neon produceda radiatinglayerjust inside the separatrix,dissipating
half of the inputpower. Most of the rest of the power radicted in the divertor regior Though neon injection
radiatesinside the separatrixonly a small effect on confinementwas observed.

2.3. BOUNDARYPHYSICSMODELING

Considerable edge physics code development was made duringFY93. Significant upgradesto the UEDGE code

were made.This 2-1) plasma fluidcode is used to model the behaviorof the DIH-D SOL, andto assist in the design
of the radiativedivertor. Detailed power balanceroutineswere writtento determinewhere the power was flowing in

the SOL. This work was instrumentalin identifying some errors andweak physics in the code. Correcting these
difficulties producedmuchbetter agreementbetween code simulationsandmeasurementson DIII-D. The number

of optionswere expanded whichcan be used for the boundaryconditionsatthe outerwall in the UEDGE simulation.
In the past, a fixed temperature,and zero particle flux boundarycondition was used. The capability was addedto
have fixed density, fixed panicle and/orthermalflux, and the "extrapolation" boundarycondition used by some

modelers using the B2 code. This latter boundarycondition forces a zero radial second derivative in either the

density or temperatureat the outer wall, so the temperature at the wall is not arbitrarilyfixed. This work has
permittedexaminationof the sensitivity of simulationsto boundaryconditions. A post processorwas writtenwhich
calculates the local emissivity for Lyman alpha emission, in addition, to the line integral of emission which
correspondsto the views obtained in the photodiodes used on DIII-D. This post processorallows directcomparison
of the emission measuredon the experiment with that calculated in the code, and hence to better understandthe

physics of recycling neutralsat the divertorplate. Any portion of the outer wall, or the privateflux wall, can be

made a sourceof gas of arbitraryintensity. If the wall is nota gas source,one can specify the neutralparticlealbedo
of thatportionof the wall. In this way, portionsof the wall simulatea pumpingorifice. These modificationspermit
simulation of gas puffing and pumpingexperiments on DI]I-D. The capability of the gridgeneration routinesfor
UEDGE and DEGAS was expanded to permitgenerationof grids with divertorplates which are not orthogonalto

flux surfaces. This will permit simulation of more realistic divertorgeometry when the numerics of UEDGE is
expandedto utilize this capability.

2.4. IMPURITYTRANSPORTANDCONTROLINOIII-D

The ability to measureand control impuritiesin the DHI-D plasma improved steadily during the course of FY93.
Spectroscopicmeasurementand interpretationcapabilities in the core plasma were influenced by the improvement

of spectralanalysis codes and the development of input and output processorsfor application the MIST code to
DIII-D. The application of the multichorddivenor spectrometer to the monitoring of divertor impurities was

implemented and development of interpretation capabilities using a Monte Carlo impurity transport model
continued. The _nstallationof an all carbon wall, coupled with thorough conditioning, dramatically reduced the

influx of metallic i_npurities,andwith boronizationtheinflux of carbonandoxygen were also significantlyreduced.
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The study of the transportand exhaust of He ash mademajor progresson DIII-D during the last year. Preliminary

scaling studies and divertormeasurementsboth showed favorable trends for a tokamak reactor. The installation of
the DIMES(DivertorMaterials ErosionStudies) sample exchange system markedthe beginning of the capability to

use the DHI-D divertor plasma to make direct measurement of material erosion rates, and will provide impurity

transportstudy capabilityin the future, i

2.4.1.SPECTROSCOPYANDMODELING

Spectroscopy is key to both the operationof DIfl-D and to the interpretationof almostall of the experiments. The
SPRED instrument,a low resolution VUV spectrometer, is the work horse for spectroscopyon DIII-D, routinely
providinginformationof the core impurity content. Several improvementsin the analysisof the SPRED data were
implementedduringthe past year: 1) The SPRED spectrometersensitivity was absolutelycalibrated,2) inputand

outputprocessorsfor theMIST impuritytransport model were developed, and 3) improvementof inter-shotspectral
analysisroutines was initiated.

The interpretationof the divertor spectra is not straightforward,since the transport of impuritiesin thedivertoris not
well understood. To assist in the interpretationof the spectroscopic data, and to help develop an understanding of
the transport of impurities in the divenor, a Monte Carlo edge impurity transport model is being developed. The
code is modeled after codes developedpreviously by Stangeby at the Universityof Toronto and .left Brooks at ANL.

2.4.2. HEHUMTRANSPORT/EXHAUST

Considerableprogress has been made in the study of helium transport and exhaust on DfiI-D during FY93. This
includes improvements in diagnostic capabilities and calibration, planning and execution of experiments to study

helium transport, and the analysis of the obtained data. In the diagnostic area, a modified Penning gauge was

installed in the divertorbaffle region of DITI-Dand has been used extensively to monitor the helium partialpressure

in this region duringdedicated helium transport experiments. Also, improvementshave been made in the techniques
to calibratethe CER system, allowing moreaccuratereconstructionof the helium density profiles.

The most significant experimentconductedduringFY93 in this area was devoted to characterizing helium transport

properties of ELMing H-mode plasmas as the plasma current and injected power were systematically varied.

Simulation of this data via the MIST code was used to determine the heliumdiffusivity DHe and pinch velocity in

the various plasma conditions. Energy transport analysis of data from the same discharges using the energy
transport code ONETWO has also been done to determine the local thermal conductivity Xeff. The obtained
DHe/geffcan then be used as a measure of helium particle confinement relative to energy confinement in these
discharges. Results of this analysis suggests that DHe/geffis insensitive to changes in plasma current but increases

stronglywith increasinginjected power or ELMfrequency.

2.4.3.DIMBS

The DIMES (Divertor Materials Erosion Studies) program focused on the development of a sample exchange
system, allowing well characterized divertormaterialsamples to be inserted and removed into/from the divertor
floor of DRI-D on a routinebasis. The system was installedandafter ashakedown period,experiments began. See

Fig. 2.4-1. Most notably, a graphitesample implanted with 29Si, providedby R. Bastasz of SNLL, was exposed to
the outer strike point plasma. The depth of the implanted Si was measured using Rutherfordbackscatteringby
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Rg. 2.4-1. A DIMESsample is shown inserted into the DIII--Ddivertor floor. This samplehas a silicon
wafer attached and is designed to help characterizethe boronizationfilmsusedto condition
the DIII--Dwalls.

W.Wampler at SNLA both before and after exposure, and thus the amount of erosion was determined. These data,

along with heat and particle flux data and magnetic data, were given to J. Brooks and T. Hua at ANL who will use

this data to begin benchmarking their modeling codes of the erosion_redeposition process.

2.4.4.WALLCONDITIONING

The installation of an all carbon wall, coupled with thorough conditioning, dramatically reduced the influx of

metallic impurities and allowed the first observations of VH-mode without boronization and a record triple product,

nDTi'_E, after subsequent boronizations. Several improvements were made in FY93 to achieve these results:

careful preparation of graphite files before installation, wall conditioning with helium fill gas only, and an improved

boronization system.
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Before tokamak operations commenced with the all-graphite wall there was considerable concern that plasma
performancewould be degraded due to excessive panicle fueling from the additional graphite. To address these
concerns,tile preparationwas carefullymonitored.Tiles previously exposed to DHI-D dischargeswere sandblasted
usingB4C pelletsto remove surface layerswhich analysishad shown to haveconsiderablemetal deposits, primarily
nickel. These files, and all new files, were baked in vacuum ovens to 800°-1000°C. All vacuum ovens were

carefully qualified before use. After baking, tiles were cooled and placed in an inert argon atmosphere until
installation. To furtherminimize metal impurityinfluxes, the interfacebetween the graphite tiles and the Inconel
walls was changed fromcopperfoam to GRAFOIL,a spongy graphitematerial.

Duringthe vent recoveryphase, wall conditioningprocedureswere also changed. The reason for this is that Taylor
dischargecleaning (TDC) or glow discharge cleaning with hydrogen or deuteriumcan create a layer of loosely
bound carbon, i.e. "soot", on plasma facing surfaces. This soot has a large surface area and can desorb large

mounts of deuterium duringa discharge. In addition, chemical sputtering in the form of CxHy hydrocarbons,is
enhanced in the presenceof a sooty surfacelayer. To avoid this potential problem,conditioningconsisted of baking
to 350°C and helium glow discharges. No hydrogenor deuterium was introduced into the machine until the first

plasmaattempt.

Withthe improvementsdescribedabove the 1993campaign was very successful. As shown in Fig. 2.4-2, impurities
were dramaticallyreducedwhen comparedto 1992 VH--mode dischargeswith similar parameters. H-mode was
achieved on the 14th plasma attempt(the 5th dischargewith beam heating)which is ratherremarkable after a six-

month machine opening. A furtherindication of the rapid vent recovery was that VII-mode, which requires an
exuemely well conditioned wall, was readilyreestablished even without boronization. This was the first time that

Vtl.mode hadbeen observed in DIII-D with unboronizedwalls. Furthermore, the first ohmic H-mode discharges
at full toroiclalfield, 2.1 T, were obtained.

Aftera series of experimentsto characterizethe new graphitewall, boronizationwas again implemented. In order
to improvefilm uniformity, the previous 2 injectorsystem was upgradedto allow a more distributedgas injection
using 16 injection points. Afterboroni_attion,high performance VH-mode discharges produceda new record ion

temImatme of 21 keV andthe highest tripleproductyet observed in DIII-D, nD(0_ETi = 5x1020 m-3-s-keV.

2.5. DIVERTORCRYOPUMPINGANDDENSITYCONTROL

During the past year, intensive efforts fordeveloping an effective particlecontroltechnique came to fruition and for
the first timesince the discovery of the H-mode densitycontrolledH-mode plasmas were produced. The advanced

divertorcryopumpproject was successfully completed early in the CY94 and with its operation several important
physics andtechnological "firsts" were achieved. These include: application of divertorcryopumpingin a tokamak,
attainment of density controlled H-mode plasmas, observation of helium exhaust in H-mode plasmas, and a
systematicmeasurementof the dependence of confinementon H-mode plasmadensity.

The constructionand installation of the DIII-D Advanced Divertor cryopumpwas completed in February. The
cryopumpwas designed and constructedin collaborationwith ORNL. Since the commissioning of the system in
Februaryof 1994, it has been functioniy,g flawlessly, under some of the most severe conditions of thermal and
disruption inducedelectmmechanicai _aesses. The pumping speed was measuredto be -3500 t/s for deuterium.
Thermalloads of up to 300 W did no_.affect the pumpingspeed. During the courseof plasma operations last year,

the pumpwithstood manyhigh curreit disruptions. The successful operation of such a delicate system in the hostile
environmentof DIII-D is a significantengineeringachievement.
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The primaryobjectiveof the advanceddivenor programwas to develop a techniquefor controllingthe density of H-
mode plasmasfor transportstudies andfor increasingcurrentdrive efficiency. With the operationof the cryopump
this goal was achieved. Plasma density of the H-mode plasma was controlled up to a range of factor of two,
providing H-mode target plasmas for currentdrive and a sufficient range to measure the dependence of plasma
confinementon density (Fig. 1.2-3).

Using the divertorcryopump,a systematicdensity scan of H-mode plasmas was carriedout and energy confinement

measuredas a functionof density at cons,_antplasma current. Forthis purposedensity controlled quasi steady-state
H-mode plasmas were developed with plasma currentsin the 0.75-1.5 MA range and densities in the 3.5 to

_" 9x1013 cm-3 range. Detailed energyand particle transportmeasurementswere made on these plasmas. The data

showed that heattransportin H-mode is very similar to the L-mode, i.e., confinement is roughlyproportionalto Ip
andis insensitive to the plasma density. In contrast,particletransport was found to be a strong functionof density,
increasingrapidlywithplasmadensity.

The ADP cryopumpwas also used to studyhelium exhaust in H-mode plasmas. To afford helium pumping,a thin
layer of _n'gonfrost was deposited on the liquid helium-cooled cryopanel. With an argon frost layer of ~100
monolayerthick, pumping speed forhelium was measured to be 12,000 t/s. Preliminaryresultsshow thathelium

can be exhausted efficiently from ELMing H-mode plasmas. The ratio 1"He is in the range 10-15 which is
withinthe acceptablerangefora tokamakreactor.
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3. ADVANCEDTOKAMAKSTUDIES

3.1. OVERVIEW
i

The goals of the Dm-D Advanced Tokamak Program are: to experimentally validate the simultaneous achievement

of high confinement (H = 'gE_ITER-89P= 4) and high beta [_N = [3T(%) a(m) B(T)/Ip (MA) = 6] in a

noninductively driven, near steady-state discharge; and to develop the physics understanding in confinement,
stability,andcurrentdriveneededto confidentlybuild acompactDEMOreactor.

The feasibility of an advancedphysics approachto tokamakreactorsis clearlydemonstratedby Dm-D experimental
results. Several operationalregimes have been explored which have shown improved confinement beyond that
predictedby H-mode scaling relations. These highconfinementregimes includeVH-mode; high _i H-mode, high

f,_p (e is the inverse aspect ratio a/Ro), and also possibly second stablecore discharges. Several features of these

discharges which have been shown to be importantin obtaining the high confinement are shearedExB rotation,
strongplasmashaping,anddetailsof the currentdensity profile.

This fiscal year, a considerableexperimentaleffort was devoted to determinethe role of plasma shape on energy
confinement. It was found that energy confinement enhancement over L--mode (the factor H) increased with
increasingtriangularity8 and variedat most weakly with elongation g. Fromthese experiments, it was concluded

thatthe best configurationfor the advancedtokamakwould be the present full sized Dm-D double null divertor

discharge, g = 2.1, 8 = 0.9. A compromise equilibria with g _- 1.75, 8 = 0.8, compatible with both the radiative
diver_orand the advancedtokamakprogramswas chosen for futuredevelopment. The cryopumpsincluded in the

radiativedivertorwith this configurationwill provideparticlecontrolfor a hightriangularitydischarge, neededfor
the advancedtokamakprogram.

With new experimentaldata, considerableprogress was made in the understandingof the role of sheared toroidal
rotation(ExB flow) in reducedtransport. The magnetic brakingof the plasma with the n=l coil was used as an

independent means of controlling core toroidal rotation and evaluating the effect of sheared rotation on two
improvedconfinementregimes,VII-mode andhigh ti H--mode. (ti is theplasma internalinductance.) The thermal
transportis shown to be reduced in the same location as the flow shear is reduced and in the correct relative

magnitude as predicted by simple models which include the reduction in transportby the shear in the Doppler

shiftingof the turbulence. This verificationof the importanceof shearedrotationon the reductionof core transport
puts renewedemphasison the inclusionof a means of momentuminput(co-injected neutralbeams, appliedrotating
helical fields, etc.) on advancedtokamakscenarios.

The strategy chosen for simultaneously obtaining high confinement and high beta is to maintain the features

necessaryfor the high confinement,andmodifythe currentdensityprofile withmodest amountsof localized current
driveto improvethe stabilityat high beta. Modeling efforts areunderwayto verify thatcurrentprofiles, consistent
with simple transportmodels and ff currentdrive, can be obtainedthatare stable at high beta. In these modeling
efforts,it is importantto obtainthe pressureprofile andthe curremdensity profile (includingthe bootstrapcurrent)
consistent with reasonable transportmodels that give high confinement. In particular, the experimental high
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confinement equilibria always exhibit a substantial pressure gradient near the boundary, with the associated
bootstrapcurrentthat leads to higheredge currentand lower internalinductance. The higheredge currentdensity
andthe lower li areboth featuresof the currentdensity profilethatcontributeto lower beta limits.

Modeling effortsare focused on two operationalscenarios. These scenarios the extended high _i scenario and the
second stable core VH-mode scenario. In the high ti scenario, the discharge conditions begin with high ti,
K-ramped,ELMing H-mode; in these discharges both the improved confinement and the high beta limit are

associatedwith the peakedcurrentdensity profile,or high ti, obtainedtransientlybut the discharge relaxes to a near
stationarylower _i state. The challenge is to evaluate the maximum_i that can be maintainedwith central current

drive, consistent with the bootstrapcurrent. Preliminarycalculations indicate that _i _ 1.3 and [3N_ 3.5 can be
obtainedself-consistentlywith 6 MW of FWCD and 11MW of NBI. The relativelylower value of ti is a resultof
the substantialbootstrapcurrentthatis obtainedat high J3Nand[3ptip = 1 MA in this simulation), and the fact that
the bootstrapcurrentis highest near the plasma boundary. The details depend critically on the absorptionof fast
waves on the beamions andthe exact bootstrapcurrentdistributionwhich in turndepends on detailsof the transport
anddensityprofile. Thesedetails will be determinedby experiment. In this high ti model, it is assumedthatq(0) is
limitedto approximately1.0 by sawteeth. Stabilizationof the sawteeth by fast particles,either from beamsor ICRF

could resultin higher li discharges.

In the second stablecore VII-mode scenario,conditions areobtained in a VH-mode discharge, and the profiles are
maintained in the outer region of the discharge (p > 0.7) needed for the high confinement. The VH-mode

discharges alreadyhave very highconfinement,butthe stabilitylimit at highbeta is reducedas a consequenceof the
high edge pressuregradientand the high edge bootstrapcurrent,both of which may be required for the improved
confinement. The challenge is then to changethe currentdensity in the interiorregion of the plasmato improve the
beta limit.

To increase the beta limit of the VH-mode against low n kink modes, q(0) on axis is increased to just below a
rational value, 3.9, 2.9, 2.4, 1.9, etc. The q profile is made hollow with the minimum value just above a rational

value, 3.1, 2.5, 2.1, 1.6, etc. Initial simulations were completed with q(0) = 2.4, and qmin = 2.1. Difficulties in
accuratelycontrolling the detailed q profile were anticipated with such a small difference in the value of q(0) and
qmin and led to a choice of a larger valueof q(0). High beta equilibria were obtainedstable to n=l kink with q(0) =
2.9, and qmin = 2.1. It was shown that only modest amounts of FWCD and ECCD were needed to maintain the

hollow q profile,with aplasmacurrentof 1.6 MA.

More recentlyq(0) was furtherincreasedto 3.9 in the modeling of the second stable core VH-mode. This increase

in q(0) leads to a betteralignmentof the totalcurrentand the bootstrapcurrent, requiringless total currentdrive, and
less currentdrive on axis. In addition, the larger negative shearnearthe axis and the largerdifference in q(0) and
qmin is expectedto be easierto controlwith localized rfcurrentdrive. With qmin = 2.1 or 2.5, high beta equilibria,

stable to n=l kink areobtained. In particular,takingaccount of wall stabilization by the DIn-D vacuum vessel,

equilibriawith beta upto [3N = 6.4 areobtainedwith q(0) = 3.9, and qmin =2.5; stable to n=l kink. About 70% of
the total current(1.6 MA) is bootstrap current,and 0.35 MA is drivenlocally by ECCD to maintain the hollow q

profile, while the remaining0.25 MA is drivenby NBI. The stabilizing influence of the DIrI-D wall is critical;
with no wall stabilization, the maximum beta with q(0) = 3.9, and qmin = 2.5 is 13N= 2.4. n=l ideal stability is
maintainedin these secondstable core VH-mode equilibria,althoughq passes throughthe 3/1 surfacetwice. Initial

transportand stability simulations have been carriedout for reactorsize second stable core VH-mode scenarios.
The equilibriaareobtainedby scaling DIrI-D by a factorof 3.5, maintainingthe same elongation, triangularity,and
aspect ratio. The toroidal field of the reactorcase is 5 T. Maintainingthe same q95 as the DHI-D cases gives Ip -
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13.5 MA. Transportsimulations readily give ignition with a fusion power of 1.5 GW using either the simple
transportmodels consistent with DIII-D experiment or using RLW transportmodel. In the RLW model, the

transportbecomes neoclassical in the region where Vq < 0, andremains veryhigh in the exteriorregion. Stability
calculationshavenotyet beencompleted.

3.2. BETA-LIMmNGINSTABILITIESINDIII-DVERYHIGHPERFORMANCE
DISCHARGES

Many high-performancedischargesin Dill-D, such as VH-mode or high [3N H-mode discharges, have an ELM-free

phasewith good energyconfinementthat ends with a rapidlygrowingiow-n MHD instability.This eventmost often
occurs at moderately large values of normalized beta, [3/(I/aB)~ 2.8 to 3.5. The instabilitycauses the loss of a

significantfractionof the stored energyand, in the case of VH-mode, a transitionto the lower level confinementof
H-mode. Examinationof fluctuationmeasurements and stability analysis of these discharges has shown that this

instability may be a Iow-n ideal kink mode destabilized by the combination of a large currentdensity and a large

pressure [gradientnear the discharge edge. A large edge pressure gradient is characteristic of the edge transport
barrierassociated with H-mode and VH-mode and, in low collisionality discharges, a large bootstrap currentcan
resultfromthis pressuregradient.

Figure3.2-1 shows an exampleof aVH-mode termination.In the figure, the storedenergy in a double-nulldivertor
discharge increasessteadilyduringELM-freeVH-mode, untila suddenMHD event causes the loss of about 20% of

the plasma energy. In contrastto subsequent ELMs which primarily affect the edge of the plasma, soft x-ray
emission indicates a sudden loss of energy beginning at the edge and extending across the entire profile within
100 to 300 IXS.The event is typically initiated by an MHD mode with toroidal mode numbern ~ 3 to 5. In the

time-expandedplot of Fig. 3.2-1(b), about two cycles of an n = 5 oscillation can be seen where the signals from
two magnetic probes separated by 36° in toroidal angle are about 180° out of phase. This magnetic precursor

suddenly grows within20 to 50 tts,consistent with ideal MHD time scales. An internalmode with m=l, n=l is also
present before the rapidinstability, and probablycontributesto the rapidloss of energy from the dischargecore. In
many cases the mode which initiates the instability has very little toroidal rotation or rotates in the electron
diamagneticdirection, opposite to the directionof beam injection,which indicates that the mode is located nearthe
edge of theplasma.

These observationsare consistent with ideal kink mode stability calculations were made with the GATO code for
another VH-mode discharge at the time of a similar MHD event. The equilibrium incorporated measured
temperatureanddensity profiles, leading to a largepressuregradientnearthe edge. The equilibriumreconstruction,

including motionai Starkeffect (MSE) polarimetry measurements of the field line pitch near the center of the

discharge, was most consistent with the presenceof a large currentdensity near the edge, as predictedby transport

calculationsof the bootstrapcurrent. Edge-localized kink modes with n ffi2 to 4 were foundto become unstableat
the maximum beta reachedexperimentally, while the n=l mode was marginallyunstable, in good agreement with
experimentalobservations.

Both the pressuregradientand the currentdensity at the edge appearto be importantfor destabilizing these modes.
Results were obtainedfrom model calculations with equilibria and profiles similar to the experimental VH-mode

cases. With similar edge currentdensity profiles (fixed currentdensity at r/a=l and at r/a=0.95) and fixed volume-

averaged beta, increasingthe edge pressure gradientcauses n=2 and 3 modes to become unstable.With fixed edge
pressuregradient,increasingtheedge currentdensity againresults in unstablemodes with n=2 and3.
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Fig.3.2-1.Timeevolutionof theMHDeventendingthe ELM-freeVH-modephaseof
discharge 73203(Bt = 2.1 T, Ip = 1.6MA, _ = 4.0% = 3.2 I/aB, ti= 1.0).Notethe
suppressedzerofor severaltraces.

These results suggest that the combination of the edge pressure gradient and its associated bootstrap current

destabilizes an edge-localized ideal kink mode or low-n ballooning mode. Then if an internal mode (m/n=l/l for

example) is already present and marginally stable, the profile changes caused by the edge mode can lead to rapid

growth of the internal mode and sudden loss of energy from the core of the discharge.

Values of normalized beta [[3/(I/aB)] as large as 5 to 7 with optimized pressure and current density profiles have

been predicted theoretically and confirmed experimentally. However, in reactor-relevant plasmas with low

collisionality, high beta, and long pulse duration, the pressure and current density profiles cannot be chosen

independently, but must be self-consistent through Ohm's law including the bootstrap current contribution. The

resulting higher edge current and lower li lead to lower calculated beta limits.
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The use of non-inductivecurrentdrive nearthe edge may breakthe constraintbetween currentandpressureprofiles,

allowing the promiseof highnormalizedbeta to be realizedin Iow-collisionalityreactor-relevantplasmas. However,
experimentalevidence fromDI]I-D suggests thatif the reductionof the edge currentdensity is too largethere can be
a simultaneousreductionin confinementin H-mode or VH-mode discharges, For instance, in an ELMingH-mode

discharge, avery rapidnegativecurrentramp(2 MA/s), which reducesthe edge currentdensity, was used to increase
li. The stored energy was observed to decrease simultaneously with the decrease in plasma current so the

confinementnormalized to Ipwas approximatelyconstant.This is opposite to the effect in L-mode discharges where
normalized confinement increaseswith ti. In this H-mode discharge, however, the large edge pressure gradient
associated with the H-mode thermal barrierdisappearedduringthe negative current ramp, resulting in a loss of

about 50%of the stored energy. In other discharges, a rapid negative current ramp has been shown to prevent the
transitionfromH-mode to VH-mode.

3.3. NONINDUCTIVECURRENTDRIVE

Experimentalprogramsare underwayon DIII-D on fast wave currentdrive (FWCD) andelectron cyclotroncurrent
drive (ECCD) to develop means of controlling the current profile. The FWCD tends to be deposited where the
electrontemperatureis highest,which is near the centerof the discharge. FWCD is thereforeparticularlyuseful for
generatingdischarges with high ti, in which the current is highly peaked on axis. ECCD has highest efficiency

when it is localized near the axis, butit canalso be convenientlyplacedwell off axis by aiming the antennas toward
the desiredlocationor by changingthe frequencyor magneticfield to move the resonance to the properplace. This
is importantforgeneratingdischarges in which the core is in the secondstable regime. The combinationof FWCD
andECCDwill providea uniquedegreeof controlover thecurrentprofile in DHI-D.

The fast wave currentdrive antenna is locatedon the outermidplane of the vessel. It has four currentstraps spaced
22 cm between centers. Each straphas a vacuumfeedthroughto provide for independentphasing. The straps are
45 cm high and 11cm wide. The antenna was powered by a 2 MW source operating at 60 MHz. The maximum

power delivered to the plasma was 1.6 MW. The Faradayscreen used in these experiments is a single layer of
Inconel rods which are tilted to be parallel with the total magneticfield. Tuningof the antennais facilitatedby use
of feedbackcontrolof the plasma position to keep the loading resistanceof the antenna fixed, which is implemented
throughthe digitalcontrolsystem thatcontrolsthe parametersof the plasmaequilibrium.

A newly installedarrayof rfpickuploops was placedat several locations to study the propagationandabsorptionof
fast waves. Measurements of the phase, amplitude, and polarizationof the wave magnetic field at the location of
each loop tend to support the expected wave physics. For example, with the antennastrapsall at the same phase
(0°), the wave travels directlyacross the plasma to the centerpost,butfor phasingslike (0, x, _, 0) or (0, 0, _, x) the
wave does not travel directlyacross the plasmabut it is seen as the wave travelstoroidally. Most importantly,when

the antennais phased forcurrent drive, (0, r,J2, _, 3r,./2),the wave is in the direction launched. This indicates that
the spectrumof parallelwavenumberkllexcited in the plasma by the antennais in fact directional.

Three types of fast wave currentdrive experiments were performed. In the first, the plasma was held in L-mode

with fixed plasma current. On different discharges, the current was changed in orderto determine the conditions
underwhich the maximumfractionof the plasmacurrentcould bemaintainednoninductively. In the second type of
FWCD experiment, the plasmacurrentwas rampedrapidlydownjust before or duringthe FWCD. In the third,the

plasma was put into the H-mode throughhigh power neutral beam injection before the FWCD was applied. The
first two types of experiments used low toroidal field, about 1 T, along with second harmonic60 GHz ECH. The
high electron betaand high electrontemperaturegeneratedin this manner improvethe single pass damping, but the
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density is limited to below l.Sx1019 m-3 by the ECH cutoff. The experiments with NBI were performed at 1.9 T,

which was chosen to minimize the second harmonic hydrogen minority damping which can be a moderately strong

absorber in NBI discharges with higher ion temperature.

Experiments with fixed plasma current showed that the largest fraction of the plasma current was supported

noninductively when the total plasma current was 0.3 MA. For currents significantly smaller than 0.3 MA, the

electron temperature was too low for effective absorption of the fast wave, while at higher currents the relative

fraction of the noninductive current fell. At 0.3 MA, up to 0.18 MA of the current was driven noninductively using

1.5 MW of fast wave power plus about 1 MW of ECH power. The divertor cryopump was used to help control the

density rise which normally accompanies fast wave power. These FWCD results represent a moderate improvement

over results presented previously, due primarily to increased rf power.

The current drive efficiency of FWCD in this regime is about 11= 0.02 to 0.03x1020 A/m2W. The new data points

are shown in Fig. 3.3-1 along with the data points previously published. It appears from this figure that the

measured efficiency is improving linearly with electron temperature.
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Fig.3.3-1. Thecurrentdriveofflclencyama functionof centraloloctrontemperature.
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In the second set of experiments, in which FWCD was combined with a ramp-downof the plasma current, full
currentdrive was demonstrated. For these experiments, the plasma current was ramped down from 0,4 MA to
around0.2 MA duringcombined FWCD and ECH injection. The purposeof the currentramp was to generate a

discharge with high confinement relative to that of a steady discharge of the same current,due to the improved
current profile (high ti) which is generated when current is removed preferentially from the outer part of the
discharge. In this manner,a discharge with improved characteristics (higher temperatureand lower current to
support)is generated. The resultanthigh t i profile is also expected to more closely match the profile of driven
currentcharacteristicof FWCD.

Discharges with co-FWCD andwith symmetricphasingwere compared. Duringandjust afterthe currentramp,the
loop voltage was negative in orderto decrease the currentin accordancewith the preprogrammeddecrease in the
referencecurrent. In the co-FWCD case, the surfaceloop voltage was observed to remainnegative while the high

power FWCD and ECH were applied. Changing the FWCD antennaphasing from co-current to a nondirectional
phasing (0, n, n, 0) resulted in a more positive loop voltage, the analysis of which found no measurablecurrent

I

drive. These results indicatethat complete currentdrive was achieved, albeit for a short period, and the amount of
currentdrive depends upon the phasing of the FWCD antenna. The measuredFWCD efficiency for full current
drive cases is in reasonableagreementwith the values determinedexperimentallyfordischargeswith fixed current,
as shown by the data point fora ramp-downcase in Fig. 3.3-1.

In the thirdset of experiments, FWCD power was applied to H-mode discharges with severalMW of neutralbeam

heating. The principaldifficultywas coupling highpower throughthe edge of the plasma in the presence of ELMs.
, For low frequency"giant" ELMs, the largechanges in the plasmadensity nearandjust outside the separatrixcaused

verylarge excursionsin the loading. Typically, the loading increasesduringa giant ELMby a factor5, from 1-2 t_
to nearly 10 _. These large increases in loading have the same effect on the VSWR as an arc would have, and
therefore they invariablytrip the reflectedpower monitorand cause the transmitterto roll back. Thisseverely limits
the power which may be applied to the plasma in the presence of giant ELMs. For small frequent"grassy" ELMs,

however, the effect is much smaller. The ELMs arechanged from giant to grassy by increasing the neutralbeam
power. Under this condition, it appears that the loading is able to average over the ELMs and produce loading
which is independentof the phase of the ELM. The average loadingstays atan acceptable level in the neighborhood
of 2 _. The peak fast wave power which has been coupled in such discharges is I MW. These discharges were at
higher density than normally used for currentdrive experiments, and due to the relatively low power and high

density,currentdri,,e effects were not measurable.

Modeling of transport and currentdrive in DI]I-D shows that 4.6 MW of fast wave power plus 2.5 MW of neutral
beam power or ECH power can support a fully noninductive high ti discharge with average beta of 2% and total
currentof I MA. In orderto achieve a secondstable core configuration,it is necessaryto drivecurrentwell off axis,

and ECH is suitable for this purpose. With 8.5 MW of ECCD, 0.4 MA of currentcan be driven near r/a - 0.5,
which supportsthe currentprofile expectedto bestable to a beta above 5.7%.

3.4. HIGHpp IMPROVEDCONFINEMENT

Experiments to explore the long-time evolution of noninductive, high [3pplasmas in the DIII-D tokamak have
identified a new, quiescent, high performance regime. The experiments were carried out at low current
(400-800 kA) with the mediumpower neutralbeam injection (3-10 MW). This regime is characterized by highq0
(>2) and moderate ti (-1.3). It is reached by slow relaxationof the current profile, on the resistive time scale

(Fig. 3.4--1). As the profiles relax, q0 rises and t i falls. When q0 goes above 2 (approximately), MHD activity
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disappears, and the stored energy rises. Most dramatic is the strong peaking of the central density, which increases

by as much as a factor of two (Fig. 3.4---2). The improved central confinement appears similar to the PEP/reversed

central shear/second stable core modes seen in other tokamak experiments, but in this case without external

intervention or transient excitation. At the time of transition to the improved core confinement regime, when the

density begins to peak up, the entire plasma profile is calculated to either be in or have access to the second

ballooning stability regime.

Fig.3.4-2. Comparisonof densityprofilesat 3.36s (4,;Justafter
beginningofImprovedcoreconfinementregime)endat
4.36s(., lustbeforeendof_,_haroe),showingdoubling
ofmntnddmdtyandWongpaak_ng.

At higher current, a similar but slower relaxation is seen. Also notablein connectionwith thesedischargesis the

behavior of the edge and SOL. The ELMs, as seenpreviously, are small and very rapid (up to 1 kHz). The SOL

exhibits high density (>lxl019 m-3), which shows little or no fall-off with radius. Also the power deposition at the

divertor surface is very broad, up to four times the width usually seen in ELMing H-mode. This regime is of

particular interest for the development of steady-state tokamak operating scenarios, for the TPX experiment and for

following reactors.
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4. TOKAMAKPHYSICS

4.1. OVERVIEW

During the past year the DHI-D experimental program made significant progress toward a better understanding of

confinement in enhanced confinement modes such as H-mode and VH-mode as well asdetermining the role of

plasma shape in confinement. A plasma shape study resulted in the identification of a high triangularity, moderate

elongation double-null divertor configuration that is compatible with both the enhanced confinement and high beta

needs of an advanced tokamak and the enhanced radiation and impurity entrainment needs of a radiative divertor

configuration. It is anticipated that this plasma shape will allow us to meet our long range program goals.

H-mode studies were focused in the areas of L-H transition studies including further studies on the role of

fluctuation suppression by sheared ExB flows, threshold power studies, and decorrelation of density and current.

H-mode power threshold studies were revisited with the vessel walls covered with graphite files and boronized and

with deuterium N'BI into deuterium plasmas. The power threshold was reduced by 60%--70% compared to previous

results with hydrogen beams and unboronized, predominantly inconel vessel walls. Although the general scaling of

the threshold power remained similar to the previous study in 1988, differences in scaling between single-null and

double-null divertor configurations were identified. Utilizing the divertor cryopump to hold density constant while

varying plasma current it was verified that energy confinement is linearly related to current with little or no

dependence on density.

With the combination of boronized, graphite covered vessel walls a new record triple product was obtained in

VH-mode of riD(0) 'tETi(O)= 5x1020 m-3 s keV. Further studies of transport in the VH-mode utilizing the n=l coil

to vary the plasma rotation ("magnetic braking") supported the hypothesis that the enhanced confinement is a result

of increased shear in plasma rotation near the plasma edge that extends further in toward the plasma core when

compared to H-mode discharges. Similar magnetic braking experiments performed in elongation ramped high ti

H-mode discharges showed a similar correlation between reduced core flow shear and reduced confinement.

Confinement scaling experiments with rf heated dimensionally similar discharges brought a more unified

understanding to this area. Electron transport was found to be gyro-Bohm like while ion transport was found to be

worse than Bohm. Single fluid transport analysis yields a result which is dependent on which species is the dominant

loss channel. When the losses are comparable in each species, as was typically the case in previous experiments with

NBI heating, the single fluid transport appeared to be Bohm-like, the average of electron and ion behavior.

4.2. H-MODECONFINEMENT

A standard characteristic of the D-mode to H-mode transition is the rapid density (ne) increase following the

transition. In most tokamaks, and especially DHI-D, the steady-state H-mode density and plasma current (Ip)

are closely coupled. This colinearity has prevented an independent determination of the scaling of the thermal

plasma confinement eth with ne and Ip. Previous single machine empirical H-modes scalings have for the most
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part assumed that the density scaling of confinement was weak and may therefore be ignored. Even some of the

multi-machine collaborative efforts that have produced confinement scalings have not been able to separate the Ip

and ne dependencies.

The DIII-D advanced divertor system was designed and built with the primary goal of particle control in H-mode

plasmas. For the first time in the DI_-D H-mode confinement regime, orthogonai scans in Ip and n e have been

obtained by utilizing the in-vessel divertor cryopump. The plasma density was controlled by a combination of gas

puffing and divertor pumping. The pumping rate was controlled by magnetically adjusting the position of the

divertor strike point relative to the pumping aperture. For operational stability simultaneous pumping and gas

puffing was not allowed. The deuterium single-null target plasmas were operated at BT = 2.0 T, K:= 1.8, with the

VBT drift towards the X-point, and at 0.75 MA and 1.5 MA (Fig. 4.2-I). The H-mode was obtained by the

application of 6 MW of deuterium neutral beam heating at an average energy of 65 keV.
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With the colinearity broken it was possible to examine the independenteffect that ne and Ip had on the thermal
energy confinement time. It was found that a power law representationof _th implies that 'Cth= 0.13 I0"94+0"06

N .P

n_"'!3:L'0"06.In a one-fluidpower balance analysis the effective thermal diffusivity (X) was reduced with Increasing

Ip and was basically independent of ne (Fig. 4.2-2). Our results therefore validate the previous assumptions that
have beenmaderegardingthe independence of the global confinement on density. Additionally, it was observed that

the core particle confinement increases with plasma density. This result suggests that for future machines low

density operation may be more favorable since it would reduce the ratio of particle confinement to energy

confinement(_/_.).

4.3. VH-MODEEXPERIMENTS

The VH-mode experiments in 1993 had threemain goals. First, reproducing last year's results with the new, all-
carbon vessel walls to be sure that these walls were compatible with VH-mode operation. Second, further

Fig.4.2-2. Um oforyopumpingto vlry rb MfixedIparidbeampower.
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experiments to investigate the role of sheared ExB flow in the confinement improvement in VH-mode. Third, high

triangularity VH-mode plasmas were the focus of the plasma shape experiments that are discussed in Section 4.4.

At the beginning of the run period in 1993, the new, all-carbon vessel walls presented a new challenge for the

DHI-D experimentalists. Although several other groups had run tokamak plasmas in all-carbon vessels, no one had

achieved VH-mode in an all-carbon vacuum vessel. Machines like JET had required vessel conditioning with

beryllium to get VH-mode. A complete set of plans was developed for cleaning the new walls with a number of

options, depending on how difficult the cleaning was found to be. Possibly because of the extensive pre-installation

cleaning of the tiles, the vessel cleanup actually went significantly faster than expected and high performance,

VH-mode plasmas were achieved in an all-carbon vacuum vessel without need for the boronization that was used in

1991 and 1992. The lesson from this result is that VH-mode requires clean wall conditions, but there are a variety of

ways of reaching those conditions.

The core confinement improvement seen when the double-nuU plasmas go from H- to VH-mode has been clearly

related to the change in the ExB flow shear. Both spatial and temporal correlations have been established between

the change in local ExB shear and the change in thermal transport. Local transport and density fluctuations change

significantly in the same region where the sheared ExB flow changes most. In addition, the ExB shear begins to

change 20 to 40 ms prior to the f'trstdetectable change in the ion thermal transport.

In the plasma core, Er is associated primarily with the ion toroidal rotation. Previous work with magnetic braking

using a non-axisymmelric vertical field had shown that the toroidal rotation could be significantly altered without

changing the neutral beam input power by means of this technique. Accordingly, we devised an experiment to test

the ExB shear stabilization hypothesis in which the toroidal rotation was altered and then investigated the effect on

the local thermal transport.

In Fig. 1.2-5(a) and (b), the magnetic braking technique is shown to alter the electric field and the shear in the ExB

flow quite significantly. More importantly, as is seen in Fig. 1.2-5(c), there is a clear change in the local single-fluid

thermal diffusivity in the same region where the shear in the EXB flow has changed. There is also a corresponding

change in the density fluctuations, with the level increasing when the ExB shear is reduced. Accordingly, the results

of this experiment are consistent with the predictions of the EXB shear stabilization hypothesis.

Figure 1.2-5(b) also shows that the shear in the ExB flow is significantly larger than that required theoretically to

stabilize turbulence. At the right hand edge of the figure, the level predicted by the theory of Biglari et al. is

indicated. (This has been evaluated u:;ing edge measurements of radial correlation length, wavenumber and

decorrelation frequency.) The measured EXB shear at the plasma edge is well above this level. Another theoretical
estimate of the shear level needed to stabilize turbulence is given by Cs/R, where Cs is the sound speed and R is the

major radius of the magnetic axis. Since Cs is the largest at the magnetic axis where the electron temperature is

maximum, we have evaluated this quantity at that point. Clearly, in the region of the plasma where significant shear

stabilization appears to he taking place, the measured shear in the ExB speed is above this upper limit.

In utilizing magnetic braking in a transport study, one must be sure that the effects of the non-axisymmetric

magnetic perturbation itself are not affecting the transport by creating magnetic islands. There are several reasons to

believe these islands have little if any effect. First, in L-mode and ELMing H-mode discharges, the effect of

magnetic braking on local transport was studied and found to be negfigible. These experiments were done with error

field levels comparable to those used in the present experiment. Second, theoretical predictions of the effect of

islands on confinement indicate that even the vacuum field islands caused by our non-axisymmetric coil would

only affect the total calculations which, when applied to our case, indicate that the island width including the
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plasma response should be about a factor of 30 less than that of the vacuumislands.Since these calculationsare the
same ones which allow us to understandthe lockedMHD mode thresholdthereis some independentconfirmationof
their accuracy.

Loss of fast ions due to n=l ripple from the magnetic perturbationcoil is another direct effect which can be ruled
out. If the loss of fast ions were largeenoughto significantly affect the transportanalysis shown in Fig. 1.2-5, there
would have to be a loss of abouthalf of the fast ions before they could deliver their heat to the plasma. This would
result in at least a factor of two decrease in the neutronrate from the plasma, since most of the fusion neutron
emission comes from fast ions from the neutral beamsinteractingwith the backgroundplasma. Onewould actually
expect more than a factorof two change in the neutronemission, since the shot with the magneticbrakingis colder,

resulting in a reducedfusion yield due to more rapid slowing down of the fast ions. The transportanalysis calculates

that the neutron rateshould differby a factor of 1.5 between the two shots due to this effect. The measured ratio of

the neutronrates is 1.4. Since thetransportanalysis ignores effects of ripple loss, the agreement between calculation
and measurementindicatesthatthe rippleloss is unimportant.

Improvedconfinementhas also been seen in discharges in which the elongation has been suddenly increased,thus
increasing the plasma internal inductance. Although a portion of this confinement improvement is probably

associated with the changein inductance,a portionis apparentlyalso due to the change in E_ velocity shear.This
has been investigated by using the magnetic brakingtechniqueto slow the toroidalrotation in some of these shots

afterthe elongation rampis over. Changes in local thermal transportwere seen, with the biggest changesoccurring
whenthe change in the E_ velocity shearwas the greatest.

4.4. PLASMASHAPEEXPERIMENTS

An experiment was carriedout this yearto explore the effect of plasma shape on confinement. The basis of the
experiment lies in a previous observationthat there is a systematicdifference single-null anddouble-null diverted
plasmas in plasmaperformance,as measuredby the product6" x.

The goals of the experiment were to furtherexplore the underlying cause of this difference and to explore the
performance characteristics of particularplasma shapes of interest for the DIII-D radiative divertor. Of major
importance is finding a configuration which is consistent with the goals of the DBI-D Advanced Tokamak and
RadiativeDivertor Programs. The results arealso of considerable interest for the designs of TPX, FF-60SU, and
possible improvements to JET.

The principalresult of the experimentis that plasmatriangularity,8, is critical to plasmaperformance, whileplasma
elongation, K, plays a lesser role. Whetherthe plasma is single- or double-null is not of importance,aside from the
attendant limitation on 8. The difference in energy content of the low and high triangularity lies principally in the
temperatureprofiles for normalized radius less than 0.8. The high triangularityplasmas exhibit a temperature

gradientall the way to the magnetic axis, whereas the low triangularityplasmas have a large central region where

the temperature profile is flat. This results in about a factor of two difference in axial values of ion and electron
temperature.It is observed that q0 rises above unity when the triangularityis high, but this is not the case when the

triangularityis low.

The product 6" x is used as the principal figure-of-merit,although we also shall refer to the normalized product

whereH = _./- --'_e_-89P is the confinementenhancementoverL-mode, and _N E fJl(IplaBt).Furthermore,Nn,
our focus remains the transient, high performance phase of the discharge(VH-mode) since the overall goal of the
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DIII-D program is to provide the necessary profile control to sustain such performance. Of particular interest is

central electron temperature because of its importance to current drive efficiency.

In the experiment four double-null shapes were investigated, including the standard DID-D double-null, a) x: -- 1.8,

8 = 0.9, b) K _ 2.1, 8 -- 0.3, c) r = 1.8, 5 = 0.3, and d) x: -- 1.8, 8= 0.8, (Fig. 4.4-1). The particular choices are

determined partly from physics motivation, and partly from preliminary design work done on the Radiative Divertor.

It was felt to be necessary to return to the standard configuration because the addition of carbon armor tiles to the

outer wall of the DIII-D vacuum vessel introduced uncertainty as to the performance capability. A descriptor of

plasma shape is S E (IplaBt)q¥. If combined with JET/DIn-D confinement scaling, then

const f S2R21f F! 2
tl.= .t--7-jtq) ,

where F 5 IE/_EJET/DIII-D.

In Fig. 4.4-1 is plotted [3. x versus the geometric factor (S2R2hc). The large symbols are results from this

experiment, and the small plus signs are previous data, much of which is in single-null plasmas. Each point

represents a separate discharge. As can be seen, the results are consistent with previous work. Also shown is the

plasma shape for each category of discharge in this experiment.

In Table 4.4--1 the results of these experiments are summarized. For shape D /_zth = 1300 (% ms) is achieved as

opposed to a best value of 1700 in shape A, Similar values of [B,[3N,7_(0), Te(0), and nD(O)Tl_0) zt_ were achieved

in both. One notable difference was in the duration of the El._-free period. For shape A, the ELM-free period was

usually a large fraction of a second and has reached 1.3 s. For shape D the ELM-free period was typically about

200 ms. While this does make the I_' correction to ¢th somewhat larger, as noted above similar values in absolute

quantities were achievedas the rate of riseof storedenergy wasmuchfaster.This showsthat the plasmaparameters

achieved do not depend directly on the length of the ELM-free period. In both cases the optimum 13. x occurs for

q95 > 4 while the optimum _NH occurs at q95 > 4 H drops so rapidly that 13. ¢ actually decreases.

Plasmas with low triangularity (8 < 0.4) did not perform well. They exhibit longer L-mode durations prior to the

L-H transition, still shorter ELM-free periods of order 100 ms, no "spin-up" of the toroidal velocity, and

considerably lower plasma parameters compared to the plasmas discussed above. While the high performance

plasmas are greatly affected by the vessel wall conditions, these low triangularity plasmas are insensitive to such

changes. [3- x values reached 700 and 500 (%.ms) at _:values of 2.1 and 1.8 respectively. For shape C recycling was

reduced by use of the ADP cryopump, however there was no lengthened ELM-free period as is seen with reduced

recycle for high triangularity plasmas. It is noteworthy that the difference in performance is very much reflected in

reducedcentralTe

4.5. WALLSTABILIZATIONOFIDEALKINKMODES

During F'Y93, stronger, more convincing evidence of wall stabilization was obtained on DIII-D. The most

promising Advanced Tokamak scenarios envisaged in DIII-D and TPX (notably, the Second Stable Core and High

Poloidal Beta scenarios), require complete wall stabilization on a steady state time scale in order to reach even
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moderatebetavalues. Withwall stabilizationfromthe vacuumvessel (inDID-D)or nearbyconductingplates(in

TPX), the gain in the beta limit is large -- up to a factor 2. However,simple theoreticalmodels predictan
instabilitywhichgrowsona characteristictime scalefora resistivewall qrres whenthe plasmais ideallystablewith
a perfectlyconductingwall butunstablefornowall. Withno plasmarotation,thismodeis simplythe externalkink
"soakingthrough"the resistivewall. Withplasmarotation,the situationis a littlemorecomplicated,butthetheory
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_ 2.1 _ _" 1.9' _'

6_0.9 ,/3 _>5%, ,SN _>4 B _,5%_ _N _>4 ii_ --

T,(0) _ 7.5 keV,9[_(0) >_20 keV T,(0) _" 1.5 keV,2_(0) _>15 keV __'r'":

r_ >0.4 s, H _>3.3 "r_ >0.4 s, H _ 3

.o(o)_(o).:_, _,o,o_,_.,.m-",o(o)_(o),__.___o'O_,_.,.m-_iii_i_i_i
fl-r _' _ 1.7%- s .8"ru__-,1.3%•s ....:;_::_;_::
TypicalELM-freeperiod0.65 s TypicalELM-freeperiod0.22 s ::_;:_:_!

:__:.i:.:<_

e 6 _ 0.3 /3 < 3.7%,/3. < 3.2 /3 _ 2.8%,/_. _ 3.5 :!i:=_i_i:;!'i:ii2

Qo T.(O) < 5 keY _.(0) < 5 keY i::!!iii:!i!i}I
"r_ <0.3 s, H _<2.2 "r_ £0.3 s, H _<2.5 _::_:::,
/_r _' _ 0.7%- s" Pr _ ...< 0._%- s" _::::::_

TypicalELM-freeperiod0.10 s TypicalELM-fr_ period0.15 s :_

"Maximumoccm aft_ ELMsbegin. _
m
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predicts that even though the ideal kink is stabilized by AC stabilization when omega is greaterthan the wall "r-ire5

growth rate (essentially, the imagecurrentsin the wall are continually regeneratedby the rotating mode so they don't
decay), a new "resistive wall mode"that is locked to the resistive wall appears with a growth time of the orderof the
wall resistive time.

i

On the other hand, stability analysis of DIII-D discharges over the past several years has provided strong hints that
the DRI-D vacuum vessel is playing a role in stabilizing the ideal kink for times much longer than the wall resistive
time. The evidence comes from several sources. First, when displayed in the parameter space of normalized beta

(J3N) and internal inductance (ti), many discharges fall between the theoretically predicted stability boundaries

computed with and without wall stabilization but none fall very far outside the boundary computed with wall
stabilization. Second, the beta limit in Dill- D is at _N = 3.5 (in the absence of current and elongation ramps),
whereas in ASDEX, as well as in ASDEX-like discharges in Dill-D, where the wall is much further from the

plasma, the beta limit is JSN= 2.8. Although other explanations arepossible, the most obvious and likely one is that

wall stabilization in the full-sized DIII-D dischargesstabilizes theexternal kink and allows a higher beta limit, up to
the point where the ideal kink mode is unstable even with a perfectly conducting wall. Third, in DIII-D discharge

69608, a detailedequilibrium and stability analysis revealed that with no wall, the discharge would be unstable to an

ideal predominantlym/n - 1/1 kink mode but with a large mode displacement at the plasma edge coupled to the 1/1
mode. Such a global instability is not consistent with the observed saturatedrotating internal 1/1mode. However,
the calculations with a perfectly conducting wall found a 1/1 mode with much reduced edge displacement that is
consistent with the observed saturatedmode.

The experimental evidence appears to contradict the simple theory but none of the evidence is entirely convincing,
since, except in the single case of discharge 69608, no detailed analysis was done for individual discharges -- the
improved stability of the full-sized DIII-D discharges over the ASDEX discharges, and over the theoretically
predictedlimits which assumed straightforwardmonotonic Ohmic-like profiles, could arguably be attributedto the
well known profile dependence of the beta limit. The detailed analysis done for discharge 69608 is also open to
some interpretation since the plasma was predicted to be linearly unstable with or without the wall.

Stability calculations were done for several alternative equilibrium reconstructionsof DRI-D discharge 75824 with
varying wall position. The resultsare shown in Fig. 4.5-1, where we plot the square of the unstable ideal growth

rate against wall distance normalizedto the plasma minor radius. This was a slow elongation ramp discharge which
reached J3N- 5.1 at the analysis time (2700 ms). The several curves in Fig. 4.5-1 correspond to equilibrium

reconstructions with varying q0 and central pressure; there was some uncertainty in these as a result of the

significant fishbone and TAE (toroidalAlfv_n eigenmode) mode activity present in thedischarge. However,all the
curves with q0 above 1.0 show the discharge to be nearmarginal stability if the DRI-D wall is assumed to provide

stabilization but gross ideal instability if there were no wall. At the analysis time, the discharge was in a sawtooth-
free phase with q0 about 1.0 plus or minus 0.05. The reconstructionwith q0 = 0.95 also showed a definite transition

in the growth rate at the DIII-D wall location. Here, though, the calculations indicate an internal kink instability
with either the DRI-D wall or with a wall on the plasma boundary, but there is a transition to an instability with

much larger edge amplitude as the wall is moved out from the real DIII-D wall location. This discharge showed no
evidence of an unstable external kink. The results strongly suggest, therefore, that the resistive wall in DRI-D has

stabilized the external kinkmode. The only uncertainty in this conclusion arises in interpreting the results from the
case when q0 is below 1.0 m one cannot unambiguously determine from the ideal linear growth rate whether the

predicted unstable mode at any wall location would be manifested as an external kink. Even here, however, the
clear transition in growth rate is strongly suggestive and the edge amplitude is a factor 5 larger with no wall, The

mode with no wall has most of the featuresof an externalor global kink mode.
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A seond example is shown in Fig. 4.5-2 for a high poloidal beta discharge 67700 analyzed 15 ms. before a

collapse occurred. The collapse coincided with a large ELM-like MHD instability observed on the Mirnov coils.

Again, the several curves correspond to different equilibrium reconstructions consistent with the available data. The

variation here results specifically from a large uncertaintyin the central pressure profile, due to an anomalous loss of

neutral beam ions and a large uncertainty in q0 since there was no Motional Stark Effect (MSE) measurement. All

the reconstructions in this case indicate marginal stability with the wall, consistent with the 13pcollapse and MHD

instability 15 ms later. All oftbe reconstructions show a clearly unstable external mode with no wall. However, the

sensitivity studies for the fits with q0 near unity are not yet complete and it remains to be verified that instability

with no wall will necessarily result for all possible variations in the other parameters.

More recent theoretical analyses have now suggested that the simplest MHD theory, which was for a straight

cylinder with periodic end boundary conditions, is inadequate for a finite aspect ratio, finite beta toms and that

complete wall stabilization is possible under some circumstances if the plasma is rotating at a small but significant

fraction of the sound speed. The discharges 75824 and 67700 were strongly neutral beam heated and were

consequently rotating, consistent with the more recent theories. Recently, several lugh beta, low ti discharges were

also obtained in Dm-D in which beta reached much higher beta values than the beta limit expected from the scaling

of giN with ti. Wall stabilization, however, is expected to be most effective at low ti so the high beta observed in

these discharges seems to be likely due to stabilization by the DIII-D vacuum vessel.
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5. OPERATIONS

5.1. TOKAMAKOPERATIONS

5.1.1.INTRODUCTION

Major highlights of 1993 includedthe successful andrapidresumptionof tokamakoperationsaftera six month vent,
achievement of VH-mode operation in a fully graphite covered, unboronized wall, and the successful
commissioning and subsequentroutine operation of a number of new tokamak systems, including the divertor
cryopump for density control. During the past year, the emphasis has been on making extensive use of the new
hardware added during the 1992/93 vent and also identifying and upgrading existing equipment in the DIII-D

facility in orderto maintainand possibly improve the reliability of theDIH-D device. Significantprogresshas been
madeand continuesto be made in that directiondespite the age andincreasingcomplexity of the facility.

5.1.2.VENTRECOVERY

A major accomplishmentof the 1992/93vent was the additionof graphitearmortiles on the outer wallof the vessel.
This increasedthe graphitetile coverage of the Inconel wall from 45% to nearly 100%. Previous experience with
the addition of significant numbers of new graphite tiles had resulted in high wall recycling and difficulty in
achieving good H-mode confinement.Because of this concern, significant effort was expended on improvingboth

the pre-installationconditioningof the new tiles and the vessel conditioningtechniques used after installation.The

result was a rapidand unprecedentedrecovery of high performanceplasma discharges. H-mode transitions were
observed on the 14thplasma attempt,and VH-mode discharges with an unboronizedwall were readily obtained

during the first experimental day after changing the configuration to a high triangularity double null divertor.
Previously, VH-mode had only been obtained with a boronized wall. In addition,the first full field ohmic H-mode

was obtained. This requiresboth clean vacuum conditions and very low recycling. Metal impurity radiationwas

virtually eliminated, oxygen was reduced approximately a factor of 3 to 5, and despite the addition of all the

graphite, recycling levels were low and carbon impurities were not a problem. A major change in the vessel
conditioning techniqueduring the cleanup period was the exclusive use of He glow discharge cleaning rather than
the use of H2 or D2 glow or Taylor discharge cleaning. This was done in orderto avoid the buildup of a "sooty"

carbon layer on the tiles that is believed to result fromthe use of H2 andD2. The sole use of HeGDC has now been

adopted as the standardconditioning technique following a vent and this, in conjunction with simultaneous high
temperaturebakinghas resulted in rapidrecoveryfromall subsequentvents.

5.1.3. TOKAMAKOPERATION

Following the startupperiod in FebruaryandMarch, the tokamak was operated for 19 weeks with an availability
of 73.4%. The last week of operations was at the end of October. The majority of the downtime in the power
systems, computer, and other categories was associated with increaseddemands on aging equipment.Examination
of the failures has identified key systems thatwould benefit the most from replacementor upgradingand much of
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that work is now in progress,Examplesof the systems thathad frequent failuresduring the past yearand are now

being replaced included the tokamak gas system, EPSSIC (E Power Supply System Integrated Control), the
MODCOMPcomputers, circuitbreakers for the ohmic (E) and toroidal field (B) supplies, power supply-control
system interfacestations, andE and B gate drivercircuitry. Some of these systems are also being upgradedin order
to keep pace with the increasing demands of the experimental program. The gas system and the new computer
system are two examples of this. It is only throughthis continuing process of identifyingthe recurringsources of
downtime and replacing thosesystems that we will be able to maintainthe machine availabilityas thecomplexity of
the facility increases.

The most seriousissue facedduringthe yearand the single largestsource of downtimewas the repairof the toroidal

field coil prestress system. During a daily inspection of the vessel prior to the startof plasma operation, it was
discovered thata G-I0 wedge was missing from the toroidal field supportstructure.Operationswere suspended and

following furtherinspectionof the toroidaifield structure,additionalwedges and epoxy shim bags were discovered
to be eitherloose orout of position. The repairswere completedandthe coil was tested to confirmthatthere was no
excessive motion of any of the individualcoil bundlesand that the overall rotationof the toroidalcoil system was

acceptable. Following the repairof the TF coil, a review of the instrumentationof the coil was held. As a result of
the review, the twist measurementis being upgradedand new automatedmeasurements will be takenon the vertical

preloads andouterplane motion of the individualcoil bundles. Previously, the only automated monitoring system
for the coil was for the radialpreload.These actions shouldhelp to maintainthe integrityof the 'rp coil.

Throughoutthe year there were a largerthanusualnumberof vents of the vessel, some of which requiredin-vessel
entry to performthe requiredrepairs. A total of eight separate vents were performed. The first of these was for
completion of the tasks from the long vent, in particular the installationof the cryopump and the completion of

the graphite tile installation. Following the start of plasma conditioning after this vent, a significant copper
contaminationwas observed spectroscopically in the discharges. This coupled with a severe stray light problem
observedwith the Thomson scatteringsystem, requiredthe reopeningof the vessel in early March.The sourceof the
copper was identified as oxidized copper wire on the new bolometer array.The array was removed, and after
being rebuilt was reinstalled in a subsequentvent. A baffle plate was modified to eliminate the stray light in
the Thomson system. During this vent, a numberof other problems were also remedied, including recessing the
Fast Wave CurrentDrive (FWCD) antenna by 0.5 cm to reduce plasma interaction, an insulation failure of the

ADP ring, a leaky valve in the DIMES system, a jammed shutter, and leaky brazejoints on one of the new
diagnosticfeedthroughs.

One additionalin-vessel entrywas requiredthis year in August.Duringplasma operationin July, flying debris was
observedby the divertorIR camera and high levels of aluminumradiationwere observed from single null divertor
dischargeswith the outerstrikepointnearthe advanceddivertorring. Concurrentwith the TF coil repair work, the

vessel was vented for 3 days to investigate the source of aluminum. Inspectioninside revealed that approximately
50% of the alumina heat shields on the bottom of the ring had failures ranging from small cracks to majorbroken
pieces. Three-dimensionalstress analysis showed that the alumina was unableto handle the thermal loads and the
design has now been modified to replace the alumina with a thickerpiece of boronnitridewhich can handlehigher
stressdue to thermalloading. Thismodificationwill be implementedearly in 1994.

To make the use of the new cryopump pan of routine operation, a number of new operational systems and
procedureswere implemented.A new control system is being used to rampup the ohmic heatingcoil moreslowly in
orderto reducethe ohmic inputpower to the toroidallycontinuouscryopump.The new system which has performed

well, uses loop voltage feedback during the startupof the ohmic coil and required modification to the EPSSIC

system and the timingof the verticalfield coil supplies.
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In additionto the pump,a numberof new systems and procedureshave been addedto the operation of the tokamak.

In the area of vacuum conditioning, a new, higher currentpower supply has been added to the glow system to
increasethe removedof D2 fromthe graphitetiles betweenshots and thus maintainthe low recycling level necessary

for VH-mode operation.In addition, the boronizationprocedurehas been modified to cycle the glow gas between
pure He anda 10_ diborane/90% He glow; this techniquenoticeablydecreases the deuteratedcompoundsresulting
in lower D2 recycling from the wails. To improvepersonnel safety, a new pit-closed permit system was installed

that provides improved controlof personnel access in the machine areaduringtesting or operation of hardwareor
diagnostic systems, To improveour abilityto rapidlyidentify locationsof groundfaults, groundcurrentmonitoring
systems have been added to the DIH-D vessel and to the metal boxes housing the outer field shapingcoils. These
new systemscomplementthose alreadymonitoringthe groundcurrentson theE and B coils.

5.2. NEUTRALBEAMOPERATIONS

5.2.1. OPERATIONSSUMMARY

Fifteen weeks of plasma heatingexperimentswere supportedby neutralbeamsin FY93. The f'ustquarterof FY93
was spent on system inspection, maintenance, and repair. Neutral beam system check-out and conditioning of
all eight ion sources started in the second quarterto ready the system for plasma heating experiments. Eight
beam systems were available to supportplasma experiments during the DHI-D FY93 experimental period from
Marchto September.

Extensive efforts were requiredin conditioning two ion sources, one was damagedby a water leak internalto the
source in 1992 and the other has new acceleratorgrids installed by Bude Industries.The ion source, which had a

water leak was reconditionedafter severalhundredshots. However, it hadpersistentbeam "blocking" duringbeam
pulse, which was caused by the arcing(due to waterspots) betweenthe end platesof the plasma and gradientgrids.
The end plates were polished to a mirrorfinish to eliminate pits left by arcingand original machine tool marks and
scratches. This ion source will be conditioned during the second quarterof FY94. The ion source with new

acceleratorgrids was conditionedvery quickly without a problem to '/5 keV beamoperation in five days (compared
to about three months to condition the first new ion source seven years ago). This success is attributedto our
experienceand understandingof the ion source.

5.2.2. SYSTEMIMPROVEMENT,MAINTENANCEANDTESTING

The ion sourcepreventive maintenance and inspection programwas completedduring the vent period in the first
quarter. This workrequiredremoving several ion sourcearcchambersto the neutralbeamlab to replace insulating
gaskets between plates of the arcchamber,to clean up thearc marks,and to tightensome loosened filaments.

Effortsto modify the beam system to extend the beampulse length to 6 seconds to supportthe long pulse VH--mode
experimentwere verysuccessful. Fourion sources have injected6 second deuteriumbeamsat 65 keV beam energy
(1.9 MW injectedbeam power per source) into the plasma. All eight beam systems are now capableof 6 seconds

beam pulse operations at a reduced beamenergy/beampower. Beam power at long pulse operations is limited by
the capabiUtiesof the power supplyand the beamlineinternalcomponent heathandling.

Preventive maintenance was performed on various subsystems during the vent period and the maintenance weeks

between operationperiods duringthe fiscal year. These included the pyrometersystem used to protect the target
tiles of the shinethroughbeams, the drift ductphotodiodesystem used to protectthe driftduct from damageby the
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excessive reionized neutrals,the fast interlocksystem used to terminatebeam pulse to preventdamage to the beam
system,andthe alarmsystemused forwarningof failurein watercooling andvacuumsystems.

5.2.3. SYSTEM AVAILABILITY

Overall average availability for the year is very good at 92.3% compared to 91.5% for FY92. Availability of
the neutral beam system by month is shown in Fig. 5.2-1. The "Available" category is based on the beam
system requirement requested by the physics experiments. The difference between the "Available" and
"Injecting" categories represents beam systems which were available but were not used for injection during
particularphysics experiments.

Rg. 5.2-.1.NeutralIxmmIvlikddlltybymonth.

5.3. ELECTRONCYCLOTRONANDIONCYCLOTRONHEATINGOPERATIONS

5.3.1. ECH 60 GHz

There were no operationsof the 60 GHz ECHrfsystem duringthe fast quarterdue to DITI-Dvent relatedactivities.

The through-portextensionsandmodeconverter,whichwere reporteddamagedin 4th quarterFY93, havebeen
repaired. The nitrogen(gas) cooling lines for the machinewindows hadbeen rerunand the support structurenear
the 45° areahas beenremoved. This allows forgreatercraneaccess in the area. A visualinspectionof the in-vessel

components was made to verify that the installationwas correct. There were six gyrotronsystems available for
operations the most of the year. The systems were used to support experiments with pulse lengths in excess of
750 ms in a modulatedoutput or 500 ms in the non-modulatedmode.
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5.3.2. ICH OPERATIONS

There were no operational days for the ICH system the firstquarterof FY93. Dummy load testing of the system
continued. It was determinedthatthe triode in the first tube stage was not producing power at its ratedcapacity.
Afterconversationswiththe tubemanufactureritwas decidedthatthe tubehadgone throughits life time andshould

be replacedwiththe spare. Afterreplacementthe outputfromthis stage was back upto specifications.

A new, in pit, transmissionline configurationwas proposedin orderto investigate a meansof minimizing the effect
the mutual coupling between antennas has on tuning and to limit the impact this coupling has on the VSWR

protection. ORNL and .lET had been looking into this problem for some time and it is hoped that some early
informationform DHI-D mayconfirm theirtheories.

Finaldesign andlayoutof the de-couplerconfigurationwas completedwith the actualinstallationalso be completed
in timeforplasma operations(Fig. 5.3-1).

l--ti-

Fig.5.3-1. ICRFde-coupler
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Firstlow power (<200 watts)testing and tuningwas conductedin vacuumandplasma conditions andlaterseveral

experimentaldays were spentat higherpower levels (-100 kW). Full power (>1.5 MW)exr_erimentswere runwith
the decouplerinstalled with very good _sults. The de coupler will become a permanentpan of the tuningsystem
withonly minorchanges to upgradeits powercapability.

Low power decoupler tests were completed and the resonantloops were reconfigured for heating experiments.
Dummy load testing continued with the help of G. Barberfrom ORNL. The system was run in dummy load with
powerlevels of up to 2.03 MW and pulse lengthsof 2 seconds. Extensiveantennaconditioningpaid off witha new
high, in netpower to the plasma, of 1.60 MW.

5.4. DISRUPTIONSTUDIESANDPLASMACONTROL

5.4.1.INTRODUCTION

Progress in the areas of disruption studies and DHI-D plasma control has beensignificant in FY93. Both areas have

moved well beyond developmentand testingof basic tools and into routine application.Disruption simulation and
analysis tools were applied to both the InternationalThermonuclearExperimental Reactor (ITER) design and
Dm-D experimentalcases. Significantdisruptionanalysisaccomplishmentshave includedcompletion of a scoping
studyof 1TERvertical disruptionevent (VDE) scenarioswith varyinghaloparameters and application of an analytic
modelof disruptionand halo phenomenato DIII-D and ITERdisruption simulations.Extensive improvementswere

made to increasethe capabilityand flexibility's of the DIII-D digital control system. MajorDm-D plasma control
accomplishmentshave included applicationof the digital control systemto real-timeregulation of cryopumpingand
thus plasmadensity, ICRFpower, antennaloading, loop voltage, andplasmabeta.

DISRUPTIONSTUDIES

The strong disruption simulation and analysis capabilities developed during FY92 were applied to both ITER
disruption scenarios and DIH-D experimental cases in FY93. Continued collaborative efforts with the TRINITI
Laboratoryresultedin the furtherdevelopmentandextensive applicationof the DINA disruptionsimulationcode to
these cases. Analytic models were also developed and used to furtherthe understandingof disruption processes and

complementDINA code simulations.

A studyof ITERVDE scenarios was performedusing the DINA code in which the halo temperatureand width was
varied in order to determine the maximum forces experienced by various conducting structures.The resultsof the

study demonstrated that for a post-thermai quench bulk plasma electron temperatureof 50 eV, the maximum

pressureexperiencedby the vessel andshield structureis approximately0.2 MPa.The maximum net vertical load on
the conducting structurewas found to be approximately 70 MN. The scoping study is being extended to include

variationin the bulkplasma temperature.

An analytic modelof halo currentandplasmaevolution duringdisruptionwas developed and applied to bothDIII-D
experimental results and DINA simulations of Dm-D and ITER. Applications of the analytic model to Dm-D

disruptions served to check the accuracyof the physical assumptions of the model, and comparisonswith DINA
simulationsrevealed importantdifferencesbetween DI,-D disruptionsand those expected in ITER.
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5.4.3.PLASMACONTROL

Significant improvementswere made in the digital plasma control system hardwareand software to improve the
flexibility andcapability of the system. The implementationof the custom dataacquisitioncircuitas a printedcircuit
boardwas completed giving the capability of increasedreal timecomputing power throughoperationwith multiple
computers executing in parallel (presently three computers are available). A second generation version of the

software was designed and implementedusing experience gained during the first year of operation of the digital
control system on DIII-D. The new software design allows rapidimplementationof new control schemes to meet
the rapidly evolving needs of the DHI-D experimentalprogram and provides increased flexibility for variationof
controlledparametersduringa discharge.All standardDIII-D dischargeparametersarenowunderthe controlof the

digital system with the exception of vertical position (implementationof vertical position control is planned in the

future). Only the plasma shapewas controlledwith the digitalsystem duringthe system's initial operationin FY92.
In FY93, control of plasmacurrent,density, and gas puffratewas added.

In addition, entirely new control elements were added. The plasma density can now be controlled with a
combination of gas puff rat_and cryopumpingby using feedback control of the radial bosition of the single null
divertor X-point. Also implementedwere controlof ICRFpower (in addition to control of antenna load resistance),
control of the gas puff ratethroughfeedbackcontrolof the neutralpressure(ratherthan the density), control of the
loop voltage or surface voltage, and feedback control of poloidal beta, toroidal beta or normalizedbeta through
feedbackcontrolof the neutralbeampower (in additionto the control of the diamagnetismimplementedpreviously).

5.5. DIAGNOSTICS

5.5.1.OVERVIEW

The DIII-D diagnostic effort in FY93 concentratedthe limitedavailable resources on improvementsand additions to
the divertordiagnosticset, both to exploit the pumpeddivenor andin anticipationof the plannedradiativedivertor.

While the divertordiagnostic set has been greatlystrengthenedduringthe last two years there arestill large gaps in
our abilityto measure importantdivertorquantifies,particularlydensity and temperatures. Plans for filling in these

gaps have been in place since 1992 but primarilydue to budgetconstraintsthese plans havebeen pushedfurtherinto
the future. Still, majorprogresswas madeduringFY93, two new imaging bolometerarrayswere installed and have

been importantin locating the radiatedpower from the divertor region, and new diagnostics aimed at measuring
toroidalasymmetriesassociatedwith divertoroperationhave beenadded with promisingresults. Thereare 46 major
diagnostic systems now operating on DIII-D with eight diagnostic systems in some stage of development.
Table 5.5-1 lists the majordiagnostic systems along with the quantities measured. Many of the diagnostic systems

on DIII-D have beenoperating for many years (some where initially built forDoublet rll) and are in need of major
refurbishment. During FY93 we starteda majoreffort to systematically refurbishdiagnostics that areknown to be

operating critical components that are near or beyond their expected life expectancy. We expect this effort to
continue atsome level throughoutthe life of DIII-D.

5.5.2.NEWORUPGRADEDDIAGNOSTICS

In FY93 the DHI-D diagnostic resourceswere concentratedon the divertor diagnostic set. Two new imaging arrays

of bolometers were installed and operatedin collaboration with LLNL. As shown in Fig. 5.5-1 the arrayshave
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TABLe5.5-1
__:_ PLASMADIAGNOSTICS

,. '4:

Diagnostic Quantity Measured Comments _ _

Operations-Related Diagnostics :__i/>

Magnetics ]3, Magnetic flux, lp 2 poloidal (58), 1 toroidal (8)mag. probe _!i!_}{i!iii!_

arrays with 50 kHz response;41 flux _'_i_;;s_
loops, g diamagnetic loom, 30 saddle q;__a__'r:__

lOOps,3 Ip ROKowskis _:'''_:_:'_

Hard X-rays 2 toroidal locations, 4 detectors, ;r_'_

1 kHz response _,_._._:;_;

Plasma TV Visible TV Radial view, divertor, rf antennas

IR cameras Heat load to armored Upper divertor; inside wall,

surfaces 2 toroidal locations, lower divertor

Ha monitors Ha radiation, recycling Ha filtered, 16 locations, 10 kHz response

Neutron detectors Fusion and photo-neutrons 3 toroidal locations, 200 Hz response

Soft X-ray arrays Internal fluctuations I vertical, 1 horizontal, 32 ch. ea. ,_4 cm

resolution, 4 toroidal locations, 12 ch. ca.

>250 kHz response,

Electron Profiles

ECE grating radiometer "re (r, t) Radial profile, 10 ch., 0.1 ms

Multipulse Thomson profile Te (r, t), ne (r) 8 lasers, 6 ms, vertical profile,

40 pts., <1 cm in edge resolution,
20 keV > Te > 10 eV

C02 interferometers fi_ Vertical, 3 chords; radial, 1 chord

ECE Michelson T® (r, t) Radial profile, each 25 ms ...., .......

Fluctuations

Microwave reflectometer ne (r,t), _e (r,t) UCLA collaboration - broadband; system

gives profile in 5 ms, narrowband system,
400 kHz bandwidth

Correlation reflectometer Radial correlation lengths UCLA
in
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TAe 5.5-1
PLASMAAGNOS'ncs(Co,r) ,,

Diagnostic QuantityMeasured Comments

Fluctuations(Cont.)

FIR scattering fie (r, t) UCLAcollaboration- 4 MHz bandwidth

CO2 scattering fie (r, t) MIT collaboration- phasecontrast lkHz,
100 MHz bandwidth

Fastmagneticprobes ]3e 1 MHz resolution,2 arraystotaling
7 probes

Li beam Edgefie (r, t) Turbulencemeasurementnearthe edge

Ion Temperatureand Rotation

Chargeexchange Ti (r, t), v_ (r, t), 16 channelsbulkplasma;16 channelsedge
recombination ue (r, t) plasma;3 mm Ti edge resolution;6 mm

Is_, re, edgeresolution

;_,oudtiesand BoundaryParameters

Visiblebremsstrahlung Zeff (r, t) Radial profile, 16 chords,1 kHz

Boiometerarrays Radiatedpower Tomographicreconstructions,3 arrays,
69 ch., 1 kHz

Graphitefoil bolometers Heat loadto the wall 7 onthe outer wall, 2 insidewall, 2 lower
divertor,1 qJpperdivertor

SPRED (dual range) Impurity 280-1200A;100-290A,spectrumevery
concentrations i ms;edgeprofileswith scanningcapability

Ho TV Divertor Ha LLNL

DivertorIR cameras Heat loadto divertors LLNL, GA, 125 ms for a profile,upper,
2 lower

Lanl_uir probes EdgeTe (t), ne (t) On divertortiles

Laserblowoffsystem Impurity injection impuritytransport

Faststrokelangmuirprobe Edge"re (t), ne (t) SNL, UCLA

DIMES Surfaceerosion Dlvertor MaterialExposureSystem

Penninggauges He pressure ORNL - He pressureunderthe divertor
baffle
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__:_!__!____i___i_!!_!_ii_!i_._!!!!_i_!!_i_!_ii_!_!_ii!_i_!!i_i!!_!_!_i_!_:_i_i_ii_i!_!_!::_ _!IIII¸_;_':_lii_i!i

!:i!!_!i!!:!_:' TABL_5.5-1
_!_,: PL_S_ DIAGNOSTICS(CONT)

In Development

EdgeMSE Bp(r) Additional8 ch. concentrationat
the edge

Divertor microwave fie in divertorlegs 2 chords(LLNL)
interferometer

Divertorreflectometer Peakne in divertor 12 ch. in lowerdivertor(LLNL)

BiasringIRTV Heat loadto biasring Heat fluxmeasurementon
the insidebiasringsurface

DIMES interferometer Surfaceerosion In situmeasurement(Jfilich)

Microwaveradiometer Te(r) 16 ch. (UCLA)

Divertor Thomsonscattering he(r), Te(r) in divertor Designworkonly in FY94 (LLNL, GA)

Beamemissionspectroscopy fie(r) inthe core Designworkonly in FY94

crossedpoloidal views in the plasmathat allow tomographicinversions,an example of suchan inversion is shown

on the reportcover and in Fig. 5.5-2 from a radiative divertor experiment. Each of the new bolometer arrays (the

old 21 channelbolometer array is still operatedand the data from the old array wi]] be usedin the inversions)has
24 channelswith a resolutionof about 10crn in the divertor. The new capabilitiesof thisdiagnostic,principally the

ability to reconstructthe radiation contoursin the divertor and edgeregion, have alreadycontributedto the divertor

program. Some of the observationsduring the pastyear include: duringELMing H-mode dischargesin single-null

configuration,the inboarddivertor leg radiatesmuchmore stronglythen the outboardleg; during radiative divertor

experiments, the increasein divertor radiationoccursjust outside the X-point; Neon injection producesa radiating

layer just insidethe separa_x 5-10 cm wide at the outsidemidplane.

Three diagnosticsystemswere expanded with the aim of addressingtoroidal asymmetries in the divertor region.

ORNL has installed a fastpressuregaugeunder the divertor baffle toroidally displacedfrom the gaugesthat have

beenoperating in DIII-D. A secondtoroidally displaced IR TV camera viewing the divertor floor hasbeen added

by LLNL and the file currentmonitor arrayshave been substantiallyupgradedto include a comprehensivetoroidal

arrayof tile currentmonitorsin the lower divertor. Toroidal asymmetrieshave beenobservedby these systemsin

FY93 however a comprehensivestudyof thisissuemustwait until at leasttheFY94 experimentai campaign.
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Fi_ U--1. _B dmw im_in_stayso_Ix_mtsrs

Graphitefoilbolometerswereinstalledinthedivenorbaffleanddivertorfloorin FY93in orderto improvetheheat
fluxmeasurementsin those areas. ORNLcompletedthe installationof a modifiedPenninggaugein thebaffle
region. ThePenninggaugehasbeenused extensivelyto monitortheheliumpartialpressurein thebaffleregion
duringdedicatedheliumtransportexperiments.
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i!_ii!

The high frequency magnetic probe diagnostic was upgraded with the addition of a second, toroidally displaced

array. The two arrays have seven magnetic probes with 2 MHz digital sampling. Among other new observations

from this diagnostic are what appear to be high n ballooning modes from 308 to 385 kHz with wroidal mode number

n=$ to 9, separaled by Af = I0 kHz and An = I. The modes occur in repetitive burs_s during high beta, low

BT discharges.
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53.3. DIAGNOSTICSUNDERDEVELOPMENT

Our FY94 plans again emphasize expandingthe divenor diagnostics both for the existing pumpeddivenor and in
anticipationof the radiativedivenor now in the design stages. Measurementof the electron densitycontoursin the
divenor is very desirable in orderto validatedivenor models and to develop methods forheat flux control. But,
becauseof the complicatedplasmageometry in the divenor and access restrictions,it is extremely difficult to make
completedensity measurementsin the divertor. There are severalapproachestowardthis problem. In FY94 LLNL
intendsto install a microwave interferometerin the divertor with two chords, one througheach leg. A microwave

reflectometerwill be installed by UCLA in the divenor. Meanwhile the design fora divertorThomson scattering
system will be developed. The interferometerwill provide two line integrals of the density in the divenor legs and
the reflectometer should provide some informationabout the peak density. A more complete picture of both the

density and electron temperaturewill become available whenthe dtvenor Thomsonscatteringsystem is completed
some time inFY95.

At present it is not possible to monitor the heat flux to the inside portion of the bias ring, a region that during

pumpingexperimentsis exposed to largeamountsof power. In FY94 a tangentiallyviewing IR camera witha view
of the insidesurface of the biasringwill be installed.

The DIMES diagnostic will be upgraded in collaboration with IPP Julich with a backlit, thin film, visible
interferometer. This system uses a visible interferometerto measure the thickness in site of a thin substrate

exposed to the plasma. This will allow accuratemeasurementsof erosion of the divenor tiles undera wide variety
of conditions.

The MSE diagnostic will be expandedby IA,NL with the additionof an additionaleight spatialchannels, with the

goal of significantly improving the resolution at the edge of currentprofile reconstructions. This will double the
numberof MSE spatialchannelsandwill give DIII-D unique capabilitiesin theedge region.

A con_ptual design of a BES (Beam Emission Spectroscopy) diagnostic will be undertaken in FY94 in
collaborationwith the University of Wisconsin. The BES diagnostic will measuredensity fluctuationsin the core

region and is basedon the successful BES system on TFFR. The diagnostic will not be completed until late FY95
or earlyFY96.

Ttm_ aging diagnostics will undergo majorrefurbishmentduringFY94. The CER system will have a new detector

system designed andbuiltfor the edge chordsof the diagnostic. The new detectorsystem is basedon a fast readout
CCD and will replace aging and obsolete image intensifiers. The CO2 interferometersystem will have the CO2
laser systems reworked and new laser beads installed along with the replacement of a numberof other optical
components. The failure rate of the old laser systems was approaching an unacceptable level for this essential

diagnostic. The 112 so/t x-ray detectors are over 10 years old and have degraded significantly. New, modern
detectorsand frontend electronicswill be installedin early FY94.

5.6. RELIABILITY& AVAILABILITY

5.6.1.INTEGRATEDPREVENTIVEMAINTENANCEPFIOGRAM(IPMP)

During October 1993 the IPMP changed its data base management software from Bender Engineering's
MAINTSTARProgramto the PACMAINPro_tm. PACMAIN was developed by GeneralAtomic's Fusion Group
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and offers severaladvantagesover theprevious program.Fusionpersonnel can quickly access up-to-datepreventive
maintenancedamandreportsvia computerterminals.

All cyclic hardwaresuch as valves, shutters, bellows, etc., hadbeen enteredinto the _MP by the end of December.
This meant workorderscould be issued for the procurementand/or fabricationof cyclic equipment priorto their
end-of-life estimates. It also allowed for the plannedreplacement of this equipment without any majordisruption

to DI]I-D operations. Additionally, a more accurate log of critical end-of-life cycle data can now be maintained
for futureuse.

TroubleRepom have been broughtinto the IPMPandcross-referenced with CorrectiveMaintenance Reports.This
ensures the implementation of long term or permanent solutions to equipment failures. It also provides a more

complete history forequipmentin the IPMP.Additionally, the correctiveaction to failures of components, systems,

and procedures, which do not require maintenance and thus are not in the IPMP, can now be documented
and tracked.

Therewere 2923 maintenance tasks identified for all of FY93. Of this number;2220 preventivemaintenance (I'M)
and 285 corrective maintenance (CM) tasks were completed, and 754 tasks were not completed due primarily
to equipment not being in use duringvent periods. At the end of FY93 there were 23 PM and 10 CM outstanding

tasks. Of the outstandingtasks; there were 4 priority l's (affect machine operation)and 19 priority2's (may affect
machine operation).The remaining 10outstandingtasks arepriority Ys which have no affect on machine operation.

At the end of F'Y'93therewere 1202 pieces of equipmentin the IPMP.This is an 11% increaseover FY92.

6.8.2. SIGNIFICANT EVENT REVIEWS (SEll)

In March of 1991 DIII-D Managementinitiateda SignificantEvent Review (SER). The purposeof these reviews is

to learn from past events with the objective of determining the root cause of problems and thus eliminate the
re-occurrenceof those events which result in unanticipatedcosts or expended effort which could have been avoided

with betterdesign, procedures, etc. The SER brings together key personnel involved in the event with key people
fromrelatedpartsof the organizationto discussthe eventandproposecourses of action.

There havebeen 3 SEWs held duringFY93 on thefollowing issues;

1. B-Coil Prutres Ring. A dislodged wedge made of G-IO material was discovered during a routine
inspection of the vessel upper prestress ring tensioning system. Further inspection revealed that other
wedges were either dislodged or out of their nominalpositions, Several shim bags were also found to be
loose or fallen. These conditions allow greater deflections in the B-coils causing more strainin the finger

joints at the center post of the vessel. All of the wedges were re-installed or re-aligned per specification.
Also, some shim bags were removed and new shim bags installed in their place. The upper prestress ring
vertical studs were then retensioned, It was decided to instrumentthe prestress ring with B-coil deflection
monitorsand load cells to monitorthe force in the verticalstuds.

2. Halon Di_harge In the Pit Area. In late August 1993 smokedetectors in the lower access pit tunnel's 1, 4,

and 5 went into alarm. The thump of the Halon fire suppressant system's tanks being discharged, and the
whooshing soundconnected with the discharge was heard. No reason for the dischargecould be determined,
and no equipment failure was identified, The system is manually operatedby pulling a ring outside the pit
areawhich closes the contacts on a micro-switch,providing24 Vdc to the solenoid in the Haion System. The

solenoL! ?lunger depresses a Schrader valve which causes the Halon to discharge. It was definitely
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establishedthat the ringhad notbeen pulled. Also, a printoutof the NotifierAlarm System indicaled that the
Halon System was neveralarmedand thatthe solenoid had notbeenactivated. It was decided to separatethe
Halon System from the Notifier AlarmSystem.

3. Copper Impurities In Vessel from Bolometer. CopperbraidedNextel wiring in the new bolometerarrays
was prebaked in an air atmosphererather than in vacuum causing copper oxide to form on the wiring,
Copper impurities were then discovered in the DIII-D vessel after installation of the bolometers. It was
determined that the copper impurities were flaking off of the Nextel wiring, and dropping into the vessel
througha smallapertureopening in the bolometerhousing, it was decided to replace the copper oxide braid

with Kapton. It was also decided that a visual review of the hardwarebe conducted as partof the normal
design review process.

The courseof action followed for these SERs resulted in changes to documentationsuch as procedures, drawings,
check lists, etc.

&7. RADIATIONMANAGEMENT
I

Radiation management tasks include monitoring the site boundary radiation, monitoring the dose exposures
of individuals from pit runs and vessel entries, ensuring compliance with legal limits, DOE guidelines and
DIH-D procedures, monitoring material for activation, maintenance and operation of the radiation monitoring
detectors (neutron and gamma), and maintaining a database of radiation measurements and of personnel
doseexposures.

The total neutronradiationat the site boundaryfor WI'93 was4.6 millirem, the total gammaradiationwas
2.2 millirem, giving a total site dose for the year of 6.8 millirem. (This is below the SAN DOE annual guideline
limitof 20 millirem andthe Californiaannual limitof 500 millirem.)

The total dose exposure personnel received was kept below the DHI-D procedurallin|its of 25 millirem per day,

100 milliremperweek, and 300 milliremper quarter(1200 mtlliremper year). The highest dose accumulatedby an

individual from pit runs and vessel entries (but not operations) for FY93 was 246 millirem. A total of 132
individualsreceived suchdoses as follows which were logged in thedatabaseof personnelradiationdoses:

Dose Range Number of Dose Range Number of
(rnillirem) People (millirem) People

0-25 114 101-150 1
IHI III

25-50 9 151-200 2

i I I I III

51-100 4 201-250 2
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yearlyradiologicalsafetyauditof DIII-D wasconductedby GA HealthPhysics,six minoractionitemswere
identifiedand completed. The yearly radiationaudit by the GA criticalityradiationsafety committeewas
completed;no actionitemsweregenerated.TheDIII-Dworkauthorization(WA)withupdatedDIII-Demergency
procedureswasrenewedandapprovedby HealthPhysics. A radiationclasswasheldfor24 newindividuals.The
vesselwasventedfourtimes: for99 daysin the firstquartercontinuingtheventof August92, for21 daysstarting
January13, for 12 days startingMarch4, and for threedays startingAugust 18. Radiationmonitoringwas
performedforall vesselentries.

As panof thecarbontilecleaningprocedure,testsweremadeto arriveatanestimateof theamountof tritiumin the
tiles inorderto determinetheprecautionsrequiredforthe tilebakingWA. Initialestimatesforall the tritiumin the

I

tileswereusedto writethefirstworkauthorizationfor bakingtilesatGA. Basedon the resultsof a test bakethe
requiredamendmentto thetilebakingWA to permitsendingtilesto an outside vendorforbakingwas writtenand
approved.Onlytileswith a surfacecomminationbelowtheDOEreleaselimitof 1000DPM/100cm2 weresentto
thevendorfor baking;theremainingtileswere bakedatGA. Theconcentrationof tritiumintheexhaustof the grit
bluterusedforthecarbontilecleaningwasmeasun_andfoundtobe notdistinguishablefrombackground.

An ALARAplan forDIII-Doperationswaswrittenalongwith a DIII-D RadiationPlanSummarydocumentto
separatethespecificdetailsof theDm-D radiationlimitsfromtheproceduresdescribedin theALARAplan. As
panof theALARAplanan ALARAsubcommitteetotheDm-D safetycommitteewasformedanc_the firstmeeting
of thesubcommitteewasheldtoreviewtheALARAdocument.

Disposalof samplefluids waspursuedthroughdiscussionswith HealthPhysicsandradiochemistry.The total
sample fluid (4.4 i of ultimagold, 0.4 microcuries)fromover500 tritiumwipe samples was ,_isposedof by
radiocbemistry.Somewatersamples(0.9 I, 13microcurtes)wasalsodisposedby radiochemisury.Themorethan
500 emptysamplebottlesweresentto thewasteyardfordisposal.

Disposalof mixedwaste(oil andalcoholcontaminatedwith tritium)continuedto bepursuedwith thewasteyard;
they arecontactingmixedwaste haulersto movethedrumsto thewasteyard. Datedlabels wereplacedon the
drums;oncethelabelsm.eatutcbedtherulespermitthedrumstoremainupto I yearas theyarefilledbutrequirethe
drumsto be removedwithin90 daysoncetheyarefilled. Instructionswere receivedfromthewasteyardto keep
separatethe syntheticoil andthenon-syntheticoil in futuredisposalsas one can be solidifiedby absorbentand
disposedas low levelsolidwaste.

A conservativecalculationof theinoreasedradiationfromplannedpenetrationsof the pitwall fora setof RFlines
weremade. Dueto thepredictedincrease(16%)it wasdecidedto reducethe radiationby eliminatingthe straight
throughholeswitha rightanglejog ineachline. A radiationsurveyinthe nearbywalkwaypriortothe penetrations
wasperformedforlatercomparisons.

The continuingsurveyof the site boundaryproceeded;within the errorbarsthere were no changes frompast
measurements,

Due to requeststo disposeof the originalDoublet!II vessel,a preliminarysurveywasdone and no radioactivity
abovebackgroundwas seen. Using the resultsof a gammasurveyafterthe end of operationsin 1984 withthe
knownhalf lives a calculationof the presentexpectedactivityalso predictsa level belowbackground.Releaseof
thevesselawaitsa finalsurveyandapprovalby HealthPhysics.
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5.8. ELECTRICALENGINEERING

5.8.1.OVERVIEW

The extended shutdown period which ended in Februarywas used to upgrade the control system for the toroidal
field (B) power system, to make room for the new C-coil power supplies from LLNL, and to performpreventive
maintenanceon the electrical systems. Significant progress was also made in implementing the new digital plasma

control system (PCS) for the DIII-D tokamak.Electrical engineeringsupportof the DHI-D experimental program
continuedroutinelythroughoutthe operatingperiod.

The ElectricalEngineeringbranchalso provided supportto Thomson Profile System, Li-Beam System, Cryogenic
Systems,andComputerSystems.

5.8.2.OPERATIONSUPPORT

The electrical systems were used in both forwardand reverse toroidal and poloidal field configurationsduringthe
operationalperiod.All the electrical systems were available with only relatively few incidentsof downtime. Work
to improve power system availabilityis underway andis describedin the following sections.

The start logic for motor generator two (MG2) was modified to insure that startupwill fall within the optimal
window for power rate charges. Additional cost savings to the project was realized by rebuilding
modulator/regulatorpower tetrodes used in the neutral beam power systems instead of purchasing new tubes.
Rebuilttubeshave performedsatisfactorilyin the system throughouttheoperations.

Tests to validate and characterize models of the DHI-D coil/vessel and electrical power systems were also
conductedduringmaintenance periods. The models which will be used in the developmentof new control schemes
for the tokamakwill be describedin a reportwhenthe testsarecompletedearly in FY94.

5.8.3.COILANDNEUTRALBEAMPOWERSYSTEMS

Failure reportsand associated downtime records were used in planningupgradesto the electrical systems. These

records showed that problems with the B and E power supply circuit breakers and the programmablecontroller
(PLC) for the E power supply were main contributorsto the downtimeof the electrical systems. A gatedriver card
which is used in both the B and E power supplies also continuedto log excessive failures. The CAMAC interfaceto
the F power system also failed on several occasions duringoperations. Additionally, a numberof power outages
duringthe yearcontributedto severalproblemswith the controlcomputersfor the tokamakthis year.

Of these problemareas,upgradeof the 15 kV vacuumcircuit breakerswas given highpriority, and the purchaseof
new circuitbreakerswas initiated.A new uninterruptablepower supply (UPS) was also selected to replace the old
motorgeneratorset. ThisUPS has sufficient energystoragecapacity to power the computerthroughpower outages,
andwill provideflexibility for maintenanceof the AC systems involving transferof power. Upgradeof the F system
CAMAC station has also been given high priority. The C-coil power supplies were received and installed duringthe

year, but still need to be integrated into the DIII-D control system. A new gate driver card has been designed to
replacethe cardsused in the B and E power supplies.Implementationof these upgradeswere plannedto start in the

firstquarterof FY94 to be ready in timefor startupof operation early in FY94.
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The B power supply which had been upgradedwith a new programmablecontrollerduring the firstquarterof the
yearperformedreliably throughoutthe operations.A waterleak in the upperguide bearing for the motorgenerator
MG2 was identified and fixed during the year. The fuel tankfor the standbydiesel motor generatorwas replaced
with an above ground tank to meet environmentalregulations. Oil processing of several transformerswas also
performed to remove sludgebuildup.

New coax termination networks were installed in the capacitor banks for the neutral beam systems. These

_erminationsreplact;old terminationswhich haveexhibitedundesirablefailuremodes.

5.8.4.INSTRUMENTATIONANDCONTROLSYSTEMS
!

Engineeringof the printedcircuit cardsfor the plasmacontrolsystem (PCS) was completed in the firstquarterof the
fiscal year. Productionversion printedcircuit cards were installed and have been used in operationsince January
1993. The digital PCS platformhas providedenhancedflexibility forexploring new control regimes for the DIII-D

tokamak. Reports on the performance and results achieved for this system is reported in a different section
of this report. It is becoming widely recognized in the control community that classical orthogonal control
approaches are not ideally suited for highly coupled systems such as tokamaks. Integrated control of the plasma
parametersfor AdvancedTokamakScenariosmust exploit the coupled behaviorof the system in order to achieve

the target plasma parameterspecifications. General Atomics is developing advanced plasma control algorithms
based on a multiple-inputmultiple-output(MIMO) control scheme on an internallyfunded (IR&D) project to be

implementedin the new PCS.

The laser timing andpatchpanel circuitboardswere completedand the Thomsonsystem was used in operation. A
new fast encoding and readoutA/D (FERA) systemdiagnosticmodule was designed which will readout to the data

acquisition system time stamp, identificationnumberandotherinformation.

5.9. MECHANICALENGINEERING

5.9.1.TOKAMAKSYSTEMS

The 300° FWCD antenna enclosures were refurbished by Oak Ridge National Laboratory and installed in the

tukamak in November 1992. The Faradayshields were sent outby ORNLfor applicationof a new coating of boron
carbide.This was completedsuccessfully after which theshields were returnedto GA for installation.

A new support structurewas designed and installed on the northside B-Coil feed point buswork. The structurewas
requiredto _e the deflections of the busworkwhich were the result of Lorentz forces inducedduring the high
currentoperation of the B-Coil. Deflections of the unrestrainedbusbarsin the past hadresulted in bent and twisted
busbarswhich causedbadconnections, arcing,anddifficulty of installation.

All solenoid valves for the pneumaticallyoperatedvacuum valves and shutterswere replaced with new valves. The

old system consisted of several valve boxes scattered throughout the pit. The new system employs computer
operatedmodular solenoid valves which are located in a common area in the lower pit to thereby saving space,

reducingclutter and simplifying trouble-shooting and maintenance. The solenoid system has performed reliably
throughoutthe year. Newly installedpneumatictubinghas resulted in greaterreliability by reducingtubing failures
due to rupture.

J

/
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Options to the originally proposed design of the error field correction coil (C-coil) were reviewed along with
alternate locations for the installation of correction coils away from the machine. The coils will be oriented in a
vertical plane and will each cover a 60 degree sector toroiidallyaround the vessel. A project status/kick-off meeting

was held to review the previously developeddesign concepts and to plan a course of action to complete the project.

A redesign of the two glow discharge cleaning electrodes, located at 135° R-I and 315° R+I, was undertaken

to permit variablerepositioning of these elements at a greater distance into the plasma. This redesign was required

since placement of the new outer wall tile array has alte:redthe geometric relationship between the electrode and
the plasma.

A preventive maintenance operation was undertakento verify the correct torque on the DI_-D vessel seismic
support structureand anti-torquestructurefasteners. A number (hundreds) of water cooling lines and electrical
conduits requiredrerouting to gain access to many of the fasteners. The tensioning and torquing operations were
completedwith the exception of seven studson the seismic supportstructurewhich were not accessible. An analysis
of the potential consequencesdue to the potentially undertorquedfasteners was completedand the worstcase loads
were foundto be well below the failurestrengthof the studs.

A new series of proceduresare being developed by the Fusion Groupin response to recent requirements initiated

by DOE. A new Fusion EngineeringProcedures Manual has been defined, and work continues to develop the

contents and outlines of the various procedures. This 'workmust be responsive to the ten criteria for quality
considerationsset forth by DOE in their most recent QA document,5700.6(2.The procedure will cover Engineering

activities such as design, design reviews, documentation,and other activities related to the engineeringprocess as

appliedto fusion projects.

A dislodged G-10 wedge was discovered duringa routine inspection of the vessel upper prestress ring tensioning
system. Upon furtherinspection numerous wedges were.found to be dislodged or out of their desired location.
Numerousshim bags were also found to be loose or fallen. These conditions allowed greater deflections in the

B-coils causing more strain in the finger joints at the center post of the vessel. All of the dislodged or misaligned
wedges were reinstalled perspecificationand five loose shim bags were removed and new shim bags were installed
in theirplace. The upperprestressringverticalstuds were thenretensioned.

The DIII-D gas system supplies time varying gas pulses to the tokamak. The system is being upgraded to increase

flexibility, giving the experimentalist a greater variety of gases to work with and the ability to puff these gases at
different locations on the tokamaL

A new workfloor to facilitate in-vessel workhas been designed and fabricatedforuse duringvent periods. The new

floor will be suspended frombrackets attached to the wall studs, and is expected to be positioned about 20 in. above

the existing tile floor. The floor panels are a honeycomb sandwich design, forwhich the material has been ordered.

5.9.2.DIAGNOSTICSUPPORTACTNITIES

Mechanical engineering continues to provide design and analytical support for a number of diagnostics. Some
of these activities involve extensive projects while others;are simple modifications intended to improve existing

equipment.

Fabricationof both bolometer arrayswas completed and the bolometers were installed in the vessel. During a
machinevent it was determinedthatthe wiring in the arraywas causing coppercontaminationin the plasma. Both
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bolometer arrayswere reworked tO eliminate the source of copper as a machine contaminant. The arrayswere
rewiredusing KaptonTM insulated conductors and nickel plated copper braid shielding and were then reinstalled on

the vessel. The arrayswere then baked in vacuumandthe residualgases were analyzedto ensure thatthe problem
has been resolved. The arrayswere reinstalledin the vessel duringa clean vent and functioned satisfactorily. An
alternatebolometerhousingmaterialwas selected (Vespelm and Alumina) to providebetterelectrical isolation than
theexisting anodizedaluminumhousings.

Design, fabrication,andinstallationwas completedon the shield plateandintegralshutterassemblies for the portsat
285°, R+I andR-I inside the vessel. Carbon-carbontiles which face the plasmawere then installed.

Existing inconel port cover plates at six R-2 locations in the vessel were replaced with new inconel plates covered
with a carbon-carboncomposite tile materialon the plasmafacing surfaces. These plates serve to protect sensitive
thermocouplesand other instrumentationand diagnostics. Installationof new shield platesat six in-vessel locations
has been cmnpleted.

A reflectometerdiagnostic was installedon the vessel mid-planein the 300° R-0 port immediatelyadjacentto the
Fast Wave CurrentDrive antenna. The reflectometeris a four channel arrangementincorporatinga small graphite

hornassembly situatedjust behind the plane of protective wall tiles. The design and fabricationof the reflectometer
was completedby ORNLand was installedin the vessel by GA.

Analysis of failure modes for the Thomson _attering actuatorsystem led to a new design of the supports for the
shutteractuatingcylinders. The original design mountedthe air cylindersdirectlyon the port flange, makingthem
subjectto cyclic heatingas the vessel was baked from time to time. As a result, the air cylindero-rings were prone
to failure thus making the actuatorinoperative. New mounts have been designed to position the cylinders at a
distancefrom the flange to eliminaterecurrenceof the overheatingproblem.

Additional supportswere designed for one of the large 8-in. interferometermirrors to eliminate suspected vibrations
in the external mirror system. Supports included a larger more robust mount for the mirror itself, plus rigid
horizontal legs affixed to adjacent massive structures. Results indicate a substantial improvement in the
imerferometerdataacquired.

5.9.3. FLUID SYSTEMS

The decision was madeto replace two of the four, fifteen yearold, leaking, shell and coppertube heatexchangers in
the Dm-D deionized watersystemwith one plate and frameexchanger.

A 3600 gallons perday reverse osmosis unitwas purchasedand installed. Performancetests indicatethat the unit is
operating at an excellent impurities rejection rate of almost 97%. The design of an automatic control system
utilizing the new, 3600 gallons perday R/O unitwas completedand the controlsprocured,assembled and installed.
This system which controlsDIII-D deionized cooling watermake-upand conductivity was successfully checked-out

and placed into operation.

Fabrication and erection of the fiberglass piping portion of the water cooling system for the ABB transmitters

was completed. Also completed were the connections to the MFTF power supply and existing ICH transmitter.
These systems, all connected to the new, Low Pressure Cooling Water System were successfully started-up,

checked-out and placed into operation. A water chiller to provide cooling solely for the Thomson lasers was
received and installed.
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5.9.4. ADP CRYOGENIC OPERATION

The ADP cryopump was used during plasma operations for the first time. Operation of the pump went very
smoothly during the active density control experiments. The cryosystem was supportingall presently connected
loads: four beamlines,seven ECH magnets, and the ADP cryopump.Cryosystem operation was stable underthese
conditions with both SuUaircompressors runningand a positive liquid helium make rate. ADP cryopump liquid
helium flow was stable during the deuteriumplasma dischargeswith no noticeablewarmingof the pump. The LHe
massflow was about5 g/s. The pumpwas regeneratedduringevery glow discharge cleaning session. LHeflow was
stoppedafter each shot. The pump remainedcold and then regeneratedthe adsorbeddeuteri_, immediately when

helium glow was initiated.Recooling of the pumpwas completed 1to 2 minutes afterthe endof glow. The in-vessel
liquidnitrogen cooled shield was keptcold bothday and night. Cooldown of the complete ADP cryopumpsystem
from completely warm conditions takes about 2.5 hours. Cooldown takes about 1 hour on the second day of
operations if theLN2 shield was keptcold overnight. Operationof the ADP cryopumpduringplasmaoperationshas
beenwithoutincident.

5.10. COMPUTERDATASYSTEMS

During the starmpandoperationsperiod of Dill-D, 2660 shots were taken, containingover 126 Gigabytes of data,
with the largestshot being 93.4 Megabytes. This is the largest amountof data takenduringany year for DIII-D.
Seven Gbytes of additionaldisk storagewas added at DIII-D. Faster unitsreplaced old units with small capacity.
This allows approximately60 to 80 additionalshots to be kepton line. Several new printerswere added at DI]I-D.
These are all located on the network so that they can be reachedby any of our computers (VAXes and UNIX
workstationslocatedat DIII-D or Bldg. 13).

A study of an appropriatereplacementfor the old 16-bitMODCOMP real-time control systems was completed. A

RISCsystem, runningUNIX, using the Motorola 88100 chip was selected. This system is sold by MODCOMPand
has many real-time features not available on other UNIX systems. The computerarrivedin January,1993. The
CAMACdriverand hardwarearrivedin May and some neededdatabase software arrivedin July. Programmingwas

done to test the CAMAC hardwareand in September,a mini-system ran automaticallyand collected 2 MB of soft
x-rayarraydata each shot. The CAMAC performanceexceeded expectations, so thatpossibly only one computer
system will be needed for the dataacquisition function. Subroutineswere developed to control screen interfaces

and to access shot data stored on other machines. Skeleton programs were writtento handle database entry and
access, task scheduling, CAMAC interface, setupand collection of data from CAMAC modules, and generationof
data files for the user.

The DIII-D shot data access system continues evolving into a client/serverrelationship,with shot data residing on

the VAX cluster and accessed by multiple workstations that perform most of the data analysis, FTDATA, the
interface program between all Dm-D dataand the applicationcodes, was rewrittento allow the users to access and
translatethe VAX -baseddata from any of the differenttypes of workstations.LLNLpersonnelassisted in this effort
by converting the PDATA data compressionalgorithm into the C language, allowing it to be run on all of the user

workstations,he data, compressed because of its volume, can now be decompressedon the requestor'sworkstation
rather than on the slower VAX. At the same time, the capability of breakingdown the monolithic single shot file

into multiple files representing meaningful subsystemswas added. The reworkingof the data access system was a
significant accomplishmentwhich will increase dataacquisition speed and enable efficient data flow across nine
different computeroperating systems. The redistributionof the computational load should prevent the computer
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slowdowns of the pastand contributeto increasedefficiency in the analysisof experimentaldata.The User Service
CenterDRI-D shot restoreproceduresarealso being rewrittento handlethe multiple file per shotconcept.

A programto provide shaping control for the plasma control system was completed. This programallows the
userto push andpull (graphicallywitha cursor)on the desired plasmashape and calculated the various parameters
which resultfrom the displayed changes. To do this, an energy fit is runwhich computes about50 parametersand
which displays the results to the user immediately. Work was completed on the coding for the Thomson Laser
diagnostic which monitors all of the interruptsfrom the various pieces of hardware. This was a large change
necessary due to the reconfigurationof the hardware. Several new applications have been developed to keep a
recordof all maintenance technicians,their skills and training,and to track of all the materials used in installations
inside the vessel.

Highperformanceworkstationshavebeen installedin severalareasin the fusion office building (Bldg 13).Notable

among these is a DEC 4000-300 AXP running OpenVMS installed for the charge exchange recombination
diagnostic. It out performsall otherprocessorsin fusion and is surpassedonly by the Crays.Two Hewlett-Packard
(HP) workstations were installed, one for the USC and the other for the rf group. SAS, the statistical analysis
software from SAS Institute,Inc., was procured.SAS is used by JET to analyze their data, and having the same
packagelocally will enhanceGA's participationin that collaboration.
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6. PROGRAMDEVELOPMENT

6.1. FASTWAVECURRENTDRIVEUPGRADE

In FY92 the decision was made to upgradethe DI]]-D Fast Wave CurrentDrive (FWCD) system by an additional
4 Megawattsof generatorpower capability,beyond the existing 2 Megawattsof FWCD power which has beenused
to establish the physics basis of current drive in the fast wave domain. Long range DIII-D advanced tokamak
scenarios typically call fora total of 8 MW of fast wave power to be combined with the ECH gyrotroncapability.
This4 MW upgrademakesa significant steptowardthe final goal.

FWCD on DIH-D is a collaborativeprogram between GA and ORNL. For the upgrade,ORNL will provide two
new modular four strap fast wave antennaswhich will be installed in FY94 on midplane ports at 0° and 180°

toroidallyin DIII-D. GA is responsible for the necessarypreparationof the DI_-D vacuum vessel for the antennas,

the high power rfgenerators, the transmissionsystem, the control system, and all aspects of interface with DIH-D
operations. Subsequentphysicsexperiments will also be a collaborativeeffort.

To define the collaboration in relation to this upgradeproject, a Memorandumof Understanding(MOU) was
established between GA and ORNL, with representativesfrom DOE also cosigning. The MOU defines a Work
Breakdown Schedule (WBS) for the project. The following description of FY93 activities is presented by WBS
element. The MOU defines the technical scope of the project, the responsibilities of each party, the project
management organization for each party, and establishes the schedule, budgets, milestones and reporting
requirements. A separate monthlyreport of projectactivities was submittedto DOE in FY93.

In mid-FY93 it became apparentthatthe DOE fundingprofile forORNL to manufacture,assemble and test the two
new antennaswas notsufficient to allow the antennas to be installedon DIII-D priorto late FY94. Because of the
importanceof the FWCD experiments to the DIII-D five year plan, it was decided thatGA would accelerate the

antennadelivery schedule by assumingfinancialresponsibility for the manufacturingof the antennacomponents in
outside machine shops. GA also performed engineering liaison with the shops as necessary. Additional capital

fundingwas transferredfrom GA to ORNLfor the antennaproject. The GA support of ORNLto meet the DIII-D
programmaticneeds was defined by a writtenagreementbetween GA, ORNL, andDOE. The presentschedule calls
forcompletionof antenna installationby April, 1994.

An overallschematic of the new FWCD system is shown in Fig. 6.1-1. Therewill be two identical 2 MW systems.

The primary elements of each system are the antenna, the transmitter, the transmission system, and the control
system. The transmission system mustperform an impedancematchof the transmitterto the antennaundervarying
plasma conditions andallow flexibility in the intrastrapphase shift for variousexperiments.

A lengthy competitive bidand technicalevaluationcycle held in FY92 resulted in the selection of transmittersfrom
Asea Brown Boverei (ABB). These units areof the type used on the ASDEX-Upgradetokamak in Germany,and
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have proven very reliable in operation there. The transmittercontract included the necessary high voltage power
supplies andswitchgear.

Both transmitterswere deliveredto DIII-D in late FY93, togetherwith one of the two power supplies. The second

power supplywill be shippedin October, 1993. A photographof the transmitterunitsin the FWCD generatorarea
is shown in Fig. 6.1-2. Modifications of this area were requiredfor the siting of the transmitters. The power

supplies are placedon a new dedicated concretepad in the yard areabehindDM-D. Extensive electricalcontractor

work was requiredto connect power between the units, and to the prime power coming into the DIIJ-D site.
Transmittercheckout is scheduled for FY94. The transmittersare capable of operation over the 30-120 MHz

frequencyrange. The higher frequency capability meets the physics requirementfrom extensive modeling studies

which showed enhancedwave absorptionwith higherfrequency. The outputpower of a unit is nominally 2 MW. It
is actuallyhigher,2.5 MW,below 80 MHz and then falls off linearly with frequency to 1.5 MW at 120 MHz. The
operating frequency can be changed in roughly 10 minutes, or between shots on DM-D. The design of the
transmissionsystem has also kept the 10 minute frequency changeover capability so thatthe effect of frequency on
FWCD efficiency can be readilydeterminedon a shot-to-shotbasis. With the existing 2 MW system, a frequency
change requiresseveraldays.

The two ports which will house the two new antennas requireextensive modification. A pumped limiter was
installed on the 180° port and a moveable limiterblade is installed on the 0° port. Removal of the pumped limiter
and preparation of the 180° port was completed in early 1993, during the last major vent before the 1993

experimental campaign. The other location will be preparedin the ventin the fall 1993.

The dummy loads, exciters and test equipment were specified in FY93 and ordered to arrive in early FY94. A
microcomputerwas acquiredto begin the programmingnecessaryfor controlof the two new systems. A conceptual
design of the instrumentationsystem was developed.

The transmissionsystem topology is based upon the successful one developedfor the existing DM-D system, with
some significantupgrades. The coaxial transmission lines will use ceramic insulators,ratherthan Teflon, to avoid

irrecoverablearc damage tracking. The lines will be capableof pressurizationto threeatmosphereswith a variety of
insulatinggases. A simplified decouplernetwork(see Fig. 6.1-1), developedand tested atGA, will be incorporated
near the tokamak in orderto negate the deleterious effects of mutual inductance between the currentstraps of the
antenna. Additional prematching stubs will be located near the decoupler together with a transmission line
transformer which will lower the standing wave ratio in the main tuning elements. The line stretchers in the
resonantloops are necessary for frequency changeover on the 10 minute timescale. All large transmission line
tuningelements will be sited outside of the DM-D torushall in orderto conserve valuable space near the machine.

The firstdesigns hadmuch of this hardware in the toms hall, butthe projectreworkedthe design more thanonce at
the requestof the DM-D operations group.A competitivebid process resulted in the selection of two U.S. vendors

to supply the majorityof the transmissionsystemcomponents. The procurementis a majorone, with approximately
150 line items. Delivery is scheduled forearly 1994 with installationcommencingimmediately uponreceipt.

The facility modifications which were completed in FY93 were the new outdoor concrete pads requiredfor the
transmitterpower supplies, the indoor site preparation for the transmitters which included a rearrangementof
the FWCD control room, and the tie in of an additional water cooling system to the overall DIII-D system.

Majorreworkof the area just outside of the torus hall is requiredfor the constructionof two new mezzanines for
the large transmission system tuningelements, and the preparationof the area just outside of the hall at 0° which
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was formerly occupied by the 60 GHz gyrotron system, which will be removed at the beginning of FY94.

The mezzanines were designed in FY93 and will be installed in early FY94 to be ready for the transmission

system delivery.

The design, manufacture, assembly and initial check-out of the two new antennas is the responsibility of ORNL, i

with close interaction with the DIII-D RF Physics and Operations groups. The final design review was held in Oak

Ridge in January, 1993. Title II engineering was completed at the end of March with the approval and issuance of

drawings. Figure 6.1-3 shows a sketch of one of the two identical antennas. Each of the strap assemblies is based

upon a modular design for efficiency in the manufacturing process. GA became immersed in the manufacturing

process when GA DOE FY93 funds were required for the outside machine shop work in order to expedite the

schedule. GA handled the fabrication of eight major drawing packages; Port Cover Assemblies, Faraday Shield Rod

Assembly, Inside Assembly Fixturing, Outside Assembly Fixturing, Mounting Hardware, Current Straps, Cavity

Box Assemblies, and the Inner Conductor Transition Details and Sealing Flanges. Essentially all of the parts were

completed by the end of the fiscal year and shipped to ORNL.

SLANTED
FARADAYSHIELDI

K-636(3) FOLDED
8-11-92 ANTENNASTRAP

Fig. 6.1-3. NewFWCDantennae
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6.2. RADIATIVEDIVERTORPROGRAM

The work on the radiative divenor program in FY93 has been a combination of experimental effort and engineering

conceptual design. Divenor heat flux reduction with D2 and neon puffing was demonstrated. In the case of D2

puffing shown in Fig. 6.2-I, there is a delayed heat flux reduction and an increase in the core electron density.

These discharges show good confinement, which is unaffected by gas puffing. Preliminary feedback experiments

(gas valve on and off because the feedback gain was high) were performed to control both the heat flux and density

rise. In the case of neon puffing, shown in Fig. 6.2-2, the divenor heat flux decreases immediately, and the core

R9.6,2-1.D2puffingreducesdivertorheatfluxwhileIncreasingcoredensity
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neon as measured by charge exchange recombination remains constant and does not accumulate. The neon injection

changes the ELM behavior, but the average confinement time is only slightly reduced. The core neon radiates at the

plasma edge, and may in fact be beneficial to reduce the radiated power to the scrape off layer, but in present

experiments, there is no control over the ratio of core to divertor radiation. Modeling suggests that the neon leaks

around the divertor region to the plasma midplane where it is easier to penetrate into the core plasma.

Fig.15.2-2.NeonpuffingreducudivertorheatfluxwithordysmalleffectonconfinementbutIncreuescoreZeff
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Confinementexperimentswerealso performedto determine theeffect of shape on confinement. Theseexperiments

were very importantfor the radiativedivertordesign, as they determined the shape that was consistent with high
confinementadvancedtokamakdischarges, As shown in Fig. 6,2-3, the shapedependsstronglyon the tria,gularity
8, and less on the elongation g. The firstdischarge considered, with 8 =0.5, showed a factorof three less in the

confinementfigure-of-merit_ than the normalVH-mode plasma with 8 = 0,9. Therearesome advantages from
the diagnostic standpoint for the low triangularity design, as there is an access port directlybelow the X-point in
Fig. 6.2-3. On the otherhand,the normalVH-mode shape has an X-point so close to the floor thatthere is no room
for a divert(,' structure. For this reason, a lower elongation case g - 1 .6, was considered. This discharge has

somewhat reduced absolute parameters because the plasma currentis reduced, but in normalized parameters, the

performanceis similar. Preliminaryanalysis of the diagnostic access for this shape was done anddeterminedthat
capabilities are similar to the existing DIII-D diagnostic set. For this reason,a shape similar to that in Fig. 6.2-3
was picked for the baselinedesign case. This case will be examinedin detail in the models andthe neutraltransport
and impurityshieldingwill be csicuIated.

Preliminary physics andengineeringconceptualdesign based on the divenor designs in theDHI-D proposal(GACP
221-043) and shown in Fig. 6.2-4. This is a very flexible design, which includes pumpingat both the innerand

outer strikepoint, biasing, and a siot-like structureto minimize the communicationbetween the divenor and core
plasma.Ourplan overthe next yearis to more fully develop tldsdesign, and test the conceptwith modeling.

I [] i!i!iiill
Divertor Standard High .....

Reference DoubleNull Triangularity

Fig.6.2-4. 8hqat mtad_ show thatmnflmmmtandplato ped_ Increasewithtriangularity
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Fig.6,2-4. Prolimima'yconceptualdesignofa plama radiativedivertorandoperationalfeatures

6.3. 110GHzECHSYSTEM

Electron cyclotron resonance is "nature'sway of heating electrons." Providedthatplasmas aresufficiently high in
electron temperatureand not too high in density, damping of either the fundamental frequency or the second
harmonicis strongandhighly localized to the resonantmagnetic field in the plasma. For DIII-D with axial toroidal

field of up to 2.1 T, second harmonicECH at 110GHz allows strong absorptionat higher plasma density andthus
betaandserves as a test for fundamentalheatingat4 T forTPX andITER.

The DIII-D radiofrequency(if) heatingprogramis targetedto addressspecific needsnot being consideredon other
devices and fosters DIH-D programmaticgoals in the areas of confinement improvement, high beta operation,

and long-pulse operation.A uniqueapplicationof the DHI-D ECH system is to raise the temperatureandbeta of the
electron componentso that the damping of the traveling fast wave is strengthened.The symbiotic improvementby
ECH in efficiency of currentdrive by fast waves is crucial as a key tool for the Dm-D AdvancedTokamakprogram
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to develop a very high confinement, high normalizedbeta steady-state commercial power plant. The localized
second harmonic ECH allows fast waves to drive off-axis current in a very controlled manner, independent
of plasmadensity and temperatureunlike lower hybridcurrentdrive, it is expected that l0 MW of ECH 1l0 GHz
with 8 MW of fast waves at 120 MHz will drive 2 MA of noninductive plasma currentat 5% volume-averaged
beta in DIII-D.

The firstphase of the ECH programis to develop andoperate a system with 2 MW at 1l0 GHz for upto 10 s. The

ECHsystem consistsof four Varian500 kW gyrotronsto generate 1l0 GHzmicrowave power withpulse widthsup
to l0 s. (An alternate system underdevelopment is to use 1 MW gyrotronsfrom Russia.) Low-loss transmission
systemstransmitthis powerto the Dm-D tokamak.In FY93, the projectdirecteditsefforts to validate the design of
the waveguide components and to investigate the mode purityof the gyrotronoutput. While the project waited for
Varianto resolvethe technicalproblemsin developinga long pulse 500 kW gyrotron,the shortpulsegyrotronSN#1

was used to investigate the performanceof the U of W mode converter as an alternateto the GA mode converter,
andissues relatedto the mode purityof the gyrotron. Mode purity testing using the Universityof Wisconsinmode i

convener indicatedthat the outputof the U of W modeconverter behaves the same as the GA mode converter with a
large fraction (-20%) of the power being unconvertibleto the HE11mode. Since the Universityof Wisconsin mode

convener operates on a differentprincipal than the GA one, the results supportthe assumptionthat the gyrotron is
notproducinga pure'rElS,2 mode, buthas a largefractionof its power in off modes.

A 1 MW 1l0 GHz gyrotronwith an internalmodeconvener was orderedfrom GYCOM,a Russiancompany. This
gyrotronis basedupon designsthathaveworkedquite well at 140 GHz. The changes, in additionto a slightly lower
frequency, are a higherpower (1 MW vs 500 kW) level and a longer pulse length (10 s vs a few seconds). The

gyrotronwindow to be supplied is rated 750 kW for 2 seconds. In the futurewhena I MWcw window is developed
the gyrotroncanbe retro-fitted.
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7. SUPPORTSERVICES

7.1. QUALITY ASSURANCE

Fusion Quality Assurance (QA) engineers, inspectors, and support personnel maintained a high level of activity

during 1993. Significant projects supported were the Advanced Divertor Program, the Divertor Material Exposure

System, the DIn-D Graphite Tile Upgrade Project, the Fast Wave Current Drive Antenna for the Ion Cyclotron RF

Heating System, the Electron Cyclotron Heating System, and the Neutral Beam Injector System.

7.1.1.DESIGNSUPPORT

1. Using theodolites, transits, and mirrors, provided as-built measurementstotheThompsonDiagnostics Group

to design an interference-free laser path.

2. Measured as-built attitudes of three DHI-D diagnostic ports for the Fusion Design Group.

3. Measured the relationship of the 180 ° R-O port to the new work platform for input into the CAD system.

4. Provided accurate measurements of film tracings from the Russian high resolution spectrometer.

5. Reverse-engineered cryogenic valve details for the Fusion Design Group.

6. Measured the as-built configuration of the 0° R-O poa a_=dsubmitted the results to the Fusion Design Group.
f

7. Reviewed and approved all DHI-D design drawings, specifications, procedures, and procurement requisitions.

Participated in design reviews and chaired the Material Review Board (MRB).

7.12. INSPECTIONSUPPORT

I. The majority of Quality Control (QC) activities during the year involved receiving and source inspections of

purchased and fabricated material, parts, subassemblies, and assemblies. Inspection activity was particularly

heavy for the DIMES Project, the ADP, the Graphite Tile Upgrade Project, the neutral beam system repair

and the fast wave antenna project

2. The fast wave antenna also required extensive in-process and final source inspections at the suppliers'

facilities. Fusion QA personnel interacted with Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to resolve several

design problems, and problems with production specifications. Intensive liaison between GA QA, the

customer, and our suppliers prevented several situations from developing into cost and schedule burdens.

3. Fusion QC participated in an investigation to determine the reasons for a loss of preload in the DIII-D

Toroidal Field Coil. Several shim bags and a missing wedge were determined to be the cause of the problem.
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QC also performed hardnesstests, ultrasonic NDE tests, chemical and physical tests of high strength bolts,
characterized weld distortions, witnessed hydro and air pressure tests, assisted the Operations Group in
measuring the location of DIII-D bumper limiters with respect to the inner wall tiles, performed visual and
dimensional inspectionsof the 525 MVA motor-generator thrust bearings, load tested the ICRH Final Power

Amplifier (FPA) lifting fixture, performed borescope inspections and verified machine setups prior to
machiningoperations.

7.1.1.TOOLING/LAYOUT/ALIGNMENTSUPPORT

1. Accuratelymeasuredandreadjustedthe 210° NeutralBeam SourceIsolationValve paddlestop screwheights.

2. Fabricatedtwo sets of special tooling whichwill be used to measure beamline subsidenceandattitude.

3. Completedthequarterlycolumn andfooting subsidence tasks, and the semi-annualpit wall crackinspections.

4. Verified properlocation(centering)of the ECHGyrotronsin theirmagnet/cryostat.

5. Developed an inspection technique and fabricated tooling to measure an internal radius in the DIII-D
x-raydiodecalibrationfixture.

6. Assisted Fusion Engineering with the alignment of the DIMES transport tubes.

7. Performed a series of measurementsinside the DIII-D vacuumvessel to documentthe radial location of the

fast wave antennaand adjacentouterwall graphitetiles.

7.1A. QA SYSTEMIMPROVEMENTS

Doe Order 5700.6C wasrecently made arequirementin GA's Fusioncontractwith the DOE. As a consequence,GA

is developing a new Fusion QA Manual (FQAM), a set of Fusion EngineeringProcedures (FEP) and a series of
implementingwork instructions(e.g., the DHI-D WorkProceduresManual(WPM). This action representsa major
change in the way GA's Fusion Groupaddresses Quality Assurance, in that for the first time GA will adopt the
order'srequirementsfora gradedQA approach,continuousimprovementprogram,andinternal/externalassessments.
In the spiritof continuous improvementand the graded approachconcept, DIII-D project personnel are the major
contributorsto the new QAM.

7.1£ OTHERSUPPORT

1. FusionQA/QCpersonnel conductedthe quality hoisting andrigging equipmentinspection.

2. They also monitorednumeroushigh consequence lifts in accordancewith DOE Hoisting and Rigging Manual
requirementswith no adverse incidents.

3. Fusion QC personnelupgraded the CORDAX CoordinateMeasuringMachine (CMM) to the latest software
and firmware versions. Improvementsinclude automaticprobe compensation,faster screen draw, expanded

operatorprompting,enh_,ncedANSI functions,and automaticANSI reporting. This upgradepackage should
reduce CMMinspection time by about 20%.
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7.2. PLANNINGANDCONTROL

The PlanningandControlGroupsupportedoperationandmaintenanceof the DIII-D facility. Planningandcontrol
provided long-term programplanning,as well as day-to-day scheduling (cost control, preparationof Field Work
Proposals and Cost and Fee Proposals),processing of purchase requests, expediting and reportingof status. These
supportactivities are essential to the performance of the program within prescribed budgets andschedules. These
planningactivities (budget, schedule, resource) enabled us to maximize the utilization of available resources for
accomplishment of programgoals and were extremely importantin planningand replanningof scope, budget, and
schedule with fluctuatingfundinglevels.

Majorplanningactivities duringFY93 includedthe 4 MW ICHupgrade,vessel outerwall dies, diagnosticupgrades,
liquifierprocurementandinstallation,machineoperationsand maintenance,anda majorfive-month vent.

7.3. ENVIRONMENTSAFETYANDHEALTH

7.3.1. FUSION AND DIII--D SAFETY

The Fusion safety programprovidesfor the safe operationof the Drn-D facility andfor a safe workingenvironment
foremployees andvisitors. Special programsaddress high voltage andhigh current,high vacuumsystems, ionizing
radiation,microwave radiation,cryogenics and the use of power equipmentand machinetools. The "DIII-D Safety
Procedures for Facility and EquipmentOperation" contains policies and procedures that specify safety rules and
procedures thatmust be adheredto while working at the DIII-D site. Fusion works closely withGA's Licensing,

Safety and Nuclear Compliance organization in areas such as health physics, industrialhygiene, environmental
permittingandindustrialsafety.

Fusion has established a Safety Committee in accordance with company policy as a means of focusing on and
addressingboth the numeroussafety issues faced daily and longerrange safety needs and goals. The Fusion Safety
Committee is comprised of Fusionrepresentativesfrom variousDepartmentswithin the Fusiongroup,includingtop
management, supervisorsand technicians. The safety Committeechairmanis the DIII-D Program Directorand the

assistant chairman is the Fusion Safety Officer. The Safety Committee meets twice a month to address safety
activities and concerns of the Fusion group such as: hazardous work requests, radiation work authorizations,

accident/incident reports, near misses, equipment malfunctions, accident avoidance programs, supervisor
involvement, training,inspections, access control proceduresand high voltage hazards.The Safety Committee also
solicits specialized help from any one of the five Fusion Safety Subcommitteesduring reviews of lasers,electrical
systems, vacuum systems, the use of cryogensor the use of chemicals.

In additionto the Fusion Safety Committeesoversight of activities at Dill-D, two individualsare dedicated full-time
foronsite "preventive" safety involvement. Their activities include writing andreviewing procedures,developingand
conducting special trainingclasses, conducting inspections and follow-up, interfacing andcoordinating with GA's
Licensing, Safety and Nuclear Compliance organization and providing continuous oversight to assure compliance
with establishedsafetypolicies, procedures,and regulations.

The DIlI-D EmergencyResponse Team consists of individualsinvolved directlywith maintenanceandoperationof
the DIII-D equipment.They are trained in CPR, firstaid, SCBA and the use of fire extinguishers, evacuation and
crowd controlandfacility familiarization.The teamcan respond within seconds to provide immediateassistanceuntil
the companyEmergencyMedicalTechnicians(EMTs)arrive.
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Safety Inspections are conducted throughout the year to promote an active Hazard Prevention Program. The
inspectionsare conductedby a combinationof Fusion,GA Licensing Safety andNuclearCompliance personnel and
outside consultants.

A report is provided to the Fusion Safety Committee where corrective action assignments are made. DIII-D
inspectionsinclude:

Ins_.ction Freouencv

Site Inspection(GA Personnel) Monthly

ElectricalConsultant Yearly

CAL/OSHAConsulting Service Yearly

InsuranceCarrierInspection Yearly(Multiple)

S.D. City FireDepartmentCEDMAT Yearly

GA SafetyCommitteeHazardsSurvey Yearly

DOE-SFSafety Review Inspection Every2 years
e

The FusionSafety Officeris responsiblefor trackingthe progressof all discrepanciesandensuringresolution.

All new employees andcollaboratorsmust go througha thorough and comprehensivesafety indoctrinationby the
FusionSafety Officerand PitCoordinator.They are informedof the specific potential hazardsthat are presentdaily at
DIH-D and the specialsafety precautionsand rules that apply,with specific emphasison the areas where they will be
working. Subcontractorsalso receive a similar indoctrination.

7.3.2. FY93 SAFETY

7.3.2.1.Training

Training is all-important to the safety of both personnel andequipment.Due to the complexity of the DHI-D site
and its operation,numeroussafety trainingclasses are conducted.Subjectsof the classes include, but are not limited
to: confined space entry,back injuryprevention,radiologicalsafety, laser safety, hazardcommunication,cryogenic

safety, craneand forkliftoperation, lockoutJtagout,the nationalelectrical code, machineshop tool usage and basic
industrialsafety requirements.

The FusionSafety Officerattendedthe NationalSafety CouncilAnnualConferenceon Safetyand Health.

The yearly DIII-D Emergency Response Team training sessions were presented by the GA Emergency Services
Department in a joint training effort with the Fusion Safety Department. They include the following: Facility
FamiliarizationTraining;FireExtinguisherTraining;HydrantHook-Up Training;SCBA Training;CPR Training.

A f'u'eand emergencyevacuationdrill was conductedby GA Emergency Services Departmentwhich exercised the

DIII-D EmergencyResponse Team as well as the emergencypreparednessof all DHI-D personnel. A CPR training
class was also provided forall electricaltechnicians.
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The "Working Safely and Effectively in the Dm-D Pit" training class was presented to the Fusion employees who

work in the DI]I-D pit. This class is mandatory for all employees who are working in the DIII-D pit with retraining

requiredonce a year.

Numerous Confined Space Entry Classes were provided prior to and during the vent to enable the safe entry into the

Dm-D vessel and other confined spaces. Every individual who enters any confined space must have attended this

one-hour training class that is good for one year. At the close of FY93, we had 111 confined space trained
individuals.

A six-hour radiation training course was offered to all new DHI-D employees and Job Shoppers to fill the Health

Physics/Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) radiation training requirements. Three radiation refresher courses

were also given by the Fusion Safety Officer to all Fusion employees who have previously had the complete course

and only needed the yearly update.

Hazard Communication Training was offered by GA's Industrial Hygiene Department covering Material Safety Data

Sheets, container labeling and hazard identification.

A presentation on the safe use and handling of cryogenic materials used at DIII-D was presented to technicians,

supervisors, and other users of cryogenics.

A crane operator training class was held on the safe operation of a crane and the correct way to attach various slings
and shackles.

The new Stationary Power Tool training program is now complete and is in full operation. The program requires

that each individual have the proper training on the safe use of each stationary power tool prior to operation.

During FY93, 45 new employees and long-term visitors received a safety indoctrination from the Fusion Safety
Officer.

As stated above, a number of DIII-D inspections occurred during the year. In addition to these, the following

inspections were conducted. A DOE Multidiscipline Safety Review audit was conducted by representatives from

DOE/SF. A comment made by one DOE/SF representative was "I think if I were to give you a DOE type word

rating, I would give you an EXCELLENT," All identified problem areas have been addressed.

Slings, shackles, and all lifting equipment are inspected and load tested as per the requirements in the DOE Hoisting

and Rigging manual.

A representative from American Nuclear Insurers toured the DIH-D facility to inspect and check for unusual fire

hazards and other areas that might put the facility at risk. A chemical inspection and inventory was conducted of the

entire DIH-D facility, cataloging all hazardous substances. Missing Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) were

requested and have now been cataloged for employee access in the Safety Library and the Fusion Safety Office. These

data sheets have also been cataloged in the computer database system for easy reference and back up.
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7.3.23. Other Activities

As a result of an accident involving a Japanesescientist at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in
February 1992, the U.S. DOE and Japan formed a Joint Working Group. The U.S./Japan Joint Working Group

(JWG), led by Steve Rossi of the Office of Fusion Energy,met at the DOE headquarters in Germantown, Maryland
in October 1992 and in Tokyo and Mito City, Japan in January 1993 to discuss the issues of safety of inter-
institutional collaborations. The groupconsists of five U.S. and five Japanese safety representatives from national
laboratories, private contractors and universities. The Fusion Safety Officer represents both GA and the U.S.
industrialcontractors.

The Fusion Safety Officer also visited the University of Wisconsin for two days in an interlaboratory safety
assessment/collaboration visit.

The DIH-D Safety CommitteeMembershipwas reviewed,broughtup to date, and temporaryrotating memberswere
replaced by new members. This committee met a total of 24 times. Listed below are some of the tasks that were
accomplished:

1. Reviewed and approved21 HWAs after appropriate recommendationsand changes by the Safety Committee
and select Safety Subcommittees.

2. Reviewed threeincidents that involved no injury, three minorfast aid incidents and fouraccidents that required
minoroff-site medical treatment.

3. Reviewed the monthly inspection discrepancy reports of the DRI-D site. These include a request from the

Fusion Safety Officer for the CAL/OSHA Industrial Hygiene consultation services, an Electrical Consultant

Inspection, a GA Hazard Survey Inspection, monthly Fusion Safety Committee inspections, daily walk-

around inspections, and follow-up visits from the San Diego Fire Marshal's Hazardous Materials Inspection

Team and the DOE Multidisciplinary Review Committee. In all, a total of 548 safety discrepancies were
noted, and at the close of FY93, allof these discrepancieshad beencorrected.

As a consequence of a DOE safety review, an extensive program is underway to install shields on all rotating water
pump and motor shafts so that openings from the top or sides to the exposed shaft are one-half inch or less. These
modificationsare being made to manufacturers'standardpump hardware.

7,33. RADIATION SAFETY

The State of California,NRC, and DOE set criteriafor the maximumradiationexposuresfor the geperal public and
employees. [Refer to "RadiationAspects of DIII-D," by ProjectStaff; .I.Kim, J.L. Luxon (eds.), February 1989.]
Section 30268 of the State of California regulationsstate: No user shall possess sources of radiation in such a
manneras to createin any uncontrolledarea, from such sources,radiationlevels which could cause any individualto
receive a doseto the whole bodyin excess of:

1. Two (2) millirem in any hour.

2. Onehundred(100) milliremin any seven consecutivedays.

3. Five hundred (500) millirem in any one year. (The State of California limit will decrease from 500 to 100
milliremper year in 1994.)
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GA operatesDIII-D accordingto the generalrequirementthat theexposureof the public to radiationbe kept as low
as reasonablyachievable (ALARA). In the spiritof this goal, GA and DOE now operate DIII-D at a guideline of
20 mRem/yr,at the DIII-D site boundary,with a DOE administrativeallocation of 5 toRero/quarter.An important
considerationis the radiationlevel experiencedby membersof the staff, eitherin carryingout device operationsor in
workingin the facility, especially nearor in the tokamakafteroperations in the presenceof residualradiationdue to
activation of device materials. All GA DIH-D personnel, visitors, collaborators, and contractors who are in the
DIII-D facility for more than 18 hr/qtrduringoperationsareclassified as radiationworkers.They receive radiation
trainingand carryradiationbadges during operations.The present limiting criteria is that workerexposure be less
than 1250 mRem/qtr.The DIII-D programpresentlyappliesa limitof 300 mRem/qtrfor individuals.The two most

restrictiveconditions forDIII-D are the exposureof individualswhowork in thevessel for prolongedperiodsof time
and the site accumulatedradiationat the boundarylimit.

Radiationlevels forall proposedDm-D experiments are estimated and approvedin accordancewith the ALARA

principalbefore authorizationis given to conduct any experiment. The actual site boundaryexposure in 1993 was
6.8 mRem.

In DIlI-D operationthrough1993, the highestD-D neutronrateproducedwas 5.8 x 1015neutrons/s,and the largest
numberof neutronsproducedon a single shot was 5.7 x 1015 neutrons. For the present DIII-D radiationshield,
1.5 x 1017 neutrons is the equivalent of 1 mRem at the site boundary. The highest site-boundaryradiation rate
produced is 0.037 mRem/s, and the maximumsite radiationproduced per shotwas 0.038 toRero.

The neutron andgamma radiationproducedat DHI-D is constantly monitoredduringoperationsat the site boundary
with the level kept below 20 mRemper year. Personneldosimeters are worn by all individualswhile on the DIII-D
site and if entrance into the machinepit is requiredbetween shots, an alarmingdosimeteris worn in addition to the
TLD badge. Priorto unrestrictedmachinepit access, the pit is surveyedand the areas requiring monitoringbefore
entry are cordoned off until radiationlevels fall below the DHI-D proceduralcontrol limits. Workersin the vessel
also carryalarmingdosimeters andeach entryis controlled, monitored,andrecorded.

7.4. VISITORANDPUBLICINFORMATIONPROGRAM

Tours of the DHI-D facilities areopen to organizationsandinstitutions interested in fusion development (colleges,
schools, government agencies, manufacturers,and miscellaneous organizations). These tours are conducted on a
noninterferencebasis and are arrangedthroughthe DIII-D tourcoordinatorwhose responsibilitiesinclude security,
arrangingtourguides, andscheduling tours. During the year, 1583 people touredDIII-D to give a total of 11,051

duringthe last nine years.
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8. CONTRIBUTIONTOITERPHYSICSR&D

The DIII-D program continues to make substantialcontributionsto the ITERPhysics R&D Program. During the
interimperiodbeforethe newly establishedITEREngineeringDesign Activity is fully formed, the U.S. ITERHome

Team has identified a summary list of key issues for ITER Physics R&D. These are shown in Table 8-1. The
planneddivertorprogramwill contributeconsiderablyto the firstthree issues. Experimentsare plannedto optimize
powerandparticleexhaust, andheliumtransport.Modeling of these divertorexperiments has become a key element
of the divenor program, The DIMESprogram will address the in-situ testing of divertorwall materials(Issue 4).
The DIII-D program continues an active effort to characterizeand model disruptionswith the goal of providing a
strongdesign basis for next generationmachinesalthoughthis effort is lessened due to fundingrestraints (Issue5).
The confinement programis focused on the understandingof enhancedconfinementmodes andthe ability to sustain
them in time (Issue 6). Key (x-particlestability issues

iT_{_t_i_i.J__>i_i_,_[_5_____ _i_:_!__t_!_!__*_g_i_y_a_a_:_!_:<_i_>_<_i_!_:_<_!*_i_i_ _

TA LE8--1 i_1!I!_{I;Y!_ii:_:_l!:ITERPHYSICSR&DNEEDS '!::!::_'::_'*_::::_: "'_

:ji:illill :i:!_! iii'_!i_:Li_i_i:::1 Demonstrate a divertor configuration with adequate power andparticle exhaust capability iii:gi!_i{i

i!i!:i:ii_!ii ii!iI for ITER. This remains the most prominent and demanding physics issue. The head loads
predictedforestablisheddivertorconfigurationsare too highforreliable engineeringdesigns. _i_I_'_'__'

_:i!_{i,_i!!:#__2 Demonstrate adequate fueling and helium exhaust in this configuration. In addition to _i_,_4>:_:',,_

demonstratingpower andparticle exhaust handling,a divertor configurationmust be capable of __iii{:i!.:i!
_ __:e<,_:_: centralfueling andexhaustof impuritiesincludingheliumash. _{_:Ti{i_':e_i_._!_

3 Demonstrate models to extend divertor results in existing experiments to ITER. Modeling t<_::,:_:::!_:

is separately specified to clearly identify the need to develop adequatemodels for the divertor, _::_:'_:i_!_:,'_,_
4 Demonstrate appropriate dlvertor materials in-situ to handle the power exhaust with low

_:....._,:.... plasma impurity content. Candidatematerialsfor the high heat flux regionof the divenor will _:,:_:'_
!_i::'..iiii_'_i! needto be testedand characterizedin a tokamakenvironment.

5 Demonstrate the ability to controlor avoid disruptions. The developmentof regimesof
disruption-freeoperationwill continueto bean importantchallengefor ITER.iiiii:!iiiii!::iiii!i'

_>I_>::_,._::6 The scJding of a suitable long-pulse confinement mode to D-T operation in ITER. It will be

!_"_>.:_i:,:_>,_essentialto understandwhich confinementmodes ITERwill operatein andto understandhow to {_r_:_:_Q_" _

maintainstable confinementlevels in thatmode.
_i:ii:_;;i&.',:

7 Ascertain the role of (x-partide effects on confinement and stability in ignited plasmas. The ';: _:_'::
understandingof (x-particleeffects will be one of the key areas of physics understandingin the
rrER operatingregimes.

8 Develop suitable long.pulse current drive _eenarios for ITER. This capabilityis notcrucial .....
until several years into the operating life of ITER. No accepted candidateexists at this time and
the ability to implement any proposed scheme could be highly impacted by decisions made
duringthe engineeringdesign phase.
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TAE modes) arestudiedby the losses of energetic beam-inducedo_-particlesfromthe deuteriumplasmas (Issue 7).
There is an ongoing focus on the development of current drive scenarios focused on fast wave current drive

(Issue 8). This will be considerably strengthenedin FY94 by the increasein the fast wave power from 2 MW to
6 MW.

The DIII-D programis renown for its strong contributions to the ITER program. This results from both the
appropriationof the DUI-D device to studymanyotherissues and an active awarenessof ITER needs andissues in
the DIII-D program. Key ITER relevantresults in the past year include the better understandingof the plasma
divertorconfigurationincludingthe use of divertorcryopumpingto demonstratedensity controlin divertorplasmas.
Divertorcryopumpingwas also used to demonstrateheliumpumpingfrom divertedH-mode plasmas demonstrating
the particle confinement times which when normalized to the energy confinement are near those needed for a
burningplasma. A strongeffort has also been undertakento betterdiagnose andmodel the divertor region and to

benchmark these models against DIII-D data. Detailed studies of the role of plasma shape in determining
confinementandstability are providing essential answers fornext generationdevices. A separationof the current
and density dependence of H-mode confinement was demonstrated for the first time using divertor pumping to
controlthe density. Considerableprogresswas also madeon the characterizationof vertical displacementevents, in
orderto allow these events to be properlyscaledto ITER.

Intotal the DIII-D programhas contributedto nearlyall of the ITER issues. Progresson ITER physics R&Dissues

identifiedduringthe CDA was reportedto ITERand a substantialset of reportswere made. Table 8-2 summarizes
the contributionsof each areaby countryanddevice. It can be seen that DIII-D contributedin most areas.
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TABLE8-2
ITER PHYSICSR&D CONTRIBUTIONS

ITIR PHYIIICII R&D CONTRIIIUTIONII Conlrlbulore

$1.1t_-N _'
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/" !
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9. TPXSUPPORT

During FY93, the DIII-D group contributed to the TPX preconceptual design effort primarily in the areas of
development of operationsplans, analysis of errorfields anddevelopment of errorfield specifications, and a field
errorcorrectingcoil (FECC),and specificationof divertordiagnostics. In addition,a numberof formalandinformal
workshopswere held at GA. Most of the workdone directly in supportof TPX was carriedout duringthe firsthalf
of FY93, in preparationfor the TPX ConceptualDesign Review, which took place in March. Therewere a number
of contributionsto portionsof the projectdocumentation,including the System Design Descriptions (SDD) and the

Physics Design Description(PDD). Also, there has been acontinuingdialog between TPX and the DHI-D program.
Experimental results from DIII-D are communicatedon a regular basis to the TPX team. These results have had a

significant impacton developmentof the TPX design. In addition,the Dm-D program has carefullyconsideredthe
physics R&Dneeds of TPXin developmentof the DIII-D experimentalplan.

Workwas continued on the developmentof an initialTPX operatingplanwhich meets the requirementsof maximal
progress toward achieving the initial goals of steady-state,advanced plasma operation, while providing reduced
activation during the first two years, so that the first majormaintenanceperiod can be done hands-on. A four year
plan of physics studies and an associated neutron productionprofile were prepared. Subsequently, the plan was

modified to incorporatea phased program of hardwareupgrades and enhancements. The revised plan included
upgrades in threecategories: in support of the plasma control and advanced tokamakdevelopment aspects of the

TPX mission, in supportof the power and particle control and divertor development goals, and to extend the

operatingcapabilitiesof the TPX tokamak. The first upgradesto be introduced(at the end of the thirdyear) will be

an improvementin the lowerhybridrf system and an improvedcurrentprofile diagnostics forenhancing the current
profile controlcapabilities. At the same time, apellet injectorand an active control coil system is called for. At the

end of the fifth year, a majorupgradeof the divertorconfigurationis planned.

A studyof the impact of magnetic field errors on the TPX plasma equilibrium was undertaken. As seen in DIII-D
and other tokamaks, toroidalmagnetic asymmetriesresulting from small variationsin coil placementcan limit the
range of plasmaoperatingspace throughthe developmentof magnetic islands and the inhibitionof plasmarotation.
Specifications were providedfor the field errortoleranceof the TPX tokamak, and requirementsdeveloped forTPX
field errorcorrectingcoils.

A detaileddefinition of the requireddiagnostics for the TPX dive.or was developed,in additionto specificationsfor
access to the divertor region for diagnostic measurements. Work was also done on the incorporationof plasma

diagnostics into the dive.or structure.A draftplanfor diagnostics for both divertorphysics and divertoroperations
in TI'X was submittedfor inclusion in the TI'X System Design Descriptiondocument.

In October, an informal workshop was held at GA on the question of analysis and control of plasma equilibria,

particularly with regard to vertical stability. Various analysis techniques, possible control schemes, and
instrumentationrequiremen:s were discussed. In June,GA hosteda workshopon "Stabilizationof the ExternalKink
and OtherMHD Issues", atthe requestof the TPXprogrammanagementand the US DOE. The workshopconsisted
of a day anda half of invitedtalks, followed by panel discussions and workinggroupmeetings. The purposewas to

bring together theorists and experimentalists in order to assess our currentunderstanding of the external kink
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instability at high beta and its stabilization by passive or active means, and to outline R&D needed for TPX and

other future devices. The workshop was extremely successful, in that it brought together the theoretical and

experimental communities, and developed a clear statement of future research needs. The theory was clearly

presented, including new results on the influence of cold plasma edge resistivity and toroidicity. The experimental

results were comprehensively reviewed and found to be generally consistent with the more complete theory.

Discussions of the prospects for MIlD feedback, and illustrations of the capabilities of simulation codes enhance the

prospect for designing future tokamaks with significantly higher disruptive beta limits.
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10. COLLABORATIVEEFFORTS

10.1. DIII-DCOLLABORATIONPROGRAMSOVERVIEW

Although the major partof the fusion research which is carriedout on DIII-D is performed by General Atomic
scientists under General Atomic management, in the last few years DIII-D has become a type of national fusion
researchusers facility with 40 institutionsparticipating.The total numberof nationalandinternationalcollaborators
on DIII-D in FY93 for long-termassignmentswas 50. In addition,200 personsmade visits of three weeks or longer

J

to DIII-D. Through its national and international collaboration programs GA is playing a major role in the

worldwide advancement of fusion researchtowards the goal of a fusion power reactor. Ourcollaboration with the

DOE national laboratorieshas broughtnew recognition to ourprogram and broadened its scope. Ourinternational

collaborationshavehelped the U.S. to maintainits role as a strongpannerin the ITERproject.

The recent increase in ourcollaborationwith Russianfusionresearchinstitutes and scientists has helpedmaintainan

active Russian fusion program as well as providing GA and the U.S. fusion program to expand DIII-D relevant
research.

The DIII-D collaborationprograms have contributedto the results presentedin the previous sections of this report
and arediscussed in mote detail in the following.

10.2. JAPANATOMICENERGYRESEARCHINSTITUTE(JAERI)

JAERI scientists continued to participatein the DIH-D program. They contributedto and learned fromthe Dm-D

experiments in the area of VH-mode, divenor pumping, rf current drive and diagnostics. These activities were

directbenefitto theDill-D, JT-60U, andJFI'-2M programs.

Work on the VH-mode studies in DIII-D foundappreciabledifference in the edge flow shearanddensityturbulence

caused by a small amount of neon gas puff. Even about 1% neon was enough to preventthe development of shear
flow andthereforeVH-mode. _ results arein some sense consistent with 1992 results in which the nickel was a

dominantimpurityand indicating significant role of impurities on VH-mode. Analysis of the MHD activity at the

VH-mode terminationshows the development of a non-symmetricmode structurewith high frequencycomponent
which might be related to some kindof singularity inherentto the machine. Contributionswere made to the MIST

impurity transportcode, operation and several simulation analyses were done for the preparation of the DIII-D

experiments. Participationincluded the initial cryopumpexperiment in DIII-D and the initial FWCD experiment
with new Faradayshield in DII[-D.

In addition,JAERIphysicists visited DIII-D for thepurpose of thetechnical discussions andinformationexchanges
on ray tracing andcurrentdrive code, 110 OHz ECH, 60 OHz ECH transfer, DIMF_, ECE, x-ray, and to studythe

multipulse YAG.laser Thomsonscatteringof DIII-D.
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10.3. LAWRENCEUVERMORENATIONALLABORATORY

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory(LLNL) personnel participatedin both the edge physics and advanced
tokamaksareason DIII-D in FY93. Contributionswere madeto the RemoteExperimentalSite development. After
theshutdownoftheMTX experimentatLLNI.,theGA collaborationwasexpandedinFY93.Therearenow about

16physicistsinthecollaboration;roughlyhalfarelocatedinSanDiego,andtheotherhalfcommutebetweenLLNL

andGA. TherearealsoanengineerandthreetechnicianslocatedinSanDiegoworkingonthecollaboration.

LLNL workintheedgephysicsanddivertorareahasincludedbothexperimentsandmodeling.One focusinthe

areaofdivenorexperimentsthisyearhasbeenradiativediver_.orexperiments;theseareinsupportoftheradiative
divmordesign.BothD2 andneonpuffingexperimentshave_Jeenperformed;divenorheatfluxre',mctionoffactors

of3--5havebeenobserved.InthecaseofD2 injection,thecoredensityrises,andinthecaseofneoninjection,the

coreZd rises.New divenorstructuresarebeingexploredtominimizetheseeffects.

Severalnew diagnosticswereproposedinFY93:a dive,orinterferometer,adiverlorThomsonScaueringsystem,

andanEdgeMSE system.Thesesystemsarebeingtrackedthroughthenew 93.01setofproceduresfordiagnostic

construction.Thedivenorinmferometer(Fig.I0.3--I)isa250GHz systemwhichwillmeasuretheline-averaged
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density across each leg of the divertor; this diagnosticwill be very importantin the studyof high density(MARP_-

like) structuresin the divertor region. The divertor Thomson Scattering system (Fig. 10.3-2) is an extension of the

existing core Thomson Scattering system and will involve a close collaboration between GA and LLNL, i.e., GA

will provide the core laser and LLNL will duplicate the exisiting detection system. This diagnostic will take two

years to construct, due to funding limitations, but is scheduled for installation before the planned date for the

Radiative Divertor Program.

In the area of modeling, UEDGE simulations of the DIII-D Scrape-off layer (SOL) were compared with detailed

data from the experiment. Improvements in the code (see the boundary modeling section of this report) have enabled

IJiNr

0J,20Hz)

DIAGNOSTICPARAMETERS iiii!_
• 1cmspatialresolutionover21cmrange
• 8spatialpointsfromI to21cmabovefloor

• Te - 2--600eV
• ne - 5e12cm-3

Fig. 10.3--2.DivertorThomsonscattering
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obtaining results which simultaneously match the midplaneprofiles of density and temperatures, and the amplitude
and shape of the outer divertor power profile. Much higher power flux is calculated at the inner strike point than is

measured. The discrepancy is attributed to the lack of impurity radiation near the inner strike point in the simulation.

The experiment indicates most of the power flowing to that inside is radiated in a region above the plate. Using the

post processor developed this year, consistency is obtained between the calculated and measured Ha emission for

the photo diode views near the inner and outer strike point. However, the experimental results typically indicate

muchhigher emission in the privateflux region than obtained in the simulation.

During the past year the boundary database has been significantly expanded. Effort was coordinated with the edge

physics group at JET to define a set of boundary relevant data to include in a joint DIll-D/JET boundary database.

Many, but not all, of the plasma parameters in this joint data set already existed in the DIII-D database. The BNDY

database was expanded to include all of the joint plasma parameters. In addition, a file format was worked out to

ease sharing data between the two machines. Finally, the number of time slices in the BNDY database was greatly

enlarged duringthe past year.

UEDGE-generated plasma parameterswere established for both the 20 cm and 40 cm reference radiativedivertor
configurations. A single-null configuration was examined with a calculational mesh which extends to the flux

surfacewhich lies 2 cm outside the separatrix at the outside midplane; the plasma characteristics were found to be
sensitive to the assumedboundaryconditions with this narrowdomain. To avoid this sensitivity, a domain was used

whichextends to the 4 cm flux surface.Since an uppernull point exists between the 2 cm and 4 cm flux surfaces,the
plasma is modeled as a symmetricdouble-nullwiththe broadercomputationaldomain.

The sensitivity of the plasmaprofile was exploredto the anomalous perpendiculartransport coefficients and found
that the divertor power profile obtained in the 40 cm configuration becomes much narrower than has been seen
experimentally when the thermaldiffusivity obtained in UEDGE validation runsis used with shorterX-point to
divertordistances.This suggeststhe thermal diffusivitydepends on the X-point height.

Hydrogenic neutral transport modeling for DIH-D was done with the DEGAS code. The effort focused on
supporting the RadiativeDivertorProgram. To that end two generic single-null equilibriumshapes were looked at,

one with a 20 cm X-point to strike point distance, and the other with a 40 cm distance. Using a UEDGE plasma
solution with a 2 cm SOLdomain, DEGAS simulations of the neutral propagationwere done fora varietyof baffle
configurations. These included close fitting conformal slots around the UEDGE plasma, completely open

geometries with the DIII-D vacuumvessel as the only boundary,a "Gas Bag" geometry with a single baffle from
the vacuumvessel toward the X-point, and a partially open geometry with an angled wall boundarycloser to the
plasma than the actually vacuumvessel. The resultswere comparedin terms of the total ionization rate of neutrals
in the plasma core (inside the separatrix)and the profiles of the neutralatomic density poloidally from the divertor

plate to the X-point. The close fitting conformal slot gave the greatest reduction in ionization currentto the core
as expected and reduced the neutral density half way up the slot by up to two orders of magnitude over the
open configuration.

LLNL involvement in the advanced tokamak effort on DIII-D has been concentrated in two areas, high
confinement experiments anddevelopment of the MotionalStark Effect (MSE) diagnostic to measure the current

profile. High _ plasmas may be attractivefor advanced tokamak scenariosfor two principlereasons. First, they
have large bootstrapcurrent fractions and thereforemodestauxiliarypower requirementsareneeded for steady-state
currentdrive. Second, they exhibit improvedperformance,thus allowing operationat lower currentwhich can lead
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to smaller reactors. In earlier experiments,a high[3pconfiguration,was established which spontaneouslyended with
a weak collapse in betadue presumablyto pr,'qle evolution to MHD unstable conditions.

DuringFY93 experimentswere conducted in high _p plasmas with the intentionof increasingboth the poloidal beta
andthe durationof this configuration. The goals of our experiments were 1) to explore the long pulse evolution of
the currentprofile and 2) to study the effect on stability and confinementby using current rampsto alter the edge
current density. In these experiments, operationwas at low current, 0.4-0.8 MA, H-mode plasmas with neutral
beam injection of 3-10 MW. Overresistive time scales the plasmacurrentprofile broadenedand central q increased
as shown in Fig. 10.3-3(a). The figure shows the radialand temporaldependenceof integralq surfacesas obtained
fromEFTTcalculationsof plasmaequilibriausing magneticloop and eightchannelMSE diagnostics. Poloidalbetas

of up to 3.5, were achieved with the high _p durationextending for the entire durationof neutral beam injection
without a beta collapse. For the equilibria obtained experimentally, the MHD stability was consistent with the
stabilitypredictedby the GATOcode.

With qo > 2, a change in the MIID characterwas observed from predominantlym/n = 2/1 to m/n = 3/1 modes and

eventually to a state without detectable MHD fluctuations. Correlatedwith the disappearanceof fluctuations, the
plasma density increased a factor two in the core as shown in Fig. 10.3-3(b). Ideal MHD calculations showed
stability against ballooningmodes duringthe density rise. The improved centralconfinementwas evident from the
centrally peaked currentand density profilesmeasured. The increasein core pressuregradient drovelarge bootstrap
currentswhich ultimately caused a decrease of q0, the re-appearance of fluctuations, and the terminationof the

improved confinement. Bootstrap current fractions of up to 80% were achieved along with the global energy
confinementimprovementof about30%over H-mode.

Also observed during the low currentexperiments was an inferredprompt loss of neutral beam injected fast ions
(typically -50% at 0.4 MA). These losses are not well understood,but the large fast ion banana orbitsat low current

possibly playa role.

For current rampexperiments the total currentwas rampeddown from 0.8 to 0.4 MA. Several importantresults
wereobtained. Following completion of the rampfor a time period of about 0.4 s, correspondingto about 5 to 6 ZE,

enhancedvalues of [3p, normalized toroidalbeta, and energyconfinementwere obtainedat high li ([3pupto 5.2, [3N
3.5, "¢E/'CITER-89P" 2.6, and ti up to 2.4). During both the rampand the improved confinementphases fast ion

losses were also low (~10%), aboutequal to thatmeasuredbefore the ramp. The loss then increasedcoincidentwith
an observed onset of high frequency fluctuations. More experimental data is requiredto understandthese results,
but it indicates that fluctuations may enhance transportof fast ions at low plasma current. Futureexperiments are
planned to obtain the enhancedmode at highercurrentwhere the fast ion losses are smaller and energyconfinement

is expected to increase. While this enhanced confinement state was achieved, a critical element to extending and
improvingthis behavior is controlof the currentprofile, includingthe developmentof real-time control.

During the FY93 experiments on DIH-D, the eight channel MSE instrument provided reliable current profile

measurements. Improvements in optics (low Faraday rotation glass) and calibration (shrinking plasma across
chords)were implementedduringthis time _. Wr/_blewski,Phys. Rev. Lett. 71 (1993) 859]. To improveboth the

prospects for real time current density measurement and control, as well as the for the quality of equilibrium and
stability analyses, we have begun an upgradeof the MSE diagnostic to 16 channels. An error analysis study was

performed using the EFIT equilibriumcode to better understandthe way in which MSE measurements constrain the
equilibriumsolution. Based on this study, it was concluded that additionalchannels, improvedradialresolution, and
improvementsin calibrationwould all contributeto better equilibriumreconstructions
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/

Rg. 10.3-.3. High I_pdischargeevolutionshowing a) the radialandtemporaldependenceof integral
q surfaces and b) the enhancementof coredensity,correlatedwithturnoffof MHD
fluctuationsat 3360ms.
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Therefore, an upgrade was designed to the existing MSE instrument shown in Fig. 10.3-4, which adds eight

additional channels in the outer portion of the plasma (R = 195-230) while relocating the existing eight channels to
view only the center of the plasma (R = 155-195). The new channels are obtained from a completely different

viewing geometry which improves the radial resolution in this region to 2-4 cm. The new system requires a turning
mirror to collect light, which can introduce unwanted polarization effects. Significant effort has gone into the design

of a multilayer dielectric mirror that minimizes these effects. In addition, the new system has vacuum compatible

polarizers built into a movable shutter that will allow in-situ calibrations duringplasma operation. The design of the

Edge MSE upgradeis complete, with installation scheduledfor March 1994.

10.4. OAK RIDGENATIONAL LABORATORY

The ORNL collaboration during the past year includes work in the areas of the Advanced Divertor Program,

boundary physics, FWCD, high beta operation, and pellet injection, in addition to hardware preparationsof the
ORNLpellet injectorandFWCD antenna.

10.4.1.ADVANCEDDIVERTORANDBOUNDARYPHYSICSPROGRAM

Considerable progress has been made in the study of helium transportandexhaust on DIII-D during FY93. This
includes improvementsin diagnostic capabilities andcalibration, planningand execution of experiments to study
helium transport, and the analysis of the obtained data. In the diagnostic area, a modified penning gauge was
installed in the divertorbaffle regionof DIII-D and has been usedextensively to monitorthe helium partialpressure
in this regionduringdedicated helium transport experiments. Also, improvementshave beenmade in the techniques
to calibrate the CER system, allowing more accurate reconstruction of the helium density profiles. The most
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significantexperimentconductedduringFY93 in this areawasdevoted to characterizinghelium transportproperties
of ELMing H-mode plasmas as the plasma currentand injected power were systematically varied. Simulationof
this data via MIST was used to determine the helium diffusivity DHe and pinch velocity in the various plasma

conditions. Energy transportanalysis of data from the same dischargesusing the energy transport code ONETWO

has also beendone to determine the local thermal conductivity _eff. The obtainedDHe/_eff can then be used as a
measureof heliumparticle confinement relative to energy confinement in these discharges. Results of this analysis

suggests thatDHe/'_eff is insensitive to changes in plasma current(see Fig. 10.4-1) but increases strongly with
increasing injectedpower or ELM frequency (see Fig. 10.4-2)
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Fig.10.4-1.VariationofDHef'/_effwithplasmacurrent(PNBIfixedat10MW).

Fig.10.4-2.VadationofDlter'/_ffwithELMfrequency(Ipfixedal.5 M).
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On October 8, 1993, the firstHeexhaust experimentswere performedcn DIII-D usingAr frost on the ADP to pump
helium. These results were veryencouraging for the next step fusion devices, like ITER.

Without He pumping the Helium density after the gas puff rises and comes to a constant level in =100 ms, which

indicates that the helium recycling coefficient is approximately one. When the He pumping is turned "on", the
He density is observed to dropand =70%of the He is removed from the core plasma (p = 0.3) in -2 seconds. This

discharge has an ELM frequency during the pumping phase of about 200 Hz. The decay of the He density during

pumping permits the determination of the Helium confinement time in the vacuum vessel, namely 'tHe -
2.4 seconds. The energy confinement time q_Ewas found to be about 170 ms. This yields a ratio of 'tHe/q_a-- 14,
which is a currentmeasure of the "goodness" of a fusion reactor. Currentreactormodeling codes indicate that this

ratio ¢He/XE should be _<7-15, which is a strong indication that ELMing H-mode discharges are probably
acceptable for a reactor, at least from a Helium removal standpoint. The discharge shown here has an ELM

frequency of only _-00 Hz. Higher frequency or "grassy" ELMs are expected to improve the Helium removal and
therefore one can expect further improvements in the ratioof 'tHe/q_Eat higher ELM frequencies. Indeed, it looks
promising forefficient He removal in ELMing H-mode discharges.

First experiments were performedon June 2 to assess the effects of divertor pumping on the SOL and divertor
parameters. In these experiments, the outer divertorstrike-point position was scanned to allow fora variation of the
particle exhaust rate. This way particle exhaust rates between 5 and 50 Torr-L/swere achieved after the H-mode

transition, without gas puffing. Neutral beam fueling was approximately 5-10 Torr-L/s. Resulting core plasma
density reductions up to factors of nearly two were observed. Qualitatively, the observed changes in the divertor

parameters were as expected, i. e. lower neutral pressure, lower plasma density, higher electron temperature, and
higher divertorheat flux. Significant progress has also been made in upgrading the b2.5 code to include a particle
balance in the presenceof the biasing ring anddivertorbaffle, as well as an, upgradedthe atomic physics model.

10.4.2 ORNLFASTWAVECURRENTDRIVEPROGRAM

The final design review of the new long-pulse fast wave current drive (FWCD) antennas was held at ORNL on
January 28, 1993 at which time the design was approved with no major changes. Two antennas are being built for

the midplane portsat the0° and 180° toroidal locations. Each antenna will be capable of launching up to 4 MW of rf
power at frequencies between 30 and 120 MHz into the DI11-D plasma for pulse lengths of 10 s. In combination

with the existing four-element FWCD array, the expected driven current is about 1 MA. A drawing of the new
antennas is shown in Fig. 10.4-3.

FWCD experiments were conducted on DIII-D with the existing four-strap antenna with the new single-tiered,
tilted, B4C-coated Faraday shield at 0° and 180° phasing. Power levels up to 1.6 MW were obtained, and energies

of 3.7 MJ were injected in a single pulse. Duringone run the plasma current was ramped down during the shot to
maximize the noninductive current during the rf pulse. There were shots at low current which appeared to have
complete noninductive current drive.

Operation with both the normal and reversed direction of toroidal magnetic field was obtained. The power limits
were approximately the same forboth directions,despite the fact that the single-tier, B4C..coatedFaraday shield has

slanted elements to align with the normal directionof field lines at the antenna location.

A prototype antenna decoupler for high power operation was installed and worked flawlessly. The antenna phasing
was changed in 90° increments of four successive shots while maintaining a good match at the transmitter without

adjustment of any stub tuner elements.
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10.4.3 PELLETINJECTORPROGRAM

Work on the pellet injector project for Dm-D continued through 1993. The primary goals of the experiments using

the injector are continuous fueling inside the separatrix with the pumped divertor and increased plasma performance

(PEP mode) as found on JET. The injector will be the three barrel, repeating pneumatic injector installed on the JET

tokamak in 1987. The configuration to be used on DIII-D has three barrels: a 1.8 mm, a 2.7 mm, and a 4 mm. The

injector is capable in injecting one hundred 1.8 mm pellets at a 10 Hz repetition rate and a speed of up to 1.1 km/s.

The larger barrels will probably be run in single shot mode. Deuterium will be used for the pellets and helium for

the propellant gas.

The injector and injection line are being tested at ORNL. A photo is shown in Fig. 10.4-4. The 2.7 mm line has

beentestedat upto 1Hz. The1.8mmlinehasbeentestedsuccessfullyatupto 10Hz. The4 mmhasalsobeen
tested in single shot mode, but the pellets were found to be larger than expected. A new nozzle is being fabricated to

reduce the volume of these pellets closer to the specified size.
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10.5. UCLA/SANDIA

UCLA contributes to the overall DIII-D program in two distinct ways: rust, by bringing to DIII-D specific areas

of UCLA institutional strength, especially in the fields of turbulence measurement and analysis, advanced

millimeter-wave diagnostic systems and edge probe measurements. Second, by supporting the DIII-D research

program via full participation in the planning, execution and analysis of experiments on DIII-D, including

programmatic aspects.

Other contributions are to the overall U.S. fusion program, as DIII-D is an ideal machine on which to develop and

demonstrate reactor relevant diagnostic systems, and to the University teaching role through student research

projects.

At present, UCLA has responsibility for all the mm-wave and FIR turbulence diagnostic systems on DI]I-D, and has

a joint effort with Sandia National Laboratories on edge probe measurements. Specific systems installed on the

machine are inboard and outboard (high/low field side) fixed frequency reflectometers, a frequency tunable

correlation reflectometer, profile measurement reflectometcrs at two toroidal locations, a new reflectometer system

specifically designed to measure and detect the electrostatic component of the ICRF waves used for heating and
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current drive, a multichannel heterodyne FIR scattering system, and, with Sandia, a reciprocating Langmuir probe

array. These systems have been used to support a wide range of experiments on DIII-D, and the most important

results obtained during the year are outlined below:

10.5.1. EDGETURBULENCEANDL-HTRANSITIONPHYSICS

Significant progress has been made by the UCLA/Sandia collaboration in this area with the reciprocating probe

array. Probe measurements have confirmed the formation of a narrow layer of negative (inward) radial electric field

Er during the L-H transition (Fig. 10.5-1). The high spatial resolution of the probe permits the width of this layer to

be determined accurately. The layer is only 0.8 cm wide, or about 1-2 ion poloidal gyroradii. Suppression of

electrostatic turbulence and steepening of the density and electron temperature profiles are simultaneously observed

in the sheared Er layer. Previously, similar data from CER, reflectometry, and Thomson scattering was used to infer

that the sheared Er layer suppressed the electrostatic turbulence and therefore reduced transport, which in turn led to

steepening of the plasma profiles. The reciprocating probe, however, has the unique capability to measure the

correlated density and potential fluctuations, allowing the convective particle and heat transport to be determined

(Fig. 10.5-2). These new measurements provided the first direct confirmation of the reduction in plasma transport

(both particle and heat) in the electric field shear layer across the L-H transition by a factor of about 10,

predominantly as a result of the reduction in fluctuation levels.

40- _i_:_i:_i!_'.......,....,......,......." i i ohmic iii_iii__!;30-- ...........'..............'........................--o--
• : ! • :>,!i:!!'_

• _ _' • ohmicH-m0de"

Fig.10.5-1. CompadsonoftheradialelectricfieldmeasuredbthereciprocatingLangmuir
probeusingthemeasuredfloatingpotentialand"reprofilesforohmic(open
circles)andohmic-sustsinedH-modes(solidterlangles).Anarrowregionof
negative(radiallyInward)ErdevelopsattheseperatrixintheH-mode.
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10.5.2.CORETURBULENCEMEASUREMENTS

The most notable developments in this field areassociatedwith VH-mode operation.Onepossible explanationfor I
the transitionto VH-mode operation from H-mode is that interior transportis reduced because of a reduction in
turbulencelevels in the core, caused by increased shear in Er. This picture is supportedby internal fluctuation

measurementsusing the FIR scattering system, which indicate reduced core turbulence from H- to VH-mode
operation. Thisdecrease is both spatiallyandtemporallycorrelatedwith increasedshear in the radial electric field
(as deduced from CER measurements), in agreement with theory. Moreover, obtaining VH-mode operation is
associated with the suppression of so called momentum transfer events (MTEs), which are evidenced by strong
internalburstsof fluctuations.The suppressionof these MTEs as seen by the FIR scatteringsystem is a signatureof
VH-mode operation.

10.5.3.SOLCHARACTERIZATIONANDSCALING

The dependenceof the screpe-off layer width on discharge conditions (shape, confinementmode, current,density,
etc.), is importantforevaluating the designof the proposedDlII-D Radiative Divertor,as well as the ITERand TPX
divertors.The UCLA/Sandia probe collaborationhas investigated the scaling of the SOLwidth, representedby the

characteristic decay length for the density _n, as a function of plasma currentIp, toroidal magnetic field Bt, and
connection length to the divertor target plates. The density decay lengths obtained in lower single null (LSN)
divertordischarges forseveral confinementmodes increasewith SOLconnection length to the divertortargetplates
for each mode. The ordering of the density decay lengths is _,nin L-mode =2× _,n in ohmic = × _.n in ELM-free

H-mode. The SOL plasma is enhanced in both ELMing H-modes and DND discharges, with _.n 1.5-2 times as
large as the ELM-free H-mode values in Fig. 10.5-1. Figure 10.5-3 shows a comparisonof the SOLdensity profile

for LSN and DN L-mode discharges with Ip = 1.3 MA. Such enhanced scrape-off layers affect the penetration
probabilitiesof impuritiesgeneratedatthe wall, and can improvecore plasmaperformance.

10.5.4.DENSITYPROFILEMEASUREMENTS

Density profile measurementsvia reflectometryhave been resumed, with the objective of demonstratingroutine and
reliable operation, importantfor future devices such as TPX and ITER, and providing information for RF wave
coupling studies.It is also plannedto compareandcontrastseveral competing reflectometertechniques on DHI-D
by makinguse of the flexible hardware configurationinstalledon the machine.Measurementscan be performed at
two distinct toroidal locations, one, in collaborationwith ORNL, at the FWCD antenna,and anotherdisplacedby
45° on the midplane.First results, using an improveddigital phase extraction algorithmand a broadbandfrequency
sweep technique are encouraging. An example, showing that the edge H-mode transport barriercan be clearly
resolved, and excellent agreementwithmultipointThomson data,is is shown in Fig. 10.5-4.

10.5.5.INTERNALRFWAVEMEASUREMENTS

RF heating andcurrentdrive plays a large role in currenttokamakexperiments, is veryimportantfor the success of
the advanced tokamakresearch at Dill-D, and is planned for futuredevices such as ITER and TPX. While many

featuresof RF wave propagationhave been validatedexperimentally, therearestill importantunresolved questions,
and also a need for internal measurements with good spatial resolution. As reflectometry has very good radial
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Fig.10.5-3. ComparisonofSOLdensityprofilesfor lowersingle-null(filledtriangles)anddouble-null(open
circles)divertorL-modedischargeswithIp=1,3MA.TheSOLissubstantiallybroaderinthe
DNcase.

resolution (order of cm), a reflectometer system especially designed to measure fluctuations at the fast wave

frequency (60 MHz) was installed on DIII-D. The first measurements from this system are very encouraging:

fluctuations associated with the FW are clearly seen, with no spurious pickup. An example of local internal F3k'

amplitude as monitored by this system is shown in Fig. 10.5-5. This is the fhst demonstration of RF wave detection

via reflectometry, and opens up the prospect of much improved local monitoring of RF wave heating and current

drive experiments.

106 INTERNATIONALCOLLABORATIONS

GA's International Collaboration Program continues to provide a broad source of innovative new ideas and

opportunities which support the DIII-D research program. Major collaborations are underway with JET in England

and JT--60U in Japan. In addition to the benefits gained from DIH-D staff assignments in these laboratories, foreign

scientists visiting GA have made significant contributions to the DIII-D program goals.
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Contributions to the DIII-D program goals were made by: P. Ghendrih (1 year assignment) from Tore Supra
working on effects of Marfes on divertoroperation, Jorg Winter (2 week exchange) from TEXTOR working on
experiments for in situ boronization of vessel walls, K. Makino (3 month assignment) from Kyushu University
workingon particlecontroland noninductivecurrentdrive, T. Hatae (2 monthassignment)from JAERIworkingon
multipulse Thomson scattering, R. Khayrudinov (3 month assignment) from the Troitsk Institute working on
disruptionstudies, O. Sauter(1 yearassignment)from Switzerland developing aFokker-Planckcode, and Y. Martin
(1 yearassignment)from Switzerlandworkingon chargeexchange recombination(CER).

A summaryof the progressmade by DIII-D staff members in supportof the InternationalCollaborationProgramis
givenbelow.

10.6.1.JET

A comparison was made between the JETdischargesidentifiedas VH-mode, and the DIII-D VII-mode discharges.

They appear to exhibit similar physics (second stable edge andshear stabilization of turbulence),but appearing in
the opposite order to that seen in DIII-D. Initial conditions at the L-H transition were identified as a probable

controllingfactor,andthis behaviorwas laterat leastpartiallyduplicatedin DIII-D. This collaborationmay become
as fruitfulas the previousJET/DIII-D H-mode energyconfinementscaling.

A joint GA/JET boundary physics database is under development and work continued on the joint H-mode
database. GA personnelcontributedto convertingEFITto runon JET andon the design of theJET MarkIIpumped

divertor which included designing a friction test rig, design of the MK II mounting clamps and the MK II
diagnostics integration.

10.6.2.ASDEX-U/W7STELLARATOR

During a collaboration at ASDEX-Upgrade(September1992 throughDecember 1992), a high temporal resolution
spectroscopic diagnostic was designed, constructedand implemented for the outside divertor plates of ASDEX-
Upgradeusing a fast scanning framingcamera. This diagnosticprovided2-D images of the interactionbetween the

plasmaanddivertorplates on a millisecondtimescale and was able to reveal fast divertorplasma phenomena.

At Garching, a program was continued of Tokamak-Stellaratorcomparisons started during the Summer 1992
Exchange. This involved working to develop an experiment to feed ohmic currentinto the W7 Stellaratorduring
strong off-axis RF heating. A transitionto a Tokamakstate with strongprofile consistency thus verifying toroidal

currentas its cause is hypothesized. A second project involved development of ballooning mode formulationsfor
microstabilityand turbulencesimulationsin Stellarators.

10.6,3.TORESUPRA

At Cadarache a theoretical projectwas begun to investigate the possibility of transport "action at a distance". As a
result,a new type of 2-D inhomogeneousturbulencecode is underdevelopmentto look for action at a distance.

As partof a collaboration,on the workstations at Cadarache,rf wave absorptionand currentdrive simulations were

madefor both lower-hybridand fast waves. These simulationsuse a nov_]statistical approachto calculatethe wave

propagation and absorption in the multipass regime [K. Kupfer, D. Moreau, and X. Litaudon, Phys. Fluids B,
Vol. 5, 4391 (I993)].
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10.6.4.JT-60U

A collaborationwas held at JAERI with the primarypurpose to study the relation between toroida!rotationspeed,
errorsfields and the sawtooth crash. The ideas proposed forJT-60U and JFT-2M were based on work done on the
DIH-D tokamak. In DIII-D it was found that significant changes in the sawtooth behavior occurredwhen relatively
largeerrorfields were introduced. In DIII-D the errorfield and the rotationvelocity are coupled in that as the error
field is increased the rotation velocity decreases (via magnetic braking). In both JT-60U and JFT-2M tangential
neutral beams pointedin both directions (counterto the plasma current and with the plasma current) are installed. In
principle these beams can be used to control the rotation velocity independent (more or less) of the error fields.

Further, both of the Japanese machines have toroidallyasymmetric coils that can be used to introduce errorfields.

The results from experiments perforn_edon JT-60U and JFT-2M can be summarized as follows: I) DIII-D and
JFT-2Mshow clearly that fast crash, no precursor,ideal sawtooth crashes are producedat low rotation velocity and
high error field, while slow crash, resistive sawtooth crashes are favored at high rotation velocity or low error field.

2) JT-60U and JFT-2M show that low rotation velocity alone or high error field alone is not sufficient to produce
ideal type crashes. 3) The model developed to explain the DIII-D results qualitatively fits the data from the
Japanese machines but important problemswith the model remain.

Discussions were held at JT-60U on the interpretationof data on the effects of error on locked modes. The sources

of errorfields on JT-60U were investigated and recommendations on better magnetic diagnostics for detecting
locked modes, measuringPF-coil irregularitiesanda possible correctingcoil were made to thehosts.

10.6.5.GAMMA-10

A collaboration with the Gamma-10 x-ray group on silicon x-ray detectors for tokamaks was initiated. The

collaboration will include characterizationof the DIII-D x-ray detectors by the Gamma-10 group, a test of new
detector types developed by the Gamma-10 group on DIII-D and, in the long term the joint development of
improved x-ray detectors and techniquesfor tokamak plasmas.

10.6.6.T-10

The joint research program between DIII-D at General Atomics and T-IO at the Kurchatov Institute continued

during CY93. Four General Atomics scientists participated in the fall T-10 campaign on high power electron

cyclotron heating and current drive and five T-10 staff members and one member of the Latvian Center for
Knowledge visited General Atomics and the DIII-D facility. The resultsof the 1992T-10 campaign, during which

second harmonic ECCD experiments wereconducted atpower levels up to 1MW, were analyzed using the General
Atomics codes TORAY and CQL3D. Currentdrive efficiencies were determined,a nonlinear enhancement of the

efficiency at the highest power levels was studied and the effects of sawteeth and the internal electric fields during
ECCD were calculated to contribute to understandingof the currentdrive process. A highlight of the joint research

activity on 1'-10 and DRI-D was the exchange of diagnostic hardwareand expertise between the two experiments.

During the fall operational campaign on I"-10,a Michelson interferometer,provided by GA, for measurementof the
electron cyclotron emission spectrum over the fi'equencyrange 100-1000 GHz was installed to provide profiles of
electron temperature and an indication of the presence of a suprathermal component of the electron velocity

distributionfunction during injection of EC power. A complete operating system was written for this equipment and
preliminary operation in synchronism with the plasma discharges was achieved. In the other direction, the x-ray

spectrometeron DIII-D was completely revamped to include a three element detector system and advanced ultra

high speed electronics provided through the Kurchatov Institute.
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Anothermajoractivity was the upgradeof the data acquisitionand archivalsystem for T-10. With DOE support,
GA provided a hard disk system, a netserver computerand networksoftware to the computer supportgroup of
the Plasma Physics Division of the KurchatovInstitute. This activity was nearly completed during 1993, with

the installation of Ethernet lines and network capability for data sharing throughout the division. During the
fall campaign, this capability was exercised not only to follow the progress of the T-10 experiments, but also
to produce extensive calculational results using the transportcode ASTRA to model the electric field behavior
during the sawtooth instability under the influence of high power injection at the electron cyclotron frequency,
The relaxationof restrictionson directaccess to the Internetfrom Russiain mid DecemberpermittedGA researchers

in Moscow to log in to the GA computersystem directly for the first time and will in the future, throughremote
login made possible by the network capability, permit sharing of data and c_lculational capability to become
efficient androutine.

The preliminaryresults of the fall 1993 campaign were demonstration of suppression of MHD activity near the
density and q limits by ECH and the study of ECCD at higherpower levels above 1 MW where nonlineareffects
may be important. Both of these areas of investigationbeardirectlyon the viability of ECH as a constituent of the

programplan for the next generationof tokamak experiments such as ITER. GeneralAtomics participantswere
fully integrated into the T-10 experimental group and submittedproposals for off-axis heating and currentramp
experiments which hadbeen addedto the1"-10experimentalplanbut notcompleted by the end of the year.

10.6.7.TRINITI(RUSSIA)

Under GA's subcontract with the TRINITI Laboratory, the DINA code for modeling the resistive
magnetohydrodynamicevolutionof plasmas in DIU-D was appliedto studyingplasma behaviorduringdisruptions
and duringdynamic shaping experiments, with the ultimateobjective in the lattercase of testing plasma control
algorithyms offline. The code was upgradedto simulate the interactionof halo currentswith the vessel wall during
vertical displacementevents; its entire structurewas documented;and its input/outputwas reworkedto make the
code more userfriendlyforGA personnel.

In the area of materialsresearch, pryolytic boron carbide coatings developed in Russia were shown to possess
outstandingdurabilityunderplasma bombardment,even at power levels approachingthose predicted in ITER.In
comparison with the amorphouscoating pursuedin the U.S., the crystalline B4C coating from Russia exhibited

superiorbonding to a graphitesubstrateand significantly highererosion resistance.

10.6.8.TEXTOR

Specific accomplishments includethe following: 1) the developmentof coating fabricationprocess parametersfor
three different boron carbide plus silicon carbide(B4C + SiC) reaction-sinteredcoating compositions (5, 10, and

20 atom-percent silicon); 2)the coating of specimens for electron-beam and ion-beam testing at KFA, using
precursorcoatings with compositions of 69 wt.% B4C + 31 wt.% SiC (10 atom-% Si) m in a related program,

specimens with coatings of the same composition were also prepared for testing at Triniti,Russia (ion beam tests of
these specimens havebeen conducted;encouragingresults were obtained).

The B4C-SiC coatings developed have multiphase microstructuresand are comprised of B4C, SiC, and graphite

phases. Specimens to be evaluated at KFA have adherent,low-porosity, uniform-thicknesscoatings with nominal
coating thicknesses between 200 and 600 mm. The substrate materials used to fabricate the KFA test specimens
consist of Ringsdorfwerke EK 98 graphite, and Le Carbon Lorraine felt-type AEROLOR A05 carbon-fiber-
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reinforced carbon (CFC). The coatings were applied by depositing precursor layers of powder/binder mixtures on

the substrates and then rapidly heating to a nominal temperature of 2260°C. The coatings are comprised of two

microstructural layers: 1) a graded penetration (conversion) layer of B4C and SiC within the substrate, and 2) a

surface layer, whose microstructure is the result of the reaction-sintering process, and consists of sintered B4C

particles (remnants of the precursor coating material) and graphite particles contained in an eutectic-formed matrix

of B4C and SiC.
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